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Preface °

The Bristol Township School District has had a comprehensive'program
for handicapped pupils for some time; Included in it his been a work

-experience program for educable and trainable retarded Pupils (with-
out remuneration), and the opportunity to participate in some voca-
tional school programs. Throughout this experience, it was evident
that many of these pupils have a combination of mental, physical and
emotional handicaps which inhibit their ability to meet success upon
entry into these existing vocational training programs. Seldom is
a training 4tuation developed to meet their needs. As a result.,
the pupil fades frustr tion, boredom, failure, and withdrawal from
the vocational trainin program or loss of job from the work experi- o

ence situatipn; the al eady weak self-image ,receives another setback
and/the cycle of failure and frustration continues.

This project was undertaken ,to satisfy that need. Courses.of'study
and training manuals Igor-a model program have been developed. They
utilize available schdol district service facilities, valuable train-
ing stations which ar4 seldom used for that purpose.. Implementation
of the program is designed for paraprofessionals, under supervision,
to carry out.

I am proud to present the product of many hours of work by a dedi-
cated staff. it is sOmething whidh'can be used to help retarded
pupils.become productive citizens who reap the benefits and joys of
dignified work.

Special acknowledgments are extended to

Project supervisor and
coordinator:

Training Program Supervisors:
Cafeteria:
Child Care:-
Shipping & Receiving:
Maintenance:

Joan Henry
Supervisor of Special Education
Connie Walker
Teacher, Special Education
William Watkins
Teacher, Special .Education

Ethel Maywhort, Cafeteria Manager
'Nina Lindley and Gerry Marell
Pat Dennen
William Smith

Sincere thanks are extended to Gary Bowman, Supervisor of Practical
Arts and VEMUS, ,for his.interest and guidance; to Robert Blocklinger
for the photography work in the manuals; and t/O'Marge Rumford's
trainable class for collating and bibding the manuals for distribu-
tion.

The Bristol Township School District offers these programs fOr general
use. They can help satisfy vocational needs of retarded children.

Frank D. 'Greco
Director of Pupil Personnel
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Introduction

It has always been easy to identify the service perscinnel in any

public, school who take a sincere interest in'the,total programming for

that building. Rerhaps without realizing it, they are the ones who help

students (and staff) develop pride iri maintaining the school, they make

it a pleasure to be served in'the cafeteria, and so,. as students mature,

they. somehow sense that "work" is not only important in terms of earning

a living and/or serving others, but that it can be a happy experience.

Utilizing these personnel as model employers, this project was
designed to create an "in-school" pre vocational training program by:

1. creating vocational training settings within the school

district for those students who were clearly not ready to

assume'a role in a more traditional work experience program.

2. training these paraprofessional supervisors to become sensitive

to the social, emotional, and educational heeds of these students.

3.. writing training manuals so that classroom teachers could prepare

students to understand the roles of employees in food services,

child care; shipping and receiving and maintenance positions

And how these skills are also needed by any homemaker or homeowner.

We learned that many of the students involved in the projedt did

not understand how to oomplete the simplest specific tasks or even why

it was...necessary,. and so, these manuals reflect our thinking about what

it is students ought:to know and understand about each vocational area..

We used a format of daily lesson plans, many with separate student activity-.

sheets which can be reproduced using image tone, transparencies or mimeo

electronic scanatone stencils; They are color coded to each of the training
.

areas. .

white food services unit

green ...maintenance unit
shipping & receiving unit

tuff child care unit

yellow teaching the pre-schooler unit

Perhaps public schools havenot yet realized the vast opportunities

which lie within their province to be part of the answer to the challenge

of preparing the retarded student for a satisfying and productive career.

We hope these manuals will be helpful to other professionals involved in

program planning for the vocational training of the handicapped.

t

Joan Henry.
Supervisor of Special Education-





TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER:
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Who Is ThEi PreSchool Child?
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Lesson One

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Who Is The Pre-School Child?

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. To understand who the pre-school child is and the
readiness level of pre-school children.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

I. The student will'define-the ages'.and readiness level
of pre-school children.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

I. Who is a pre-school age child

2. Why are they called. "pre-school

3. 'What do you think they at this age?

4..

. .

How does a preschool age child differ from you?
. ,

5. What do you think a pre-school boy might'like to do
best?

6. What do you think a pre-school girl might like to do
best?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List the ages of pre-school children and discuss the
general .develcpment and needs of each age.

2.. Watch a film strip about pre-school age, children.,.
(one .example' . "Fbcus on Children", 26 minutes,
Dept. of Child Development, Iowa State University,
Aimes, Iowa). ,

i

3. Visit a nursery school, day care .center/and ,kinder-
garten class. Discuss what was seen at:each level

4. Summarize the difference between kinde/rgarten and
primary children.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Have each child bring .in photographs- of themselves
when they were 3,4 or 5 yearS old. Have them show
the class their pictures-and tell how they have
changed.

r
L-0

( 2 )
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Who Is The Pre-School Child?(Cont.)

2, Role playing (have students demonstrate how a child

of 3, 4 or .5 might behave) .

3. Make a collage .of pre-school children doing various

activities. , .

4. Make a collage of pre- school children of different
nationalities,',different siies, etc.,

( 3 )



'TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Who Is The Pr -School Child?
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WHO IS THE PRE-SCHOOLER?
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Who Is The Pre-School Child.
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Lesson Two

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Awareness Of Body Parts

GENERAL CONCEPT:

I. Teaching young children awareness,of their body parts'

and, how they' work. .

'BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES('

1. The student will be aware of his own body parts and
functions and will be able to teach young chiadren

the'same skills.

READINESS EXPERIENCES;

1. Inihat are the parts of our body?

How do we use the parts of'ourbody?

3. Why is it important fot young .children to know their

body parts?

LEARNING.. EXPERIENCES:

1. ;sing diagrams, show the body patts and discuss thei:t.

functionS:.

Disduss growth. COmpare and contrast, using MagaZine

pictUreP and photographs. .

3. Peabody kit

Read and discus8 books such,as, "My Book About Me,',

by Dr. SeusP.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:.

Studpnts can describe activities which they have en-

joyed with pre- school children. They' could perform. the

following activitieS:inthe classroom as practice foran
experience working with young children, either as a 'vol-

unteetin the local school distrct kindergarten or'Tppec-

ial education program or as a babY,sitter.

=v-,1,

0

1. Have each student demonstrate' an: activity and tell

what parts of the body they are using and how they

are using the body.'

"Simon Says" game

( 7 )
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.TEACHING THE PRE - SCHOOLER :" Awareness of Body:Parts'(Cont;)

3. Have students make diagrams of a young child.

4.. Teach the game "Hokey Pokey" and play it for fun.

5. Play the game "Statues ". 9

6. Trace the child'body, shape on a large piece of
paper, calling attention tcyheightishape-y etc. .

7. People puzzle (D. L. M., 3505 North AShland
Chicago, Ill 60657)

8. Game "What Did I Touch"

9. Peabody Kit (primary kit) ..71anquagenaming activity

l0:. Mirror identification: . Child views S-0-if in mirror,
points Out and names own body. parts.



Lesson Two

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Awareness Of Body Parts

Answersoto Student ActiNiity 2a,

1. stomach

2. mouth

3. ankles

4. fingers

5. arms.

6. feet 9

7. heart

8. ears

9. nose

Number

10.

11.

12.

13.

15.

16.

17.

1.

eyes.

head

hands

toes

-legs

hair

brain

neck
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Awareness Of Body Parts

Name

1. Review the following body parts and fill in the answers
to the puzzle below:

head legs heart

hair' ears

nose

ankles .

brain

stomach

hands
9

fingers

toes

feet

arms

rributh

eyes

neck

Student Activity 24



Lesson Three

TEACHING THE 7RE-.SCHOOLER: Importance Of Personal Cleanli
And Caring-For Oneself

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Teaching nursery school children the importance 0
personal cleanliness and how to care for oneself

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. ,The student will be able,t0 understand why and he ;W

, we must teach young children personal cleanlines

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Why'is it important to kekp clean?

2. How could a teacher make a daily health schedule f

children?'
. 1,

, . , ,

3: How can adults.set examples for children?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List the basic skills a child needs to know to care.

for himself.
ti

.

2. Have many cleaning products on display and discuss'

the use of each

3. With a large rubber (foil, have the student discuSSA
:and demonstrate the procedure of bathinga child,'

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Make posters on personal cleanliness that nursery
children would understand.

2. A bulletin board could be constructed by students
on good health habits for adolescents.

3. Role play Have students pretend to be baby sittery

with a child who 'does not want to take a bath at bed
time or wash before dinner. What gameS could be played

to make a child want to have good health habits?



TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Importance Of Personal Cleanliness
And Caring For Oneself (Cont.)

1. Write a complete
why yOu could use

1. soap

2.. nail brush

3. tooth, paste

1.

2.

3.

4..

5.

6.

Name

sentence; using each
these each day.

4.

5.

6.

word below, Tell

O

comb

nail clippers

washcloth

Student Activity 3a 18 .
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Lesson Four

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Being Able To Dress Oneself

GENERAL CONCEPT:

Being able, to dress oneself

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

L. The student will be able to teach a nursery schoOl

childtb put On and take off clothing and fasten

own clothing, using buttons, snaps, zippers, hooks,

buckles, and lace shoes.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Why do you think it is important for young children

to dress themselves?

2. Do you think young children want to be able to dress

themselves?

3. How long db you think it takes to- teach a young child

to dress himself?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. List the skills a child needs to have in order to

dress himself..

-2. Discuss each one and decide how you could go about
teaching the skill. Using, "Dressy BesSy", role

play with another student how you.might go about
helping a child learn to dress himself.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Role play (mother teaching nursery child to button

coat, etc.)

2.. Have students make simple dressing boards using scrap
materials and old zippers, buttons and snaps.

3. Bring children into the classroom or go out to where

there are children and have each student teach a child

a-specific skill related to dressing.

4. Using a chilasize doll, have one student demonstrate

-to anoter.studenf how he would go about teaching a

child the various dressing skills.

10 )
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER:-,., Being Able To Dress Oneself (Con

'Girls might enjoy creating paper dolls to demonst ate,.
words for items of ..clothing.

. A collage could be created using pictures of thing
and scraps of material.

( 11



LeSson Five,

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Teaching Manners And.Why.We Use
Them

GENERAL CONCEI-1T:

1. Teaching young children what manners are and why we
use them

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will understand what manners are their
importance and why it is important to teach them at
an earlviage.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1; What are manners?

2. Why are they important to us?

3. Why are they important to young children?

4. How can adult1 set examples for:young-children?

5. Do. manners have anything to do with whether a child
is 'called "spoiled" or "brat"?

LEARNING 'EXPERIENCES:

1. What does the Word manners`- mean ?1 Make a, list of
situations where, you could use good manners.

Li8t the times when manners are important. Discuss
Why.

3. Discuss how Other people are affected by the way we
behave.

4..' Discuss how we are affected by having manners by,
a lack of having them.

5. Read books, such as, '%hat Do You,Say,. Dear"?.*
to practice reading the b6ok .to younger children.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Role play examples of,poor manners and good manner's.

2. Provide real experiences, by passing things around
the room, as though it was a birthday party in kin-
dergarten.

kt 2 )21



TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Teaching Manners And Why We Use
Them (Cont.,)

3. Make a good manners scrapbook for young children.

JOSLIN (DICK BLICK)
.P.O. box 1267
Galasburg, Ill. 61401

( 13 )
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Teaching Manners. And Why We Use
Them

Name .

1; Fill in the blanks with, the correct "Manners" Words below:

Thank you You're welcome

Excuse me May

Pardon me 'Please.

for the birthday present.

05. Thank you.

6.

7.

for walking in front of you.

for bothering you.

cote in?

have another piece of candy

Student Activity 5a

for the,piece Of candy.



Lesson Six

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Teaching Children All Forms Of
Table Skills

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Teaching nursery school age children all forms of
table Skills, including using proper utensils, man-
ners, food cutting, drinking from a cup without
spilling, etc.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be able to understand why proper
table skills are importan+; to young children\and how
to teach these skills to young children.

REA7INESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Why is it important for young children to know and
understand good table manners?

a

2. .What are good-table manners?

3. Bow can adults set good examples for young children?.

4. -Why is it important to have good manners?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List.good table 'manners and discuss how parents and
teachers can help teach these skills.

2. Stress:

a. Using utensils
Jo'. Chewing correctly with mo th closed
c. Drinking slowly from a cu
d. Remaining at the table un,il all are finished .

STUDNET ACTIVITIES:

1. A role playing activity could show a family where
manners are not important versas a meal where every-
one is polite. Which meal seems most enjoyable?
Why?

2. ,ShoW an. actual child how to cut meat, use a napkin,,
etc.

3. Have a department tea with students taking respOn-
sibility for planning ar)d serving.



TEACHING. 'HE PRE-SCHOOLER: Teaching Children All Forms Of.
Table Skills (Cont.)

4. Have students draw a diagram of the correct way to '

oset a table (silverware, napkin, plate, glass, sal-
,
ad.plate, etc.)

O

25



Lesson Seven

TEACHING, THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Safety On The Playground.

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Nutsery school, safety on the Playground,

HAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

I. The student will be aware of the dangers'to nursery
schoolchildren on the playground and. how they can
help prevent them.

READINESS EXPERIE CES:.

-I. What ,z,:_nds of th,igs do you. find on a nursery school
playground?

20. How could these :things be dangerous?

3. What rules do you think should be in effect on a
. nursery -school playground?

4. Can children be trusted on-playgrOund equipment with-,
out Supervision?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Visit a nursery, school playground.

2 Discuss simple first aid rules and procedures in case
of aceidents on the playground. . Have any children
been hurt on your dleMentary sChbor.plaYground? How?

3*.'After visiting. a nursery school, have students make
a list of safety rules to follow.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Make a bulletin beard for a nursery school, demon-
strating safe practices to follow.

2. Make a first aid booklet that a child could under-
stand_

3. Mike a list of key people in the school to call, and
procedures to ,use if an emergency occurs.



Lesson Seven

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Safety On-The Playground

Answers to Student Activity 7a, Number. ,

1. wait°

2. -cauton

3: beware 0± dog

14. Slippery when wet

15,. flammable

16. school crossing

4. prohibited 17. right

. polluted 18, fire escape

. walk 19. keep off

7. close 20.

8. fire 21. push

emergency

9. fire alarm

10. deep water

11. fireoalarm

12. out,

left

22. explosives

23, drugs

24. fallout shelter

construction
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER:

Review the following safety

Safety On The Playground

Name

terms:

1. danger 11. prohibited 21. school crossing

2. fire:. 12. keep off 22. left

3. emergency 13. explosives 23. right

4. drugs 14. polluted 24. wait

15. beware of dog 25. fallout shelter

6. close 16, fire alarm 26. safety .zone

7. high voltage 17. warning 27. fire alarm

8. 'push 18. flammable 28. fire escape

9.- walk 19. caution -,29, slippery when
wet-

10'. out 20. construction 30. deep, water.

2.
k
Using the

words
terms', fill in the missinjletters in the

following ords

1. - a _ t 4 14. _ _ PP._ hp-: n
e

2. ian 15
_

_ _ ., 1 m- - _ -

3. ew 16. ss

4.

5. 1

6. lk

7.

8. re

9. i e

10. ee

11.

12. o

13. ft

Student Aoti.vity 7a

OS

r

17. g

18. r sc P

19. ee f

20. .m. rg

21.

22.

23.

re 1 m 24.

25: r- -

V



TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Safety On The Playground

RIGHT WAY TO SWING

1. Identify the piece of playground equipment.

2. Is the bob using the equipment correctly?

( 17 )
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Safety. On The Playground

of
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-WRONG WAY TO USE A SWING

1. What do you think of this picture?

2. What would you do'if you were helping on this'playground?

I 30
( 18 )



TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Safety On The Playground

RIGHT WAY TO USE A SLIDE

I. Identify the piece of equipment.

2. Is the.boy using the slide,. correctly?

( 19 31



TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Safety On The Playground

rsxwrr

,ir

WRONG WAY TO USE A SLIDE

1. Why is this the wrong way to use a slide?:

2. What would be the right way to climb up the slide?

) 32



TEACHING THE PRE - SCHOOLER: Safety On The Playground

a

WRONG WAY TO USE A SLIDE

1. Why could going down the slide like this be dangerous?

2. What would be a better way to go down'the slide?

,*

33



lesson Eight

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Gros,s Motor Performance

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Gross motor performance

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be'able to assist nursery school
children in activities, such as finger painting,
easel painting, crayon drawing and modeling clay.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What kinds. of things .should we be able to do before
We can'usefinger paints, paint brushes, 'clay, cray7
ons, etc.?.

2. Which things do.vou find.the easiest to use? Hardest?

3. 'Which do you enjoy doing the most? Which do you re-
member enjoying the most' when you were little?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Talk abdut the different activities that can be done
with the mediums mentioned.

2. Discusswhy some children mightfind it difficult to
da-some or.all of the activities mentioned..

3. Bring in finger paints, paper, poster paints, brush,
paper. , crayons, modeling clay, etc. Discuss proper
use of all and let students use each.

4. What must be done after all of these activities?
(Emphasize importance of 'cleaning up) .

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Prepare coloring books for nursery school children
to use.

2. Using supply catalog, have students chdose proper
Material. for.. these activities.

3. .Role play - demonstrating use of materials to another_
student.

4 Remembering the unit on child care, students could
discuss why some children are more "artistic", "ca-
pable" and "creative" than others.

1110)
34



Lesson Nine

TEACHING THE PRE- SCIOOLER: Fine Motor Performance

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Fine, motor performance

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

.1. The student will be able to assist nursery school
children.with'activities, such as dancing, puzzles,
finger plays, cutting and lacing.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

What'd we need to know* before we can trace, use
puzzles, do finger plays, use scissors, etc.?

2. What are finger plays?

3. What do you think five-year olds enjoy doing the
most?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss each activity mentioned and the skills in-
volved and why some children'might find .the activity
difficult.

2. Discuss and demonstrate the activity that sari be
done with each medium mentioned.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Have the students make up paper dolls and other
sheets for pre-schoolers to practice cutting skills.

2. Teach finger plays from books.; such as "Let's Do
Finger Plays", Marion F. Grayson Robert B. Luce,
Inc., Washington,

3. Students_could mount pages from coloring bOoks with
broad black lines and then help young children trace
the design using tissue paper.

35



TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Fine Motor Performance

'AC:4"Atim.
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PRE- SCHOOL TOYS
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Fine Motor Performance

O.

I. What do you think is going to happen?

.2. What would you tell the boy to do if you were helping

inhis classroom?

0



Lesson Ten

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: TeaChing Sounds Around Us

GENERAL CONCEPT:
A

1. Teaching a child the different sounds around him

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be able to help a pre-schooler
become familiar with the sounds around him.

-READINESS EXPERIENCES.:

1.- Name the sounds you heat in the: room.

2. What morning sounds do you hear?' Night sounds?

3.- What sounds do we become used to, so that we don't
realize they are still present.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Play a sound record, such as Vol. I, Training In
Sound Discrimination, Concept Records, Box 524,
North Bellmore, N.Y. Have student identify the
ound's; then practice teachihg a lesson to young
children.

2: When might we hear these? Where? HOw might chil-
dren react?

3. Demonstrate rhythm band - instruments and practice
various activities which could be presented to young
children.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1.. Make pictures of different animals, so that yOting
children could tell the noises or sounds they would
make.

2. Play instruments, contrasting the sounds of instru-.
ments.

3. Let's Listen (Educational Record Sales, 5005, E-)uglas
Street,,Segundo, Cal.) - listening games, teaching
.imitation and games through records.

4. Talking books (show how to operate talking books),.



9

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: .Teaching Sounds Around Us (Cont.) 1

a. Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes, Midi() Creations,
235 Broadway, Milbraer Cal.

5. Play instruments - rattle, drum, bell,nhorn, whistle,
etc. The students could turn when they hear the
instrument behind their back, or with eyes closed, 1

they could be taught to "hear" and...point to the po- I

sition in. the room.where instrument is played.

39
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Lesson Eleven -

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Recognition of Farm And Zoo Animals

GENERAL CONCEPT:

Recognition of fain, and zoo animals and awareness of
the sound they make.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be able to assist nursery school
children in identifying different farm and zoo an-
imals.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Name some farm animals,
a

2. Name some zoo animals.

3. What do you think is the difference between a farm
animal and a zoo animal?

4. Why might we want children to know about these an-.
. imals?

410 5. When can animals help .us?

to

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. List some farm animals and their, function on the
farm. Use pictures and reCoidb.depicting farm an-
imal's sounds.

2. List some zoo animals using Scott Fo.rsman and Co.
Talk Starters, At The Zoo, to illustrate

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Teach students children's songs about animals, so'
they will be able to teach nursery children (Ex. -
_Farmer In The Dell). 0

2. Make "animal" posters and scrap book for a class-of
pre-schoolers.

0

3. Visit-a farm, zoo or pet shop and, using a tape re-
corder, record animal sounds.

,.
Students could practice using Instructo materials,
such as: Farm' Animals and Babies; Zoo Animals, A
Day At The Zoo or Visiting The Tam.

402#1
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Recognition of Farm And Zoo
Animals (Cont.)

5. Students could ask a librarian to show' them books
abut animals, written for young. children, and could
practice reading a book:t o a child, using creative
sound effects to illustrate the animal.

-\
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER:

1. Review the

Recognition of.Farm And Zoo Animals

Name

following animals:

1. bear' 11. giraffe

2, chicken 12. duck

3. lion 13. elephant

4. tiger. 14. snake

5. pig 15. rhinocerous

6. kitten. 16. dog

7. monkey 17. alligator

8. cow 18. pony

9. horse 19. lizard

10. zebra 20. mouse

2. From the above words, list the animals that you would most
likely find on a farm.

3. From the above words, list the animals that you would
probably find at a zoo.

Student Activity lla



Lesson Twelve,

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER:

GENERAL CONCEPT

Teaching The Concept of Morning,
Noori And Night

1. Teaching nursery school age children the. concept of
morning, noon and night

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE;

I. The student will be able to understand why these
concepts are important fnr young children-to know
and how they can teach these concepts to young chil-
dren.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. How do we know when it is morning and night?
0

2. What activities would a young child associate. with:

a. morning
b. noon
c. evening

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List typical activities we do during the morning,'
noon-time, and night. Which are also part of a yOung
.child's experiences?

2. Present the words morning, evening and noon-time,
Have the studentsinatch the word to a picture shOw7
ing an activity which a cnild could associate with
each time..

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students make posters about these times, that
a nursery school age child will understand.

2. Students could offer to make a bulletin board for
a kindergarten or nursery school class, showing
these times.

( 30



Lesson Thirteen

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: -Seasons

GENERAL CONCEPT:

I. Seasons

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:
1.

1. The student will be able to assist a.6ursery school
chiad'in idehtifying the four seasons.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. .What are the four seasons? How could you help ohil7 .

dren remember them?

2. What kind of weather dd we have in each season?

3 What kinds of .activities can be enjoyed In each sea-
son?

Wha,:. holidays do children associate with each season?
Adults?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List each season and disdus activities for each one.

2. Show typical pictures of each season and have a stu-
dent identify it *and ten how they were able to make
the identification. Do students thinka young child
will be able to do this?

3. What is different about Christmas and. Easter? Elicit
responses from children, drawing out the weather and
temperature corccept-

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1._ Make a season collage.

Make a season bulletin board.

3. Have a student do pantomithe of atypical seasonal
-activity and'have other students. guess the. activity
and. season.

44
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TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER: Seasons

Name

1. Fill in the blanks with the-correct season.

Winter

Spring

Summer

Fall

The leaves turn colors in the

2. The leaves fall from the trees the

3. Tulips grow in the

4. The trees have no leaves in the

5. It is very hot in the

6. Leaves start to groW on the trees,in the

7. It gets cold and sometimes snows in the

8. We 0 swimming in the

9: We go ice-skating in the

-10. Christmas comes in the

11. Basketball is usually played in the

12. Football is usually played in'the

13. Baseball is usually played in the

Student Activity 13a



Lesson Fourteen

TEACHING THE PRE-SCHOOLER 4 Teaching Ninth-Graders. To Read
Orally To Nursery School Children

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1.- Teaching ninth graders to read orally to nursery
school children

AEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. By developing self-confidence in reading orally,
students will be able to read to .nursery school
students.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

.1. Do you .like to read?

2. Why is it important to read?.

3. What kinds of stories might.nursery school students
enjoy hearing?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Read a story with expression to the class.

2. Have them discuss what they liked about the story.

3. Read a story to the claSs in a monotone. Have the
class discuss what was poor about.it.

4. Prepare a fit of stories that a nursery school stu-
dentmight like to hear.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

.1. Have each child read a story aloud with expression.

ry 4$



TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Who Is The Kindergarten Child?

GENERAL CONCEPT:
.

1. To understand Whb the kindergarten child is and the
readiness level of most kindergarten children.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:.

1. The student will understand the capabilities, inter-.
ests and needs ofthe kindergarten child.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Who is a kindergarten age child?

2 What do you think they can do at this age?

3. How does a kindergarten child differ.from you?

4. What do you think a kindergarten boy might enjoy do-
ing.at this age?

5. What do you think a kindergarten girl might enjoy
best at this age?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Watch a film strip, about kindergarten age children,
such as "Focus on Children:, (26 minutes, black and
white, Dept'. of Child Development, Iowa State Univer-
sity,-Aimes, Iowa) .

2. Visit a kindergarten class. Discuss what was seen.

3. Summariz difference between a.pre-school and'a kin -
i dergar.tefri youngster.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

a. Have each child bring in photographs of theMselves
when they were 5 or 6 years old. Have them show
the class their pictures and tell how they have
changed.

2.
''-

'Students could role play how '5 year olds' act in dif-
ferent situations.

3. Students could create a collage cf kindergarten chil-
dren doing various activities.

4. Students could create a collage of kindergarten chil-
dren of different nationalities, sizes, etc.

IP 48



Lesson Two

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Conveying Basic Personal Facts

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Conveying basic personal facts

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be able to assist a 5 year old in
giving h.is name, age, addreSs and telephone number..

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. When'do you, as an adult, have to knoW your age, .ad-
dress and telephone number.

2. When might it be important for a 5 year old to know
this information?

3. 'Do you remember being lost 45 a child? How were you
found?

. LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Present situations when this information is important
and discuss the steps in. teaching a kindergarten child
this infhrmation.

2. Students.could practice playing a game with a child
where he pretends to be lost and student pretends to
be a storekeeper or any adult.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students.go to:kindergarten and use their own
methOd for teachi g basic' personal information.

2. Use Mafax Co. materials, such as Horrah For Me. Have
students practive working with this program for pre4
sentation to kindergarten class.

3. .,wve students make posters showing places where chil-
dren-,Could be lost. Would children dodifferent
things"-d.f lost in different places (woods versus
store',-etc.)

Ili
(
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TEAdlING_THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Conveying Basic Personal:Facts

Basic Personal Facts.

- My name is

). I live at

Name

3. I live in the town of

A. My zip code is

5. My telephone number is

A

6. Write your name, address and telephone number, as though

you. were asked to put it on an application.

Student Activity 2a



Lesson Three

\
TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Family Relationships

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Teaching children to understand the relationship of
family members

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. Can name members of fatily

'READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. How many people are in your family?
.2.

2., .Are all families the same size? HoW can they differ?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES :

1. DiscusSimportance of a family. . Read book Are-You
My Mother? *

P

2. Discuss. what 4 'family is.

3. Match the nameword with the picture of a person in
their family.

4. Role play each member of the family from the bread-
winner to chores and inner family kindness.,

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Have student bring pictures of their. immediate family
or draw a picture of their family naming each. one.

2. Start a family bulletin board.

3. Use family and home-cards from the Peabody Language
'Development Kit.

4: Instruct° - Members Of The Family and My Home And
Family

5. Sesame Street book Who Are The Members Of Your
Family"

6. Sesame Street record,- Individual Song - Who Are
The Members Of My Family "?

7.. Shaw students how to draW a family tree. pis may.
help with the Student Adtivity which accompanies
this lesson.
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Family Relationships (Cont.)

Dick Blick
P.O. Box 1267

...Galasburg, Ill. 61401



TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Family Relationships ,

Name

1. Review the following family words:

1, mother 9. cousin

.2. father 10. niece

3. son 11. nephew

4. datghter 12. great-grandmother

5. grandmother, 13. great-grandfather

6. grandfather 14. sister

7. .aunt 15. brother.

8. .uncle

2: Using the family Word's above, find the. answers to the
following:

1. Your mother's sister

2. Your mother's father

'N

3. Your mother's son

4. Your aunt's daughter

5. Your uncle's son

6. Your sister's daughter

7. Your brother's son

8. Your father's grandfather

9. Your father's daughter

IC Your mother's grandmother

Student Activity 3a
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.Lesson i Four

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Strengthening Ability To
Follow Directions

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. To strengthen ability to follow directions'

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will work with,,a kindergartener on
strengthing ability to follow directions.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Why might it be important for a kindergartener to
follow directions? When will.he use them?

2. .Have the students name the games they played when
they were children. List one which kindergarteners
might enjoy.. Make up 3 by.5 card file of games to
play with the directions clearly explained.'

LEARNING EXPERIENCE'S:

1. Have students list some directions a kindergarten
child might have to follow.

,

2. Compile a list and practicewording them for each
other.

3. Watch the film strip L3sten and These Sounds Are
About You (Record Film trJT) Guidance Associates,
Pleasantville, N.Y..

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Give directions to various places in the -gChooI
building.

2. Make a map of important places in the school build-
ing.

II

3. List of directions for kindergarten children - Print
and illustrate cards with each.

4. Play a game - Find The Object. Give each student 4
directions to follow. He should end up at the cor-
rect spot.

5. Have each student prepare a game to present to the
class., They will be judged by how clearly they ex-'
plain the rules or directions of the game - (may use
black-board).

( 5 'I
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.TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Strengthening Ability To
Follow Directions

Name

1. Print each of these on a large strip of cardboard. Make
small pictures to go on each..

1. , Wash Your Hands

2. Hand Up Your Coat

3. Put Away The Blocks

4. Walk - Don't Run

5. Share Your Toys.

6. Eat All our Lunch

7.

8.

10.

. Student Activity 4a
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Lesson Five

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Community Awareness

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Community awareness

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:
r-

1. The student will be able to'understand the meaning
of basic safety signs (red light, yellow light, green
light, stop sign, etc.) and be able to understand ikahy
they are important in their daily lives. -

!

READINESS EXPERIENCES:'

1. What are some safety signs you-see on r -adways and
streets?

2. Which signs make the best.iffipression on you?

3. Is the meaning always clear even to people who don't
read?

4. Do you think:it is important to understand them if
one doesn't drive?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List safety signs or draw them and discuss their
fundtions. _

Discuss bicycle safety. signals.

3. Use flash cards and have students identify signs on
sight.

4. Discuss pedestrian safety.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Make your own safety signs.

2. Practice role playing a teaching situation such as
giving signals. What do youdo when the light is
green, etc.?

3. Set up a road way in classroom; using safety signs
made by students and have. kindergarten students use
the road way and obey signs and signals.

4. .Have.. crossing guard, policeMan or. safety patrol

( 6 )



TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Community Awareness (Cont.)'

student come in to speak to the class on how they
help yoUng children learn safety.

( 7



LeSson Five

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Community Awateness

Number'2.Answers to Student Activity 5a,

1. gentlemen 19. for rent

2. for sale 20. private property

3. telephone 21. exit

4. post office t22. sc1 ool

5. cashier 23. town

6. underpass 24. railroad station

7- park 25. airport

8. ladies 26. doctor

:-help wanted e4.
2'7. _hospital

10. meat market 28. barber

11. dentist 29. wet paint

12. no trespassing 30. restaurant

13. bus stop 317' no smoking

14. police 32.' quiet zone

15. -elevator 33. dead. end

16. handle with care
. 34. out of order

17. street 35. reserved

18. bridge
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD:

1. Review the following community

Community Awareness

awareness terms:

1. police 13. quiet zone 25. park.

2. school 14. wet paint 26. street

3. bus stop 15. reserved 27, town

4. doctor 16. dead end 28. telephone.'

5. exit 17; restaurant 29 elevator

6. hospital 18. cashier 30, for rent

7. dentist 19. bridge 31. for sale

8. no trespassing 20. railroad station 32. handle with.
care

9. private property 21. airport 33. ladies

10. meat market ' 22. uriderpdss 34., gentlemen

11. no smoking 23. post office 35. help wanted

12. out of. order 24. barber

2. From the words above, unscramble the following words:

1. tnegelenm 13. sub tspo' 25. torpira

2. rof laes '14. ceilop 26. codrot

3. leetphnoe 15. eelavrto 27. pshr...,,ilat

4. stop fofcei 16. nahled thiw. 28. rbbare
.-reac

5. shaceri 17. tsrtee 29. tew aintp

6. drenupsas 18. gedirb 30. setruarnta

7. krap 19. rof nter 31. on moskngi

8. seidal 20. etavirp 32. .uiteq noez**

1peh newtde xtie 33, ddea nde

10. aetm ramtek 22. c slbo 34. uto,fo rdreo

11. ndettsi 23. .canto devresre

12. on rtsepssangi 24. daorliar ttasnoi

Student ActiVity 5a
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Lesson Six

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Recognizing Community Helpers

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Being able to recognize community helpers and know-
ing their service in the .community

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be aware of community helpers and
their functions Aild be able to assist five year olds
in understanding this concept.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

.1. Who are community helpers?

.2. Why do we need community helpers?

3. Why is it important for five year olds to know about
these helpers?

4. When do.they help us?. As children? As adults?

LEARNING EXpERIENCES:

1.. List community helperS; discuss. their job and when
we need their help. What qualifications are needed
for each job?

2.. Discuss what community helpers would be most impor-
tant for a five year old to be.familiar with. Why?

3. Have community helpers come in to speak to students
and answer questions about their concerns for young
children.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Visit where community helpers work and find out what
they like best about their job.

2. Role play - A child is lost. Who does he ask for
help and .what information does one give operator for
help. 'Practice dialing operator for help.

3. Plan a pantomime activity for young children,

4. Make posters about community helpers.

5: Make a "Hat Tree" for use in 'a nearby kindergarten.



TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Recognizing Community Helpers
(Cont.)

Collect hats representing workers in the community.

6. Have students ask an elementary teachdr what mater-
ials she likes to use to teach these concepts. Praci-
tice using thdse materials.,

( 9 )
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Lesson Six

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Recognizing Community elpers

Answers to Student Activity 6a, Number 2.

1. doctor 9. policeman

2. lifeguard 10. lawyer.

I-. grocer 11. social worker

4. garbage collector 12. paper boy

5. lumber 13. mailman

06. electrician 14. teacher

7. milkman 15. food checke'r

8. fireman 16. telephone man

.



° TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD:: 'Recognizing Community Helpers

1. Review the following
is important to us.

2.

m41kman

mailman

3. policeman

Name-

community helpprs and tell why each

4. garbage collector

. fireman

6. cial worker

7. groce

teacher

9. doctor

10. lawyer

11. paper boy

12. li-feguard

13. plumber

14. electrician

15. telephone man

16. food checker

s

. Fill in the 'blank letters In the words for community helpers:

1. ct

2. f g a

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

qr

. 11

8. it a,

9.

wy

c

m

,Student Activity 6a

r
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Lesson Seq6/.1--

TEACHING THE.KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Nutrition In Our Daily Lives

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Nutrition in our daily lives

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will understand what goocInutrition is
and Why it is important to everyone.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:.

1. What does nutrition mean? 4

2. Why is good nutrition important?

3. What is an example, of a nutritious breakfast; dunc ,

or dinner?

. Nhat_i "junk foo'd"?

5. Why do we cal-I-it_junk food"?

6. Why do so many families spend so much of their food
budget for "junk food"?

4 LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

.1. Present the concept of the "basic five" food groups.
Identify and discuss each group.

2. Contrast :tjunk food" snacks and nutritious snacks.

3.. Discuss the vitamins and minerals in nutritious foods
and how they help our bodies grbw.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

'1. Using old magazines, have students put together proper
snacks and meals.

. Using restaurant' menus, have them choose their meal;
least cost and most food value.

3. Make a "basic five" bulletin board for a kindergarten
class.
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TEACHING THE ,KINDERGARTEN CHILD:

1. Review the following types of

1. meat

2. bread

3. 'milk

'Nutrition In Our,Dail?Lives

Name

foods

12.

13..

14.

and nutritional terms:'

cereal

eggs

juice

4. vegetable 15. poultry

5. fruit. 16. -Vitamin

6. ice cream 17. iron

7. salad . 18. minerals

cheese 19. calorie

9. soup 20. starch

10. sundae 21. fats

11, fish

2. Using. at least 13 of the first 15 words above, plan 3 meals
. . breakfast, Iunch and-dinner.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

3. Write one good sentence for words 16.to 21 above:

16

17.

18.

19.

21.

% , Student Activity 7a
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN, CHILD: Different Types Of Clothing

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Teaching children to identify.different types of
clothing.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE-:.

1. Student will be able to identify different types of
Clothing an hen it is appropriate to wear them.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Tell what the seasons a and why it is important to
change your type of clothi at various seasons.

2. How' might a Child feel if he was dressed inappro-
priately?' How,could it cause problems for him at
school?

LEANING EXPERIENCES:

. Discuss why you wear clothes.

2. -Lis different kinds of clothing and what animals it
comes rom.

3. Is it appropriate to wear a fur coat in the Summer?
In what waya'w.ould inappropriate clothing cause prob-
lems for kindergarten children?

. Why is it important to keep' clothing clean and in
good repair?

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Cut out pictures of different clothing.

2. Have each child tell what they have on and if they
think it's appropriate for the weather.

. Cut out pictures of different kinds of weather scenes,
with people wearing the appropriate Clothing.

. Stanwix House, Inc. Play and Say Cards.

Game: Teacher describes clothing of student; class
guesses who is wearing it,
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Nx
TEACHING THE KINDERGRTEN.CHTLD: Different Types Of Clothing

Lesson Eight

Answers to Student Activity 8a, Number 1.

1.

2.

3.,

.4.

5.

6.

7.

.

sweater'

shoes.

blouse

dress

skirt

rUbbers

shirt

shorts

0

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

boots

socks

slacks

mittens

jacket

coat

pants

hat

0
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Different Types Of.Clothing

Name

1. .RevieW the following articles of clothing and complete
the, puzzle below:

1. coat 5.° skirt 9, shoes 13. sweater

2. jacket 6.. dress 10. mittens 14. shorts

3. shirt 7. ', pants
,

11. boots 1'S. rubbers

4. blouse 8. socks 12% hat 16. slacks

6
Student Activity 8a



Lesson Nine

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Teaching Young Children
What Emotions Are

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Teaching young children what emotions are and how
and when we usually express these. emotions

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be able to identify basic emotions
and, their possible causes.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What does the word "emotion" mean. _you?'.

2., How do emotions help us understand others?

3.. How might young children's emotions differ from our
own emotions?.

4. Is it easy fo2 young children to describe their feel-
ings when they are angry or sad? Is it easy for you?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. ShoW pictures of young children's faces expressing
different emotions. Have student identify the emo-
tion and discuss possible causes.

, 2. DiScuss-wheh-a particular-ematton might have differ-
ent causes.

3. Read-sections of books, such as: Moods And 4motions,'
David Cooke Publishing Co.

4. ,Play and discuss record Free To Be You And Me,by
Marlo Thomas.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
F.

1. Demonstrate an emotion; have student draw pictures
to illustrate. the emotion and write paragraph mak-

,ingup situations causing a specific emotional reac-
tion.

2. Role play - what emotions are involved in certain
Situations. . .

3. Tell a time when you "felt especially happy, afraid
or embarrassed,g
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Teaching Young Children
What Emotions Ar6 (Cont.)

4. Read stories in which characters experience differ-
ent emotions, such as, Suzy Face Maker, Scott Fors-

man, First Talking Storybooks - illustrates moods
through facial expression.

5. Teach class a song, such as, "If You're Happy And You
Know It", so that thq might teach it to kindergarten

children.

e.

t.1



TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Teaching Young Children
What Emotions Are

Student Activity 9a

Name ,



Lesson ..1.'en

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Teaching Children To Be'

111
Aware Of One's Senses

GENERAL CONtEPT:

1. To be aware of one's senses

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be able to identify his five senses
and functions and will understand why it is important
for a 5 year old to know them.

READINESS EXPERIENCES

1. What are'our 5 senses?.

2. HoW do these senses help us deal'with our everyday
experiences?

3. What would it be like if we could not see, smell,

feel; hear or taste?

4. Do you know anyone who can't see, hearor speak?
How do they cope?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1.' List each sense,'discussing its function.

2. 'Bring in objects. to allow Student to experience each

sense. Discuss and contrast differences in sense ex-
periences.

3. Have children close their eyes; see how it feels to

not see. Put a rose under a student's nose; see how
it feels to not smell, etc.

TUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. .Make posters showing a human reaction made possible

by using a sense.

2. Have students describe how they would plan a "Blind'.
Man's Bluff" game for a group of young. children.

3. Role play a "Feely Meely" game (while blindfolded,
put hand in paper bag and guess object).

4' 17 72
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Teaching Children To Be
Aware Of One's. Senses

Name

1. Pick the correct sense and place it next to the sentence
.below:

Sight, Hearing, Smell, Touch, Taste

How would you be able to tell?

1. A rose

2. A red rose

3. An old, dead fish°

A clap of thunder'

Yt, A sugar cooky

6. A sour lemon

7. A soft piece of satin

8. A dog barking

9. A skunk

10. An angry `skunk

Student Activity 10a
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Lesson Eleven

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Teaching Children How To Skip

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Teaching children .how to skip

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. A student will teach a child to skip.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Wha. t is skipping and why is it,usually fun for chil-
dren?

2. Why do children want to learn to skip?

3. Why is it hard for some children to skip?

4. What parts of our body do we use when we skip?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. HaVe students tell parts of the body which they will
use. to skip.

2. Disduss why it might be difficult to skip, even as
an adult..

3. Have students skip in classroom at normal speed; then
try to have themdo it in slow motion;

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Students could role play teacher working with
a kindergarten class on skipping.

2. Have each child teach another who doesn't know how
to skip.

3. Have students learn a skipping game that a five year
old might enjoy.

'4. Studentscould write one sentence on 4 different
physital Movements little children make, telling why
that movement is meaningful or important for growth.



eseon weive

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD:

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. /Developing a sense of /thythm

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:.

eloping A Sense Of Rhythm

1. The student wiill(have an understanding of what rhythm
.1.8 and will ,be able to express this'concepf to five.'
year olds.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What is.rhythm?

2. How/do we Make rhythm?

3. How can rhythM make one feel?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Listen to various records depicting different kinds
of music and rhythm patterns; have Class distinguish
the rhythmic pattern by clapping it.

f

2. ,Bring in different kinds of rhythm instruments and //
have class plan how theyyould use the instruments/
in a kindergarten classroom, . .

3 Bring in household items-Which might be used a
rhythm instrument .," pots, spoOns, combs, rub erband
boxes. Take them -to a kindergarten class "for fun.

,,

/
,

4. Talk about part 8 of the-body used'in maki g rhythm.

5. All Students could begin to fill, a ,box /(shoe box) /
with items which could be used to entel-tain a child.,

,

/
/

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
/ /

/

1. Have students make drums out of atmeal bo
/
1

.xe for ,

.

five year olds to use. Class m'ght make b 1/10race- , /

lets and tambourineSt Explain/how playin wAh chil-(
dren creatively makes one a m re effecti e Child care
worker.

2.' Have students plan a thytyl dance to /a. pecifj,c re-
cord and teach it to a kindergarten ch-id.

3. Make a display of rhyt -producin iensils and
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN Developing A Sense of Rhythm
(Cont.)

pictures of machines and engines which have rhythm.

4. Each student could learn one song.to teach a class.
Printed words could be made into a booklet and given_
to a child.
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Lesson Thirteen'

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Tactile Discrimination

P

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Tactile discrimination

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE;

1. The student will be'able to assist kindergarteners
in tactile discriminatiop,_using simple games and
learning activities..

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

. 1. Have one student close his eyes. Place 'something
soft against his face; discuss how it feels.

2. Compile a set of tactile supplies to be used with
kindergarten children. As they are brought in,
discuss how they would feel to the kindergartener.

0

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Using compiled set of tactile objects, review their
feeling, ,Group opposite objects together; re7group
into other categories.

2. Dismiss how these lessons will benefit kindergarten
children.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
a

1: Make up a tactile workbook to be used with kinder-
garten children.

2. Set up a game to be used to teach kindergarteners
to identify various objects through their sense_of
touch.

' 3. Compile a class tactile scrapbook. Use scraps of
material, sandpaper and natural materials and. label
the feeling each-would elicit.



TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Tactile Discrimination

1. Identify the feeling:

Soft - Hard

Wet - Dry.

Heavy - Light

1. A feather

2. A tissue

3; A rock

5. A board

6. Rain

7- Sandpaper

8.. A table top

An 'ice cube

ao. A cup of coffee

Student Activity 13a

p.

.Name

Round - Flat

Smooth = Rough

Hot - Cold

a



Lesson Fourteen

TEACHING'THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Color Recognition

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Color recognition

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1, The student will be able to assist a five year old
in learning colors.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. How did you learn colors?

2.' Is -t importantto know colors? Why?

3. 'What would the world be like without color?

ARMING EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss various methods of teaching colors, '(flash

cards, 'crayons, color charts, etc.)

2. Have students make up _heir own lessons for teaching
colors.

3. Illustrate the primary colors and the way they can
be mixed t-Igether to make other colors.

N.

4. Demonstrate the use of the cards 'to test color blind-
ness (most school psychologists have a set of ,these).

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Have students make up a color.notebook which would
be suitable for using with a five year old.

2. .Makecolor posters.

3. Students could make finger-paintings in monocolor
and use them as covers for a Child Care Notebook.

4. Create a bulletin board illustrating colors.

5. Students could learn to teach the game "I Am Think-
ing Of An Object." They describe an object by its
color, then its size and shape. Students try to
gusss the object.

( 14 79
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`Lesson Fourteen

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Color Recognition
o

Answers-to Student Activity'14a, Number 2.

1, white 7. green

2. tan

3. orange

4. grey'

5. beige

6. pink

D

80

8. blue

9. black

10. purple

11. red

12. yellow

O



'TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD:

1. Review the following colOrs:

Color Recognition

Name

1. red 7.' pink

2. blue 8. black

3. yellOw 9. white

4. green 10. grey

5.. purple 11. tan

6. orange 12. beige

2. Unscramble the fpllowing colors:

1. hietw 7. reneg

2. nat 8. leub

3. arogen 9. kclba

4. yegr 10. rppelu

5. ibeeg 11. der

6. knpi 12. lelywo

Student Activity 14a
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Lesson Fifteen

TEACHING Ik4E KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Shape Recognition.

\ 9

GENERAL CONCEP

1. Shape recognition

O

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will.be able, to assist five year olds
in shape recognition.

READINESS EXPERIENCE:

1. Present three basic shapes circle, square and tri-
angle. Name eachshape. Find examples of ,each in
the-room. Discuss why it would be important for a
kindergarten child to.kflow his shapes.

LEARNING EXP-ERIENCES:'

1. Using the blackboard, review with students the shapes
of a circle, square and a triangle.

2. Ask the students to list some mays.that they would
teach the shapes to kindergarten children,

3. Look for shapes in andoutside of the classroom.

STUDENT-ACTIVITIES: ./

1. When working with a child, use maskingtape to Make
shapes and have child Walk around them.

.2. With play dough or -Clay: ShaPe-f6iffigThriTTaiSais-S-With
a child.

_3. Using Q-tips, have each child make individual shapes
of his own..

4. Write down the object and its form for ten things
in (or outside of) the classroom.

5. List foodsyoung children might eat that .have a
definite shape,

6. Make pictures of animals, using the three basic
shapes. Create a bulletin board for an elementary
class with these "pictures."
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Lesson Sixteen

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Days Of The Week

GENERAL CONCEPT:

I. Days of.Yhe week

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. 'The,student will be able to assist afive year old
in learning the days of the week, using simple games:

2. Student will be'able to teach a- young.child the mean-
ing of the word calendar.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:
p

1. How could you make'a chart to 'help young children
learn to answer thepe questions?

a. What aay;;Ls today? \

b. What day will it be tomorrow?
.

What helps us know what day it is?.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

PreSent days of, the week i 'flash card' form.

2. Play word recognition games.
,

3. .Present calendar and acquaint childrn with it to
teach sequential order.

.
Point out differences'between.days of the week and
the weekend, in terms of what young children would
notice.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1.' Play gaup: "I am thinking of a day of the week on
which " (ex. - I go to church).

2. Unscramble the daysof the week.

3. Have students learn "MIlberry BJ.ish Song" to sing
with.fi've year olds.

4. Make word puzzles;, using the days of the week-

."-Have the students prepare a- file of various activ-
i'ties.that they .could dcwin or.der to teach the days
of the week.

O



TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: .Days Of The Week (Cont.)

6. Using oak tag, students will make 3 by 5 note cards
with the days of the week on them. The cards will
complete sentences, which are read aloud, such as,
Today is

-o



TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Days Of The Week

1. Review the days of the week:

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday'N

Wednesday.)

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Name

2. Write one of the days of the week in each blank below:

1. The 2 days in a weekend are

2. Most people gd to church on

3. The 5'days I go to school are

and

and

4. The day in the middle of the week is

5. The firSt day of.the week is

6. . My mother washes our clothes on

7. The day afterWednesdaysis

8. ,The day which 4q 3 days before Friday is

9. The day whidh is 4 days after Monday is

10. The 2 days which begin with a T are and
0

Studnt Activity 16a

1



Lesson Seventeen

TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN CHILD: Numbers, One To Ten

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Knowing numbers from one to ten

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will know why it is important for five
year olds to know "numbers"?

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. How do we use numbers every day without even realiz-
ing it?

2. When would a five year old need to know numbers?

3. How did yoU learn your numbers?

'4. Could we get along without numbers?

5. How could children be made more-aware of numbers in
their environment?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss various number teaching methods - flash cards,
blocks, etc.

2. Have students make up their own lesson on teaching
numbers and discuss with class.

3. Use a flannel board and animal figureS to present'a,
lesson to the class. Have the.students evaluate it.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1.. Role play -student teaches a lesson.

2. Have students make their own flash cards to teach
numbers

47:

3. Make large colorful number poste,rs that five year
old would know and enjoy. .

4. Make an abacus thread and, buttons.

'5. Play number box games for children, such as Uncle.
Wiggly.

( 23E_
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TEACHING THE KINDERGARTEN. CHILD:, Numbers, One To Ten (Cont.)

6. Make a scrapbook of magazine pictures showing,how
numbers are evident in our everyday environment.

( 87
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SOURCES OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

DLM Development Learning Materials
, 7440 North Nathey Avenue
Niles, Ill. 60648

Mafex Associates, Inc.
Box. 519
111 Barron Avenue
Johnstown, Pa. 15907

Childcraft Education Corp.
964 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Childcraft Equipment Ce., Inc.
155 East 23rd Street
'New York, N.Y. 10010

Creative Playthings
Princeton, N.J.' 08540
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CHILD CARE UNIT,: .>!aturity Means Taking Responsibility 3-_n

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Maturity means takin esponsibility in a jbb. .

BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES:
N.

1. NZtudent will increase awareness
jbbs.

2. Students will select some preferences;
and evaluate them.

'tasks related to

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What.kind of a job ould you want?

2. HOW can you judge the maturity of high school stuL-

dents?

or working

3. What skills do you have that you can be paid for?

4. What do you like to do best?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1: Discuss-the fact that "comMunity means people work-
ing at different jobs, to-meet each otherS. needs.

2. 'Discuss the personal reasons people work; money to
purchase clothes, car, house; also, enjoyment and self-

satisfaction,

3. Draw from list of tasks. (worksheet la) examples of
Hkinds of work in the student's experience. Discuss
hOw liking people, as well as unddrstanding machinery
and tools plays a part in task selection.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Select magazine pictures of people working. Mount,

in a picture file, with labels.

2. Role-play "Man, I gotta get a job"!

3. Complete worksheet:la:by drawing a'cirgle around one.

of each pair that the student would prefer. When

this has been done, students read their c4pices over
and write on the back ot the paper 5 tasks they would
most like to do. Also, have them select the0.5 jobs
they do not want to do at all.

041. )



CHILD CARE Maturity Means Taking Responsibility In
A Job (Cant.),

4 From their list of 5:choice tasks, have students
talk about what .general types'of jobs they prefer;
as with people, out of doors or perhaps doing one
thing many times.

5 Students could diScuss the whole idea of "super-
vision" and how it'Varies fr0m job to job.

O

( 2 )
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CHILD CARE: Maturity Means Taking Responsibility In A.Job.,..

Name

1. . Circle the task you prefer:.

A

1. .lawn mowing or babysitting

2: cleaning in a hospital or,cooking.in a restaurant

3. teaching-a child numbers or adding a shopping list

- 4. bathing a baby or shopping for supplies

5. writing letters or reading, to a small child

6- clerking in a clothing store or dressing' a'2 -,ear old.

.7. answering the telephone or calling people to sell things

8. working in a food store or working in a depatment store

9.. making beds in a motel or working in a laundry

10 pumping gas or typing records

11. working at Gino's or baking at home

12. working at a playground or washing cars

13. playing with'a neighbor's baby or walking with the
neighbor's dog

14. working in a nursing home or changing a flat tire

15. packing things in boxes or wrapping presents in a store

16. running a washing machine or running a factory machine

17. carpentry or drilling for paving

18. driving a truck or driving a bus.

Student Activity la
1r
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CHILD CARE UNIT: ,How a Course In Child Care Cah Help With

-Many JobS.

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1.. A course in child:care can help with many jobs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will relate the concept of understanding
Children, with opportunities for working.

2. The student will be able to select-skklls needed. to

take care of young children from among other skills_

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What kinds of jobs are'there*working with young chil-

dren?

2. 'What are some things that person needs to know?

3. Have you ever worked with children? In what ways was

it fun?

4. What ways,..was working vath them just'hard'work?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss places where there are young,children who
need.care...List on the board terms like:. nursery,

Pre-sohool, hosp_ ls, churches, playgrounds, baby-
._

sitting, day. camp, etc.

2. View the filmstrip .'Understanding Early Childhood','

1 -6 years" (Parents Magazine), and discuss. what you
might need to know, or know how to do in child care.

Note: There are many good films on child deVelopmene
in most schocil Or mental,health agencicsL film librar-

ies,

3. 'Dis'cuss whether the fact that something is just hard
'work- means it is undesirable; pros andcon,S..!

4. Present the personal rewards of working with.young

children.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
O

1. Make a list of places where anildren' may need to be.

cared for.

( 3
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CHILD CARE UNIT: How a CoursE In Child Care Can Help With
Many Jobs(Cont.),

'2. View the filmstrip "Understanding Early Childhood".
Tell what you noticed was different from what your
underStanding was before seeing the film.

3. Make a picture file of nursery school activities.

4..-Visit a nursery' school. List what the Adults do.

5. Obserie the children. .Fill in Student A:.:tiVity 2a
while'in the nursery. Discuss the worksheet
thoroughly before the visit to the children.

( 97
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CHILD CARE: How a Course In Child Care Can Help With Many. Jobs

Name

1. ChecVlist for nur's'ery school. or kindergarten observations:

1. How many children are alone? In groups

2. lioti/ big is the largest.! group playing together?

3. How many children are making things?

4. How many children are playing makebelieve?

5. Are girls and boys playing together?

6. List 12 .words you hear the children saying?

7. Have arty, children needed disCiplinp? How did
the teacher handle the. behavior-problem?

Student Activity 2a
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CHILD CARE UNIT: Knowing About People By Knowing About Young
Children

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Knowing About People By Knowing AboUt Young Children

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will begin to relate understandingof people,
including themselves, through an understanding of how
young'. children develop; physically, socially- and emo-
tionally.

2. Students will connect the job of a baby 'sitter with
care for children in the thrde areas listed.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:
,

1. Are you acquainted with small children ?. In your

family? Neighborhood?

2. HaVe you everbeen.a baby. sitter?

3. Is this more a service to the family orto the baby?

4.. Did you have any problems while baby sitting?

,LEARNING' ,EXPERIENCES:

1. Define the needs of young children for physical care,
food, warmth and touching.

2. Define the needs of babies for social care; learning
from other persons, "belonging" to a group or a family.

'3. Define the emotional needs of a young b -Dy cuddling,

calmingjetc.

4.- Have students recall from childhood when they needed
someone in one of these ways.

5. Discuss baby sitting as a person supplying these needs
in place of the Mother or parents.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Relate'times when student needed someone (as a young
child) socially, emotionally'or physically.

2. Use Student Activity 3a to develop ideas about the
separate. but integrated needs of the baby.

5 er 99



CHILD.CARE.UNIT: Knowing .About People By Knowing About Young
'Children (Cont.,)

Develop,answers.from learning experiences.

3. Discuss Student Activity 3b (baby sitter's checklist).
Note physical, emotional and social areas. Have stu-
dents fill it out using her home as a guide.

4. Collect any. other baby sitting material available,in
your area.

5. Use the vocabulary words in.Student Activity 3c tb
write sentences about child care. .

( 1' 100
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CHILD CARE: Knowing About People By Knowing,About Young.
Children ,

Name

1. List a young child's needs in each area:

Student Activity 3a

Co
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CHILD CARE: Knowing About People By Knowing About"Zoung
Children

Name

1. BABYSITTER'S LIST:

1, Emergency phone numbers:

2. First Aid supplies are located where:

3. What foods or snacks may the child have:

4. Safety hazzards in the house or yard':

5. Does the child haveany:special fears?

6. Does the child have any special bedtime routine?

Student Activity 3b
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CHILD CARE: Knowing'About People By Knowing About Young
Children

1. Write 5 sentences,
you can.

Name
0.

using as many words from this list as

1. teacher 0-4
9 sympathy

2. children 10. baby

3. child care 11. baby sitting

4. nursery 12; toddler

5. day care 13. infant

6. aide. 14. parehts

7. assistant 15. mother

8. understanding 16. = father

Student Activity 3c
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CHILD CARE UNIT: A. Better Start In Life With Good Parents .

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Children have a better- start in life, f they haVe
good parents.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Student will try to be aware ofpositive family at-
titudes that give children a healthy fOundation.

2. Student will'show an ability to place himself in the
roleof,a helpless child and deScribe how,a respon-
sive parent or unresponSive parent might act in(that
situation. 0

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What are some of the things good parents do?.

2. What are some things good parents donot do?

3. Why is it important that paretS try to help their
children grow strong phvsicallysocially and emo-.
tionally.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List on the board student's comments about good
. parentS. Theseshould include: explaining things
and talking to the child; providing food and shelter,
taking dare Of illness and listening to upsets, teach-

. ing them how to do things and behaving, and also to.
be loving., Discuss the needs ofparents to have thei-
oWn'interets and self-confidence.

2: Listen to recordingS.such as:"Parents Are People"
froth recording Free To Be . , You And Me, Bell
Records, 1972 #1110. Students may make lists of
attitudes and actions of good fathers/good.mothers/
good children; stress role- alternate behaviors ,such
as tendern,e'ss in men, decision making by women, etc.
Discuss why children .grow better with aware, mature,
and, happy patents.

3. Discuss the idea that parents, just as all people,
may be ."good"- in certain situations. When parents
are tired, hungky or upset, they,may not take very
good care of a child.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
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CHILD CARE UNIT: A Better Start In Life With Good. Parents
(Cont.)

a

1.. StudentS copy list of positive aspects of good par-
ents,StUdent Activity 4a.

2. After discussion,- students complete sentences 2 and

3 on Student Activity 4a.

3. Students could role play .a situation where a child,
has a. tantrum or says "no ". -HoW might parents han-
dle this?, Which is the best way?

0
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CHILD CABE: A. Better Statt,In Life With Good Parents4

Name

1. G9od parents do some ofthese things:

1-
6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

10.

2. I will be a.zcladpcarent if;I:

1.

2.
a

3.

4.

5.

'3. My parents are good parents, when they:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Student Activity 4a
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CIILD CARE UNIT: .A Healthy Mother Means A Healthy Baby
4

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. A healthy mother means a healthy baby.

jEHAVIQRAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will associate good'health and nutrition
0 habits with care during.pregnaicy.

2. Stiiilents will.be able to respOnd with at least one
change during pregnancy in physical, emotional and
social needs for,a woman.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:
*

1. WhaCchanges are.going on When a woman,is pregnant?

2. Can you recall when :your. mother or older sister was-
going to have a baby? How Trlany months dor ; it take?

3. Why Should someone who is pregnant not take drugs,
including.graSsispeed,smack or cigarettes?

What do you suppose is as good emotional climate for
someone who is going to, be a mother?

5. In what working situations would an understanding of
pregnancy help you to be a more sensitive employee?

LEA 4ING EXPERIENCES

4?

tt,

1.

2.

3.

4,

De commercial transpariences.to shoW'changes in
body and growth of the fetus. Have sttlents use
names of relevant body parts.

Discuss good pre-natal habits, nutrition,"regular
'doctor's care or clinic visits, no drugs, 'exercise
or movement in daily routine. Discus S working at
a job. 6

Discuss role of husband duringfpregnancy;
' °

Discuss the direct relationship between the mother's
' and baby's physioloqy:

5. Discuss the well prOven medical fact,that what girls
eat in adolescence can affect later pregnancies.

9 407
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CHILD CARE UNIT: A Healthy 410ther Means A Healthy Baby
(Cont.).

STUDENT.ACTIV1TIES:

1. LoOk at and discuss transpariences and visuals of
phySic4 change,and development.-

2 Discuss attitudes about emotional and social needs_ _ , .

during.pi:ecmancy.
_ _ . _

3. Using St.14dent Ativifi mad foods: Eind'oUt whiCh
are gegd,.ind wnich meals. Fill, in the

,menu onStudnt,.Activ r21).

.

O
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CHILD CARE: A Healthy Mother Means A HeaL51111.1y--------7-

Name

Tell what types rr foods ther., arf,;1. Place in one -of four
categories: Stalch, ,regetabi.., meat or dairl product.

chic licn

2, tea

3 coffee

.4. bread

5. cheese

6. lettuce

7. milk

8. rice

9. ham

10. peas

21. coKe

s,tlad"

celery

25. Faghetti

26. .neat

27. l_lack eyed peas

28. c,,,rn bread

29 cottage cheese

pot.atoe salad

sweet, potatoes 3 macaroni
O

apple sauce cream

1'3. potato chil..s -33. 1.ananas

14, french fries: vraLermelon

15. -hamburger 35. c(.,rn

16. . hot dog steak

cqle slaw 37. radish_

18. 'apple pie, .38. tork

19 plums mushrooms

20 oranges butter

Student Acti.vity

109
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CHILD CARE-: A Healthy Mother Means A Healthy Baby

a-tssor..'

. Make .upsamvle bloakfast, h)hch and dinner menus; using

the *foods Studon

BREAKVAS

LTJCH

DINNL:

Student Aetii

1 10



CHILD CARE UNIT: L'ivelopment of a Fetus

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. The development of a fetus

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:.

1. Students will appreciate the coordinated growth of
the fetus.

2: Students will know the meaning of words associated
with pregnancy, such as, trimester, umbilical cord,
fetus, heartbeat, preynant, uterus, premature.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:_

1.- How long does it take'until a baby- Is ready to be
born?

2. When do the. L.4.;:.:;,'s bonds and Heart form?

3. When can-the mother know the. lidby is.living?.,

4. Does a baby inside.the mother breathe and eat?'

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1 Present the chronology of the tyimester. Diseuss
with students the development of the fetus with.
the majOy. developmental .signs..

2 Use any good transparency (Millc, flubidard) to
show size and position of fetus.

3. Discuss possilge ha2ards to fetus, (mother falls,'
is ill, excessive smoking, drugs)..

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Read with class Student. Acflvity Discuss the
different sLages.

2. Look nt.0-.,.7t4d t:-anstercle:: ai L .lace or draw.
the !;tai'jes oc Lbi 'et!L..

iii



CHILD CARE: Development of a Fetus Name

0-3 MONTHS DEVELOPMENT:

Egg implants in uterus

Placenta develops

Blood system and pulse .

Brain tissue and nerves

Bones and head appear

Fingers and toes and spinal cord

Weighs 2-4 ounces

4-6 MONTHS DEVELOPMENT:

Facial feAtures

Moves arms.and/legs

Hair, eyebrows and lashes

Weighs 2 pounds and has skin

Winks eyes, lids closed

Swallowing reflex

Toe nails

7-9 MONTHS DEVELOPMENT:

Much movement

Swallows and hiccups

Sucks thumb

Turns head

Student Activity 6a 112



Lesson Seven

CHILD CAR UNIT: Why Are Some Children Born "D fferedt"?.

GENERAL CONCEPT':

1. Why.Are Some Children Born "Different"?

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

Students ',will recogni'2e children who are "different"
and understand that they have'often suffetdd insult
or injury before they mere'born.

k,

. Students will be able to discuss their feelings and
unOerstanding of children who arse different.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1.. What could 'be the, result to a baby. whose, mother was
in a caraccident before he was born?

. -What other things might injure a'baby?

. Why do.m-lny of these..children'need to go to.special.

schoolS? What kind of jobs does this create?

LEARNING. EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss the importance of good care during. the first
trimester. _Stress the importance of German'measles
Shots, diet and clinic visits.

2. List on the board and discuss the mother's health in
in relation to birth defects,.'such as toxemia, birthl
`injury,. German Measles, drugs and V.D.

3. Emphasize- damage to metabolism, brain and nerve cells
and bone structure, which can occur at different per-

iods,

4. Discuss and list genetic disorders, such as P.K.U.,
Down's Syndrome,'Tay Sachs, Sickle Cell Anemia.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. After discussing causes of -birth defects, students,
could learn to read them by copying themftrom the

board. .

2. Visit young trainable mentally retarded class. Note
and make a repor't of how this .defect'' has impaired
them physically,, emotionally and socially:

( 12 )
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CHILD CARE: Why Are Some Children Born "Different"?

1. Copy the list of birth 'defects from the board. 'Separate
them into "Accident or Illness Defects" and "Genetid
Birth Defects"

A. Accident or Illness Defects:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B. Genetic Birth Defects:

2:

3.

5.

2. After visiting a T.M.R. class,. list how trainable mentally
retarded children are affected:

,A. Physically

B. Emotionally

.C. Socially

-Student Activity 7a
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CHILD CARE UNIT:. Good Things For A Baby

GENERAL.CONCEPT:

1. Good things should happen to a new baby.

,BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will be able to tell five characteristics
of good baby care.

2. ,Students will recognize possible cautions and hazards
the early months of a baby's life.:

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Why is it good for the mother to begin caring for her
baby right away? What about breast feeding?

2. How is the baby's emotional development helped? What
.are.some things fathers and mothers do to help babies
grow emotionally? Should fathers feed, cuddle and
diaper babies?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss care for 'the physical needs of:the baby:
feeding, diapering, bathing, and cuddling. Use a
"baby" doll; let interested students demonstrate
care.

2. Discuss crying as communication and the possible res-.
ponses parents can make. Make note of.the fact that
informed parents are more relaxed in caring for a baby.

3. ,,DiscusS signs of illness in babies. These would in-
.clude fever, diarrhea, hard vomiting, persistant rash,
persistant crying and convulsions. Have studentS dis-
Cus:i how they feel when ill and what they do about it.
Then they could discuss hoW much more difficult t'could
be to diagnose an illness; when a child can't talk.

TUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Students could list descriptions of good baby care
(try to establish regular routine, keep bottles and
utensils sterilized,etc.) and descriptions of poor
handling of\a.problem,(smacking a baby for excessive
crying; neglecting regular health check-ups).

2. Students could.seleot health questions and submit
them to a,doctor or nurse, who could respond by vis7
iting the class or by sening,a taped recording of
their answers.

13i, 115L
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CHILD CARE UNIT:- The Good Life For A Child One To Three

.GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. The good life for a child one to three

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will be able to desCribe the growth of a

child in physical development.

2. Students will. be able to describe changes in emotional

growth.

3. Students will.be able-to describe changes in social

development.

READINESS-tXPERIENCES:

1. What are young children like? How do they :play?

2. Does your family have pictures of you, when you were

small?

32 What does "teething" mean?

4. How does a baby learn to talk? To walk?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. 1
If possible, have a parent with children under 3

'.years,'visit the class and talk about the child's

growth an abilities.

2. Discuss the abilities and needs of a one year-old.

Contrast these with a three year-old child.

3. Have class discuss .how parents "train" children so.

that they learn. to "behave".

4. Students should have some opportunity 'observe

children.

5. Discuss what effect a warm, affectionate family at-

mosphere has on children ;: how they get the image. of .

themselves from how parents feel about themselves.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Tell an incident (or tape record it); about- something.

you remember when you were very young., Why was -that



CHILD CARE UNIT: TheGood Life'For A Child .One To Three (Copt.)

important to you? Why do you think you remembered
the incident?

Students could make up a story about a child and des-
Cribe the home situation during the first three years
of that child's life (talking about whether both par-
ents were in the home, number of brothers and sisters,
care child received, etc.)

( 15
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Lesson Ten,

CHILD CARE UNIT:. Emotions That Affect A Young Child

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1: Emotions.that affect a young child,

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will know that emotions reflect the .feelings
children and aduAs.have-

'-2. Students will be.familkar with the emotions-, so that.,
they can 'discuss how they makepeople interact.with
each other.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Listent6 recording of "It's All Right To Cry", an
Bell Record:, Fred To Be . . You And Me, 1972.
"What are the emotions refered to 'in the record?

2. Have you ever felt "sad and grumpy", snuggly hug-
.

gly!' or "mean and ugly"? Where. did their feelings
come from?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss the feelings of happiness, anger, sillyness,
fear, sadness and hurt. Talk about some of the out.
coMes of these feelings, ..-.What do people do
asa result of having these feelihgs)?

2. Discuss with students what thing& may happen if a
child is frequently told "You're bad". List res-
ponses on the board.

3. Discuss what happens when nice feelings are shared.
List on the board some kind remarks that people can
say at home/at school, to make life more pleasant-

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Have some Students act out "What would happen next
if": - Student Activity 10a. Other students tell
what emotion was being acted. For this, you may
dive out single "As if" cards, made from some of
those listed on Student ActiVity 10a, Note: Some
people will have feelings different, from the one
acted out.

2. Observe kindergarten class during play period. What

a



CHILD CABE UNIT.: Emotions That Affect A Young Child

were some of the emotions eXpressed:by yoting'children7
How were they different from your classroom behavior?

3. If yOu are Working with a young child who gets angry
or has a tantrum,.what could you do to help the child?

a

119
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CHILD CARE:. Emotions That Affect A Young Child

Name

1. Describe the feelingsvyou.might have if:o.

1. you hump your elbow?

2. you can't find your wallet?

3. yOur pet dog is killed?

4. you see a `good-looking person?'

5,. your best friend moves away?

6. some)ne yells at you?

7. your mother blames you for something?

8. you find you didn't dress carefully?

9. your friend calls you unexpectedly?

10. nothing goes right?

Student Activity 10a



LeSson Eleven

CHILD CARE UNIT: Gr6wth And-Development Ip Early Childhood

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Growth and development iri early childhOOd

.BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. Student will be able to define six areas for des
. .drihing development (gross motor skills, fine motor

skills, social skills, self-help skills, language
skills and thinking skills}.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. These are activities copied.f.tOm the chart following
this -lesson. At what. age can most children:

a. say dada or mama? (10' months)
b, repeat a. six word sentence? (40 months)
c. , give his aiae and birthday? (48-60 months)
d. walk backwards? (14 months)
e. kick -a large ball? (21 months)

: f, walk on tiptoe'? (30 months),
g. jump rope? (60-72 months)

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Help students describe the meaning of the six areas
listed in the behavioral objective above. Read some
Of the activities on the chart and ask students to
guess which category best fits the task; (roller-
skating is ,a gross motor skill, etc.) They could
then guess at what age a child can be expected to
perform the task.

2. HaVe students describe how their underst4nding of
this chart could help make a job 'involving working
with children more interesting.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Students could choose one behavior from each age
0

level in the 6 categories and write a simplified
chart. For instance, ("gross motor skills ", Age 1

, age 2 , age 3 , age 4 ,

As they read the chart, this activity would also help
them learn to change months to years.

2. A.student could imitate a child walking oh a walk-
ing board, with the rest'of the class recording his

( lt) 121



'CHILD CARE. UNIT; Growth And Development In Early Childhood
(Cont.)

behavior; then they could compare notes, (i.e. -
Did he hesitate, step off the board, look at his
feet, use his arms to'balance-himelf, etc.) Stu-
dents could be helped to become keen observers of
children'S level of development.

3.. What are the things you could notice as a child .'oes
up and down stairs (does he hold the raile Star with
his left or right foot, look at each step, his feet,
or the top'of the stairs as he climbs, alter to feet
on each step, etc.)

0
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CHILD CARE. UNIT:

GROWTH -AND DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY 'CHILDHOOD

Age

5 mos.

8 mos.

11 mos.

'11 mos.

12 mos.

14 mos.

21 mo4.
o

;21,Tiibs.

I. Gross Motor Skill,s

Behavior

Sit without support,.

Pull self to stand.

Walk with assistance.

Stand alone well.

Walk alone.

Walk backwards.
O

Walk' down stairs (hand held)

Ge.t'down from adult chair withoUt assis-
tance.

21 mos. ICick large ball.

21 mos. RAn without falling.

24 mos. Walk up and down stairs, 1,7.ithout assis-
tande.

24 mos. Jump in place.

24 mos.. Pedal tricycle,

.30 mos. Walk on tiptoe.

36 mos. Balance on one foot five seconds.

36-48 mos. Walk on line.

36-48 mos. .Jump from bottom step.

36-48 mos. Go up stairs using alternating feet.

36 -48 mos. Squat in play.

36-48 mos. Run.

36 -48 mos.

36-48 mos

36-48.mos.

Throw ball overhead..

Catch bounced ball.

Skip on one foot,
1

( 2.0 r 3'



C}]LD CARE UNIT:c Growth And Development In Early Childhood

Gi.oss4Mofor &kills (tont.)
. ,

36-48.mos. Stand'On one foot 4-8 seconds.

,36-4emos. Hop on one foot:

4876:0 mos. Balance on walking board'.

,,48-60 mos. Balance on one foot for 10 seconds.

"56 mos. Walk back-ward-heel-tOe..

60-7'2 mos. Tun lightly on toes.

60-72 mos. Skip on alternate feet.

60:-72 mos. Can jump'rop4.

60-72 mos. Use overhead ladder.

.60-732 mos. Dance to music,
%

60-72 mos. Roller-skate
. 4

60-72 mos. flop two-three yards forward on,each foot-

separately,.
. .

60 mos. Walking board: 6 cm board, without step-
ping off for full length.

601-72 mos .Jump from height of 12" , 1.nding o toes .

0,

0

C

124
( 21 )
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CHILD CARE UNIT: Growth And Development:In Early Childhood

Age

4 mos.

6 mos.

10 mos.

13 mos.

18 mos.

21 mos.

21 "mos.

,24 mos.

24 mos

36-48 mos.

36-48 mos.

36-48 mos.

36-48 mos.

36.48 mos.

48-60 mos.

II. Vine'Motor.Skills

Behavior

Reaches for objeCts.

Transfers cube hand to hand.

Neat pincer grasp of raisin.

Towel of '2 cubes.

Dumps raisins fiom bottle spontaneously..

Tower,of 5-6 _tubes. ,,

Paper: Folds once imitatively.

Book: Turns pages singly.

Formboard: Adapts in 4 trials.

Picks up pins, thread, etc., with each eye
separately covered.

Drives nails and pegs.

n close fist and wiggle thumb in imita-
tion, R & L.

Puts 6 round pegs in round holes on.peg-
board.

Imitates building of bridge with cubes.

Paper: .Initates folding and creasing
paper three times.

48-60 mos. Paper: Folds triangle from paper 6"
square in imitation.

60-72 mos.

13 mos.

24 mos.

24 mos.

30 mos.

30 mos.

Learns to lace shoes.

Behavior(Nriting)

Scribbles spontaneously.

Imitates Avstrokes.

Imitates circular stroke.

Holds crayon'by _fingers.

Imitates V and H strokes.

125
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CHILD CARE UNIT: Growth And Development In, Early''Childhoodt.

.Fine M'Otor Skills. (cont.)- Writing

36 mos.

36 mos.

42 mos.

46 mos.:

48-60 mos.

:48 Ws,

48 mos.

48-60 mos.

48-60 mos.

Copies circle.

Ithitates cross.

Traces diamond.

CopieS cross.

Copies V, H.

DtaWs man. with two parts.

Addsthree parts to incomplete man.

Draws simple house.

Prints a few:capitals.

48 -60 mos. Prints capital.initials of own riamo;

48-60 mos.

54 mos.

48-60 mos.

56 mos.

48-60 mos.

60 -72 mos.

60 mos.

60-72 mos.

Holds paper with Other hErd in writing.

Draws three bubbles correctly..

Copies. star.

Copies square.

Copies cross.

Copies a,triangle,

Copies rectangle .with diagnals.

Draws simple house with.door, windows,
roof and chimney;

60-72 mos. Prints first name.

60-72 mos. Writes a few letters spontaneously.

60-72 mos. Draws recognizable man with head, trunk,
.legs, arms and features.

60-72 mos. Frequently reverses letters, especially S.

60-072 mos. Adds seven parts to incomplete man.

72 mos. Copies diamond..



CHILD CARE UNIT: Growth And Development In Early Childhood.

Age

3 mos.

12-24 mos.

14 mos.

1.2 -24 mos.

III. Social Skills

Behavior

Smiles spontaneoUsly.

Re'aches for familiar persons.

Imitates housework.,

Demands personal attention.

24 mos. Parallel play predominates.

30 mos. Helps put things away.

36-48 mos. ,Understands taking turns.

36-48 mos. Makes effort to keep surrounding& tidy.

36-48 mos: Shows affection fOr younger siblings.

44 Mos.. PerformS for others.

36-48 mos. Carriesa tray.

36-48 mos. Helps with adult activities in house and
garden.-

36748 mos. UnderstandS sharing.

36-48 mos. Helps at little household tasks (dusting,
drying dishes):.

42 mos.- Associative group play takes place of par7
allel play.

48 mos. Helps put things.away.

36 -48 mos.

A8 mos.

48 mos.

48-60 mos.

48-60 mos.

48-60 mos.

48-60Tmos,

48-60 mos.

Imaginative pretend play.

Plays cooperatively with other children.

Goes on errands outside home.

Enjoys dressing up in adult clothes.

Plays competitive exercise games.

Inclined to verbal impertinence when'frus-
frated.

Shows concern and sympathy.

'Becomes aggressive with playmates

( 24 L._ 127



CHILD CARE UNIT: Growth And Development -In Early Childhood'
Social Skills (cont:)

54 mos. Bosses and criticizes.

54 mos. Calls attention to own performance.

54 Mos. Shows off dramatically.

60-74 mos. Understands need for. rules and fair play.

60-66 mos; Respects property.
ti

6.0 -74 mos. Plays complicated floor games.

60-74 mos. Chooses own friends.

60-74-Mos. Plays simple table games.

60-74 mos. Goes:-to school unattended.

60-74' mos. Plans and builds constructively.

60-74 mos. Explores neighborhood.

60 -74 mos. Relates clock time to daily schedule.

60-74 mos. Gets alOng well small groups;

60 -74 mos.. Conforms to adult ideas.



CHILD CARE .UNIT: Growth And Development In'Early Childhood

I.V.

o

Self Help Skills

Age. Behavior

6 mos. Feeda self cracker.

17 mos. , Drinks frOM cup.

16 mos. Uses spoon, spilling little.

18 mos. Removes. garment.

24 mos. Inhibits turning of,,sPoon.

24 mos Dry at night if taken up.

12-24 mos. Masticates food.

12-24 mos-

12 -24 mos.

24-36 mos.

24 mos.

24 mos:

Pulls off socks.

Discriminates edibe substances.

Removes coat or dress.

Verbalizes toilet heeds fairly consis-
tently..

Pulls on simple garment.

24-36 mos Gets drinilk-unassisted.

24-36 mos. Dries own hands.

42 mos.

.36-48 mos.

36-48 mos.

- 36-48 mos.

42 mos.

36-'48 mos.

36-48 mos.

36-4e mos.

36-48 mos.

3648 mos.

42 mos.

Separates from mother easily.

Unbuttons accessible buttons.

Feedsself with little spilling.

Spreads butter on bread with knife.

Dresses without supervision.

. Is usually dry all night.

.
Pours well from pitcher.

Undresses self.

Washes hands and face unaided..

Pulls on shoes.

Brushes teeth-

129
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CHILD CARE UNIT: Growth And Development In rJarly willunoou

Self Help Skills (cont.)

36-48 mos.. Eats with fork and spoon.

36-48 mos. Can carry-breakable objects..

.4-60 mos.

48 -60 mos.

Buttons coats or dress.

Cares for self at-toilet.

Goes about neighborhood unattended.

Laces shoes.

48-60 mos. Distinguishes front and bask of clothing.

48-60 mos, Dresses self except tying.

48-60 mos. Can cut with-a knife.

60-72 mos. Puts toys away neatly in box:

60772 mos. 11..eSses and undresses alone.

60-72, mos. Crosses street safely..

72 mos. .Ties shoe'lace,

27r.



CHILD CARE UNIT: Growth And Development In Early Childhood

.-- V. Thinking Skills

. .

Age Behavior

12-24 mos. Retrieves or carrie familiar objects.

12-24 mos. Uses names of familiar objects.

21 mos. Points to parts of doll on request.

21 mos'. kTolloWs three directions with ball.

24 mos. Names familiar picture cards.

24 mos. Recognizes his own name.

24 mos. 'Comprehends "another".

24 mos. Matches familiar objects.

30 mos. AssOciates use with objects.

36 mos. Knows sex.

36-48 mos. Matches two or three primary colors.

III
36-48 mos. Names all .colors.

43-48 mos. Can point to tongue, neck, arm, knee,
thumb.

36-48 mos. Tells action in pictures.

36-48 mos. Can name ten pictures of eighteen common
objects.

36-48 mos. Can name one pictured animal from memory.

36-48 mos. Can count two blocks.

36-48 mos.: Put together seven piece puzzle.

42 mos.., Shows appreciation of past and present.

42 mos. Comprehend three preposition (on top of,
Under, inside).

42 mos. Can find pictures of animals that are
alike (lotto),

42 mobs.. Can give sensible answer to "Why do we
have stoves?" etc.

45 mos. Can tell how many circles when shown two
. circles.

3-1
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CHILD CARE UNIT: Growth And Development In Early Childhood
Thinking Skills (cont.).

48 mos.

49 mos.

54 mos.

54 mos.

coMpares texture.

Can respond correctlyto"A.hat goes on
your head. Shoes go on your

Knows day, night.

Can compare three pictures (which one is
prettier?).

54 mos. Can tell.pictorial likenesses and differ-
ences.

54 mos. Can follow three commands in proper order.

54 mos. Counts four objects and answers how many.

48-60 mos.

48-60 mos.

48-60 mos.

48-60 mos.

48- 60 moS.

Selects heavier weight invariably.

When shown three circles counts 3.

Can make/opposite analogies.

'Matches and names four primary colors.

Can Obey commands using four prepositions,
ball and chair.

48 -60 mos. Appreciates past, present and future.

48-60 mos. Can define 6_,words.

. 60,.72.mos. Can form rectangle or triangular Cards.

60-72 mos. 'Can. judge weights.

.60-72 mos. Knows names of follcwing coins: penny,
nickeldime.

60-72 mos. Learns left from right.

60-72 mos. Can tell similatities or differences in
nine of twelve pictures.

60 mos. Can count six objects when asked "How.
many?".

64 mos. Can tell4vhich is bigger when asked "which
is bigger, a cat or mouse ?"

66 mos. Can tell what number follows .eight.

70 mos. Can tell hoW a crayon and pencil are'the
same and how they are different.

72 mos. Understands numbers up to ten. '



CHILD" CARE UNIT: Uowth And DeveloLment in Early Childhood

VI, Language Deelopme.nt

Age Behavior

1 mo.. Small, throaty noises.

2 mos.

2 mos.

2 mos.

2 mos.

Responds to bell.

Vocalizes - not crying.

Responds to social approach by smiling.

Vocalizes - Babbles or coos in play when
alone or when he is talked to.

3 mos. Looks directly.a examiner's face..
,

3 mos. .Chuckles

3 mos. Responds vocally tO.social approach.

4 mos . Turns to voice.

4 mos. Babbles, using series of syllableS.

6 mos. Locates source"Of sound.

6 mos. Vocalizes to hiS image in mirror.
3

7 Mos. -Dada or Mama - nonspecific. :\ 4.

\

7 mos. Imitates speech sounds.

9 mos. Activity .stops whenhears "no-no" or h'is
name.

9 mos. Imitates sounds such cough, tongUe
click, etc.

10 mos. .Dada or Mama - specific.

11 mos.

12-.mos.

Has four or five works including-names .

Combines two different words.

18 Mos.. Carries out tWo-step din!ctions with baIl.

18 mos: Asks for wants by naming object (milk
cookie, etc.)-

18 mos.

21 Mos.

24 nos.

On one worn respons, often Jets initial
consonant with a vowel, but - seldom the
final consonant.,

Has twenty words.

Uses three--word sent7cnces.

( 30g: 133



Language Development Skills (corit-

24 mos. Uses .r.)rUblins 1,,me, you., but not always
correctly%

30 mo-s- Gives full name on

36 mos. Tells sex: ."Are you a boy or. a girl?"

36-48 mos. Speaks in pproxlat L ix Word sentences.
,

3.6.1.48 hos. dses nouns and vt.-rb:.- liost Ifo.4Uentiv,
,

36:-48 mos. Tells.acti,n in r:i:cir,

36-48 mos. Can whisper.
,

36-48 mos. Can chancre

36-48 mos.. Can increase yol,.v.-1

36-48 mos..

36-48 moS:

.36-48 mos.

36-48 mos.

Says at least on(- nursry

Can repeat U1).-o

rias ) CO

:ate.

Asks many ques7:ionl,: heoinuino "K'hat?",

36-48 ios. !..rses ;Aural,: .

.36-48 mos.

41 mos.

36-48 mus.

36-48 mos.

36-48 mos.

36-48 mos.'

36. mos.

48 mos.

54 mos.

54 mos.

4E-60 mos.

Ve r 1-;a :Liz pc, it. 11s. :

Can r.,:z;ent --t

Talks Lo himself in,long monoloUe mostly
cortened with Cle i,I.ecut, including make-

?.elates e;.:perience, ...scrbes activities.

Usi most ,:recluontl,Y,worda: l, it, you,
that, do, this, uot,.t1-!e.

Can Tive'sensiLls. answer Lo 'NhY do we

Can na:te dia.vn after ;:,cribbling.

car r l...Li t.:ip coonliti , 14S inq prep,
I 011:4

Arti.'.7u1-at, uot in infantile.s-yle.

Defines Four wotds,in Lexms of use o

.Gives age anl birthday.

( 31r) 134



CHILD CARE.DNIT:' Growth And Development In Early Childhood
Lanauage Deelopment Skills (cont) .

54 mos. Listens to and tells iong stories sometimes
confusing fact and fantasy.

60-72 mos; Speaks fluently and correctly except for
confusions of s, f,

60-72 mos. Asks meaning of abstract words.

( 32 (t)



CHILD CARE UNIT: The Understanding Parent.'

GENERAL CONCEPT

1. Parents must b understanding as they train a child.

-BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. Students will beable to discuSs problems which may
occur if parents make too:Many demands on a child,
(toilet traning,-learning to.drink from a cup, etc.)
before he's ready..

READINESS EXPERfENCES:,

1. Why do you think some children .want,to keep drinking
from the bottle when they are, two or.three years old?

2. Why does this upset parents?

. Why mightLit upset parents if children still wet the
bed after age. three?

4. Why are there so many articles written in magazines
about toilet training? Why ddes it seem to be such
a problem?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss. baby's suCking.reflex and the importande for
his oiscuss different approaches tofeed-
ing.schedules'(on demand vs. every three hours) .

2. Discuss how you'would handle a young child's bedWet-
ting problem. What things would you do if it were
your child?

3. If you did not know what to do, how might you (ain.
inEormation? Include magazine articles', such as'Dr..
Speck ?'Calling The Family Pediatrician".

O

r'6
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CUM) CARE UNIT:- Making A Sate World For Children

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Making a safe world for children is _important.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will be able to state 4 safety procedures,
to protect children at home.

2 StUc?.ents will be able to choose 5 safe toys frbm a
list and jescribe why they are safe.

3. Students will be able to state '3 safety procedures
. for-children riding in cars.

READINESS TXPERIENCES:

1. What are some good, safe.Loys-for children 1 4' to
play with?

2. Nhat are the usual rules fb"r safety at home?

P
3: Why should people riding in cars adhere to safety,7)

rules?

4. Did you ever have a close call" as a chiLp Have .

any children in your neighborhood ever been hospital-
ized because Of an accident? .

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

. e

a

T. DiscUss what safety faC.;_ors.sho)J1d a baby sitter' be .

.r ware of iri the child's home. List on the board..
.

2. Ekscuss safety in toy. construction. ."Note the need
to.7-keep unsafe-toys put away,. Discuss. wht toys a
small'child might get hurt with, and whether the
problem is poor construction or 1:,00r clesign.

-.
3. Begin Jalking about speed -in,.af'car. Have students

respontI tb-possible unSate practices, some..parents
allow, such-as children stand ing.in a car' or chil-
dren hataging out of a window,

STUDENT ACTVITIES:.

-a
1. Copy list safety hazards on Student Activity. 13b.

Also copy- It on baby sitters.qheck list, Student AcT
3b. Use this to check your own, home for safety,

4

( 34 T.,. I
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CHILD :CARE ,UN I lit: Kale:in:4' A ISai.c. 4orld .17.crr Children (Cant:)---%

4

2 . Studen4ts read ;items': on Student ActiVity 13a .

a,those ,which are gssenti ally- safe toys .

a

a

4.

SI

'0

O

4

( 35 138
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CHILD CARE: Making A Safe World For Children

Name

1. Which.toys are'safe for pre-schoolers?

1. Metal truck with rough edges

2. Round soft large ball

3. Small bzill

'4. Wooden wagon

5. Painted blocks

6 Tric-scie that tips over

7. Fire entline with ladder

8. Jump ropi.

9. Dart game

:SAFE UNSAFE-

-10. Marble game.

Teddy bear .Jith button eyes

12,. Wooden bench'with lid'

13. -Big wheel

14. Tittle wheels

15. Swing

0

16. jungle gym

17. Whistles

18. Drlir:

19. Rattls

20. Balanced ti-cycic,

Student - 13,1

139



CHILD CARE: Making A Safe World For Children

Name.

1. Home safety hazards:

1. "Clutter" placed on the stair's

2.

3.

5.

6 .

7

2. Describe 11-7)w you cou).1 chango the 11:(iards.
Keep the cicarci).

1.-

2.

3.

4.

Student Activity 13h

140
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CHILD CARE: Jobs In which Understanding Children Is
Important.

1. Self-evaluation for (name)

address

,phone

2. Things I can do for children: (check)

'Dross children

Feed children

Play witli children

Put them to bed
is

Undress children

Read to them

Sing with them

Take children for a walk

Take children for a *ride

3. I think children would like me to take care of them bp-
cause . . .

Student Activit1' 14b

E. 141



CHILD CARE UNIT: Jobs In Which Understanding. Children Is
Important

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Some jobs, require knowledge of children and how they
grow and learn.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will recognize the need and relate the use-
fulness of understanding children in specific jobs.

?2. Students w:-1.- be able to assess their interest in
work-in:; with children in relation to specific obs.

3. Students will be able to enumerate 5 jobs directly-
involved with children.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. How will understanding the physical needs of children
help a person take care of, them?

2. Think of all the jobs that'might allbw-you to work
with children.

3. Have you .learnei anything in this unit that will help
you be a better parent?

0

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:'

1. Talk about' finding jobs working with children, (after
school,'Weekends and summers).- Include all possible
places for child care in-your area, both ,Volunteer
and paid. Do not forget things like kindergarten,
play groups, day and Summer ,camp, swimming pools,, girl-
scoutS, church schools, baby sitting, "candy stripers",
Mother's helpers, etc.

2. Visit or have students visit and report on as many
of.these activities as possible..Invite a Brownie.
gcout Leader, hospital aide, or day camp director to
st)eak to students and advise them 'on how to train
and.how to apply fot a job: If possible have job
applications.

3. . Discuss .a self-evaluation of abilities and interests
in child care. Each student Can make his own resume.
Stress the ma8ouline:.trait of -being an elementary
school teacher or a' male nurse in a pediatric ward.

( 36 ) 142



CHILD CARE: Jobs In Which Understanding Children Is
Important

Name

1. What are the places in my town for child care,workers?

NAME

1.

2.-

3.

4.

S.

6.

8.

9.

10.

Student Activity 14a.

ADDIRSL,: PAID/UNPAID
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CHILD CARE (API': jobs -Ln Which. Understanding Children Is
Important

STUDENT ACTEV1T1ES:

1. Go, to visi,t1 a clay care center to find jobs availab]a.

2.

1

Marke.yeur own lit of all the local plabes that need
helf,rs (see 42 above). Student Activity

14a

Do a seit-ev;,11uation of yourself as a capable-chill
are worker. F:11-out Student Activity 14b.

!: 14437 )



SHIPPING & RECEIVING UNIT
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SHIPPING, AND RECEIVIL3:. Overview

Ahandtruck is an ess ntial piece o equipment, which
the student-trainees learn d to properly useAen the shipping
and - receiving department.



SHIPPINGAND RECEIVING: Overview

wk-

Ao

$1

This picture shows the counselor-trainer (Mr. Dennan) and

a student-trainee in an actual vocational training session in
the.shipping and receiving department at Delhaas High School.'

2 )

148
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: --Overview.

111.--

4.

James S. is learningioy first -hand experience that there
is a correct way to handle cartons and boxes in the shipping
and receiving department.



SHIPPING.AND RECEIVING: Overview

D

/ AT1W
This is some of the equipment used daily in the shipping

and receiving department. The top picture shows where the sup-
ply directories are kept. The bottom picture shows the adding,
machihe, which-makes arithmetric calculations much easier to do
on the job.

150
( 4 .)
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SHIPPING_AND RECEIVING: Orientation To Having A Job In Shipping

GENERAL CONCEPT: Introduction to shipping and receiving

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will develop an understanding of the term -

shipping and receiving.

2. The student will realize that daily lives involve
Some facet of the shippingand receVing process.

3. The student will realize the importance.and complex-
.ity of shipping and receiving services. ,

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What does the term shipping and receiving mean?

,

2. Where do you see the shipping and receiving process
in operation?-

How does the process take place?

4. Who Works in a shipping and'reCeiving department?

5. Do You know anybody who works in Some ,shipping and
receiving department?

6. ,Why'donIt'some places have a shipping and receiving
department?

7. -Can a lot of jobs in shipping and receiving.be.dond
by a woman?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:
. .

1. Write theaterm shipping aridreceiving-on the board'
and have the las'S try to define it. 0

2. List the places which .the students know have a ship-
-.

ping and receiving department:
0

-Have3. aye the students describe the skills needed by the
people who wprk in a shipping and receiving. depart-,
.ment. ,9

5. Discussany shipping and receiving activities which
scour in the home..

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

r.
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING:. Orientation To Having A Job In
Shipping (Cont.)

1. Have studentS make individual
/

lists containing the
jobs they think are ccntaine in a, shipping ant re-
ceiving department.

2.- Have student8 read aloud their individual lists and
make a master class list on ..the blackboard, using
ideas selected from them.

3. Take the student 'on a tour of some local shippi
and receiving departm nt,' if arrangements can by
'made;

6 )

5')
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety On The Job

Name

1. Teacher or student can read each statement. Students
will write true or false after each one:

"Safety on the job means".

1. putting tools aw1)when the job is completed.

. 2. running up or down stairs.

3. lifting a box 2 ft. by 6 ft. in your arms.

4. piling boxes above your head.

5. keeping. loose trash picked up.

6. stacking boxes with the largest one on top.

7. leaving trash from opened cartons, on the 'floor.

8. stacking cartons with the largest on bottom.

9. sitting on piled.cartons or boxes.

10. returning skids to loading area. promptly.

11. leaving a dolly in a doorway.

12.. thinking about your task, not daydreaming.

13. listening carefully .to directions.

14. carrying tools on-top of stacked skids.

15.. putting boxes away promptly.

Student Zxtivity

1 53
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Lesson Three .

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Standard Rules And Regulations

GENERAL CONCEPT: .

1. Standard attendance rules and regulations

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student will be familiar with standard atten-
dance rules and regulations on a job.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:.

1. What are rules?

2. Have you ever had a job before? If so, what rules
did yOu follow?

3. What happened if you didn.'t follow them?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

l.,Discuss why i is important to go to work every day.
What do "Loya ty to the company" and "Responsibility
to the company" mean?

2. What are reasons for being absent? Have st ents re-
call times from experiences when they had to be ab-
sent from their tasks.

3. Discuss the importance of. being punctual and getting
to claes,on time. Relate this to the importance of
getting to the job on time.'

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Go to see a time clock; practice punching in.

2. Have a math lesson on figuring pay according to a
time card.

3. Invite a perSonnel man to speak to the group about
the above practice.

A. Game - Have several situations on a card (Ex.
oversleep): Have one student draw a card and tell
what he would do, in regards to a job, if that sit-
uation occurred. -Encourage the other members of
'the,class to join in the disOussion.

L.1
)
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING:. Standard Rules And RegulatiOns

16.

155



SHIPPING AND. RECEIVING: Standard Rules And Regulations

Name

1. Using the,words "Friendliness", "Cooperation", "Industrious"
and "Determination", write as many wordsas you can find
for each. Try to use all the letters in each word.

1. Friendliness -2: 'Cooperation

3. Industrious

Student Activity 3a
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Rules To Fo low On The Job

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Important rules to follow on the job

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. The student 'will become familiar with various job
rules and regulations This familiarity should
help him attain success in the job.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:.

1. What would happen if you got into a fight on the
job?

2. -What would happen if you came to the job drunk?

3. What would happen if you punched in someone else's
time card when they were absent?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List ways you could get in trouble on the job.

2. Visit the time clock area. Give everyone acard to
use in the time clock. Return to the classroom and
discuss why a time clock is used.

IVO

3. Discuss the importance of punching in and out every.'
day. Emphasize the importance of punching yOur own
time card'.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Discuss these terms and how they apply to rules which
an employer might have: Foul language,, horseplay,
loafing, Stealing, gambling, fighting, illegal use of
time.

2. What would be appiopriate clothing to wear if you
worked in a store, in a restaurant, in a steel mill,
in a shipping and receiving .department of a school,
or in P hospital kitchen? What does the clothing
we wear have to do with the rules of a Job?

) 157



SHIPPING.AND RECEIVING: Tools And Equipment On The Job

GENERAL CONCEP:

1. Specific tools for each job

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

.1. Students will be able to name the tools used in ship-
ping and receiving operations when he sees them.

2. Students will be able to match use of Specific tools.
to the appropriate oPeration.

3. Students will relate inefficiency, careIeesnessi dan-
ger and breakage to poorChoice of tools for a job.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Did you ever receive a package, that was hard to open?
Too hoavy,for you to lift?

2. What did you do?

3. How do the custodians-move a lot of packages in school ?
Why?

4. What kinds of packages need to be opened carefully?

LEARNING. EXPERIENCES:
e

J.. Have pictures of.tools for Students.to look at. Have
students decide whether the tool is for opening pack-'
ages or moving packages.

2. Discuss proper use of all tools and equipment. Stu-
dents could demonstrate, using the equipment for a
particular shipping job.

3. List names of tools and equipment on the board. Stu-
:dents could copy. the -.List. Hold up or point to the
todl. Students:

a. respond with the name
b. write the name on answer sheet, using spelling

of words on the board.

IL"11 '158



SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Tools And Equipment On The Job

1111111111...-.

1

-HOW A SKID IS LOADED. (STACKED)

r

4



SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Tools And Equipment On The Job

"
'4'4'

We,

WRAPPING PAPER ROLL

(13 ) 160



SHIPPING.AND RECEIVING: Tools. And Equipment On The.Job

Name

1. -Teacher and student read the words out loud, .locating
them on photograph if appropriate. Student will cate-

9. wrapping paper

gorize the tool by type of use. Class may. discuss the
categories "used to open",:"used to close" and "used to
move".

1. large screwdriver 10. tape machine

2. dolly 11, straps

3. metal shears 12, small'. screwdriver

4. pliers 13. knife

.5. cart 14., hand truck

. crowbar
. 15. mobile skid

7. stationary skid '16. gloves

8. scale '17. twine and string

18. baler

Used to open

.Student Activity 5ar)

Used to close (seal).

161

Used to move



SHIPPING AND RECFIVING: Tools AncfEquipment On The Job

Name

1. .
Teacher and students read and discuss-words, reviewing
froth pictures if appropriate. Students theh unscramble
the words at the bottom of the page to match vocabulary-

1. adjustable wrench 7. 2 ft. level

steel tape,. 12 ft. 8. putty kniveE

3. hack saw 9.. shears

4. tool bbx 10. pliers

5. 2 ft. rule 11. Allen wrenches

6. Stillson Wrench 12. marking pen

Scrambled Words

lerisp 7. lalne rwnehcse.

2. -2 tf. uler 8.. IlitSsno rwnhce

3. cakh was 9. tslee apet 12 tf.

4. tutyp nkvise 10. 2 tf. eelvl

5. Karmngi epn 11. -emtla hsaesr

6. dajtsubale rwnehc 12. loot xob

Student Activity 5b



SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Custodial Supply Order

GENERAL CONCEPT:

L. Custodial or janitoral supply order form

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. .S.tudents will be able to, read. a*eneral suppl form.

2. Students will be able to correctly fill out a supply
form from oral or written requests.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Were,you ever told to do something and f rgot what
it was?

2. Why is.it necessary to write things o n

3. How can you avoid mistakes?

4. Is. there a place near your telephon-at home to re-
cord messages? If not, has this.caueed any problems?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

.1. Malec samples of custodial supply forms using school
Pforms, Read.over with students the parts of the form.

2._ Students could copy sample items from board on to a'
blank form: Check.for a correct copy.

3. Students.make out 3 order .forme froth written notes,
or from dictation, as in a telephone conversation.



SHIPPING AND RECEIVING:. Custodial Supply Order

Name

1, DiscusS,the.kinds of materials a custodian would-need to
order. How'would you'decide the quantity needed? Why
isn't there a space for price on this. form?

Make out an order for:
a. 5 gallons wax, 4 cartons 'paper towels, 16 boxes

bar. soap. and 2 heads for waxer
b. 15 wastebaskets, 1 carton wastebasket liners,

10 dozen boxes Of.pencils and 1 utility box

SCHOOL D I SIR I CT OF BRISTOL TOth SH I P
REQUEST FOR JAN ITOR I AL SUPPLIES

°DATE

FOR

SCHOOL .

QUMNT I TY DESCR I PT I ON

RECEIVED BY DATE

Student Activity 6a' 164.
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety Aspect Of, Lifting And Stacking
Procedure .

0

Name

1, Write yes otNno aTter each of the following questions. If
you'areArijured' on the, Ob, dd you:

1. go toca doctor?'

2. go home to mom?

3. pay the doctor?

. tell your boss?

s.

5. tell your- supervisor?

6. call payroll and report' the injury?

4

7. go to a hospital?

13. say, "It's nothing"?

a

9. fill out district injury, form?

10, pretend you're a hero and go.bn without treatment?

2... Has. any member of 'your.family ever been injured at 'work?

3. ifow-did they handle the "paper work"? Were they paid?

4. Prepare a report for the class about how they prepared
the claim.

Student Activity 9b
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Lesson Seven

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING:. Labeling'Cartons For Delivery

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Labeling cartons for delivery

I
BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will understand -tile labeling of cartons for

delivery in terms of accuracy and legibility.

2. Students will correctly label 10 delivery items.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Have you ever seen bd6ces marked for delivery? Whal

words were on them?

2. HOw would you label something like a mop which has

no container?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Learn. and practice printing clearly with a felt tip
marker.. Letters must be large print.

2.
14

Have students learn the "code." or system for label-
'ing in the school building or the' school district.

O

3. 'Students could follow labeling procedures on cartons'
sent to different locations in the school.

4. HavejStudents bring in tile addressed.sportion of car-

tons which might be. in their homes'. Study the label;

ing. Explain the purchase order numbers-

a

o
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Labeling Cartons For Delivery
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Labeling Cartons For Delivery

Name

Teacher will explain that rather than write out the
place for delivery within a building, receiving depart-
ments use code number. The teacher will say a series
of code numbers and students:would write in the source
according to this, chart.

Office

Guidance Office

esr

Music Room

Classroom 1

Classroom 2

Classroom 3

Classroom

CODE NUMBER

1

2

3

4

6

8

.SChool Newspaper Office 9

Cafeteria 10

Art Room 11

Math Office 12

Audio- Visual Room 13

Library 14

Custodians Office
i.

Student Activity. 7a
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Procedure For Stacking School Supplies

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Procedure for stacking school supplies

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:.

1

1. Students will learn techniques of stacking supplies
safely and in order.

2. Students will learn to avoid poor ways of stacking
supplies.

READINESS InmERIENCES:

How would "ieatness" be important in stacking carton
;Ratrial?

2. How would safety be important to consider in stack-
operations?

3. Uill stacking procedures be the same in a hospital,
in d school, and in a factory?

LEARNING EPEpIENCESi\

1.. Discuss the adc4tages in locating materials.stacked
in an Orderly way. List them on the board..

2. Have student's pantomime. "poor!' stacking techniques.
with dr without prow. Class tries to guess what
student is doing wrong or unsafely.

3. Some don'ts for stacking: Don't stack items too high
Or too wide, stack fragile item on bottom, or stack,
heavy items on top. Don't stack too. much on a skid
or'leave a fully loaded skid in a ,hallway.

4. Have someone from the receiving dePartment in your .

school district come in to discuss "packing out"
and "making a count".

1'10



SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Procedure For Stacking School Supplies

Answers to Student Activity 8a, Number

1. skids

2. stacks

3. packing out

4. fixed

5. mobile

6. lift

7. count

8. label

9. dolly

10. supplies

O
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SHIPPING AND RECgIVING: Procedure For Stacking School Supplies

Name

1. Have students review these terms used NI supply room prac-
tice:

1.. dolly 6. stacks

2. count 7. fixed

3. mobile 8. lift

4. packing -out 9. label

skids 10. supplies'

2. Unscramble these words used in a shipping and receiving
department:

1. kidss 6. flit

2. katcss 7. utonc

3. knigCap uto 80. bells

. xiedf 9. lodly

. mibole 10. lipsupes

3. Students could practice writing an order to an employee
using each of these terms above.

Student Activity 8a

0
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety Aspect Of Lifting And Stacking
Procedure

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Safety aspect of. lifting and stacking procedures

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

.1. Student will learn to associate safety with making
assessments of a given task.

2. Students will make realistic choices about carrying
weight after a self-evaluation.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Is there a correct way to lift boxes?

2. Do yOUbend your knees to lift heavy items?

1,

3.. What do you do ifyou need to lift a box that is too
heavy for, you? Would you ask for help?

4. What relationship is there between moving.heavy ob-
jects above yOur head and serious accidents?

5. Should you "be braves! about an injury? Who should
you report it to? .

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Demonstrate and discuss with students these terms:-.
body movement, muscles, weight, lifting and balance.

2. Discuss differ'ent ways for 2 people to carry heavy
or average objects.

3. Show how and..-where strain can be bad for the body.
Use Student Activity 9a for students.to identify
possible injuries to the body.

4. Discuss these aspects of reporting injuries to the
employer:

a. Report to supervisor.
b. Go to hospital if needed.
.c. Go to own doctor if needed..
d. Call payroll and report the injury.
e. Fill out proper forms.'
f. learn how to send doctors bill to the employer.

Pr
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..SHIPPING AND RECEIVING:- Safety Aspect Of Lifting. And Stacking
Procedure

INCORRECT LIFTING

21 )t
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety AspectOf Lifting And Stacking
Procedure

L

CORRECT CARRYING PROCEDURE
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety. Aspect Of Lifting And Stacking
.Procedure
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety Aspect Of Lifting And Stacking
Procedure

CORRECT STACKING



SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety Aspect Of Lifting And Stacking
Procedure
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety Aspect Of Lifting And Stacking
Procedure

INCORRECT CARRYTNG.
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Safety Aspect 'Of Lifting And Stacking
Procedure
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SHIPPING AND'RECEIVING:' Safety Aspect Of Lifting And Stacking
Procedure

if Name

II/
1. Write yes or no after each of the following questions. If

you are injured on the job, do you:.

1. go to a doctor?

2. go home to mom?.

.3.. pay the doctor?

4. tell your boss?

. tell your supervisor?

6. call payroll and report the Arijury?
/

.7_ go to a hospital.?

8. say, "It's nothing'?

.
9. fili distric injury form?

. .0

J.O. prctend :'1 re e. and go. on withOut treatment?

2. Has any mewber of your.Thmily ever been injured at work?

3. How did they hlndle t h "paper work"? Were they paid?

4. Prepare a report for J class about 'how .they prepared
the claim.

Student Activity 9b
ra
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Proper Use Of Hand Trucks

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Proper use of hand trucks

BEHAVIORAL. OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will learn to properly place and balance a_
hydraulic hand truck.

2. Students will be 'able to assess whether a hand truck
'iS properly loaded.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What is a hydraulic hand truck?

2. What does it do?

. 3. Does'the' truck know and respond to being incorrectly
loaded?

Whose responsibility is it to load it correctly for
balance?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES,:

1. Use stock room field experience or have shipping .

personel demonstrate use in classroom to show scope
of uses of a hanp. truck. Perhaps a custodian could
alsb illuStrate this.

2. Discuss construction and physics principals of why
the hydraulic system is more efficient.

3. Draw, trace or copy a handtruck and label the parts.

4. students could talk about ways. household chores could
be aided by the use of a cart. Have- students recall
discussion of the use of carts from the unit on food
service.



SHIPPING AND 7-ECEIVING: Proper Use Of Hand Trucks
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: What Is A Purchase Order?

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1., What is a purchase order?

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will become familiar with the supply pro-
cess using purchase orders.

2. Students will be able to correctly check a completed
order against the original purchase order for accur-
acy.

3. Students will learn to complete all steps in checking
procedures to' maintain inventory and files.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1.. What is a purchase? What'is a purchase order?

2. -Why is each purchase order. numbered? Who gets-the
copies? .

Why is every item on the purchase order also numbered?,

4. Why is accuracy and completeness important in check-
ing purchase orders as they are filled?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Ask.your-business office for a sample.Of all forms
used in the ordering process or have one of the stu-
dents visit a Sears catalog .office and bring sample
forMs used to order merchandise.

-2.- Acquaint. students with the concept of "part number".
For Student Activity lla, students can,review the
first four pages of a district supplies' .list. and
record the proper part number.

3. Discuss -the WarehOuSe requisition - Student Activity
.11b with, students. If you'ilise it to make dittoed
copie-, they could Complete a sample order as a tea-
cher might' in. getting ready for the,opening of schOol,
by using the form sheets from Student Activity ila.

189
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: What Are Invoices?

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1.' What are invoices?

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will be able to tell what. information is
needed to complete an invoice slip.

'2. Students will be able to correctly use an invoice
Slip. They willuse it to check number, size and
type of ordered materials. i.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What do these invoices have in common? (Exhibit
different invoices).

2. Why shohld they be attached.to or arrive with the
.package?

3. How many people see an invoice between. the time it
is typed and the time the mexchandiSe arrives at
the correct destination?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Read two or three invoice slips as a class and dis-
.

cuss the information. List' it in chart.forM on the
board. ,Call on different students to verify infor-
mation on the.ihvoice- slips.

2- Stress the importanCe of complete checking of the
invoice against contents of the carton.

3. Set up boxes with miscellaneous; materials, each with
an invoice slip. Let small grOups of students check
each one. for contents. listed and received.

4 The teacher could list contents of four sample car-
tons on the board, as they area dictated by the stu-
dents. If the companies are. identified as the Acme
Produce Co., The American Book Co., The Block Jani-
torial Co., and the Montgomery Ward Co.,,. students
should' be able to list sample items which-could be
purchased from each company

190
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Correcting Invoice, Errors

.GENERAL CONCEPT :. 1

1. Correcting invoice errors

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

-1. Students will be'able to follow Up invoice errora by
taking...appropriate action.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. -What if_the order is. incomplete and items are missing?

Would it be possible for an order to include too much
material?

3. What if the material. is damaged by breaking oor spilling?

4. What if unordered .items are included?

0

LEARNING EXPERIENCES::.

1: ,DiScuss need to count contents of all packages care-
fully and match against.the invoice.

2. Discuss thefact, that the employee must know who to
give information to when 'he sees errors.' Stress fol-
low up practices to carry out all job responsibilitieS.
bis-dVss.role,of the.supervisor.

3. How do you tell your supervisor of any problems? Doeshe want it written? Is there a place to .note this in
formation in writing?

4. Discuss ideas of promptness.in reporting damage or

5.. If possible', have the secretary who checks'in your
school supplies come to the class with copies of
purchase orders, invoices and packing'.slips. Ask
her to describe procedures, especially when there
are errors.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

'1. Have students read and interview each other on the
problems posed in Student Activity 13a. Answers May
be written first on the board and then copied under
the problem on the page. Stress reporting to super-

36191
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SHIPPING D REdEIVING: Correcting. Invoice Errors (Cont.)

isor, marking the carton with the word '"damaged"
when appropriate.

2. ?tudents could write letters to each eompany, tel-
ling of the .problem, using ficticious-purchase or-
der and invoice numbers. This would be 'good prac-
tice for.their future role as consumers .wheh mer.-
chandise needs to be returned or replaced.

0

0
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SHIPPING, AND RECEIVING: - Correcting. Irivoice Errors

Name

Read the problem and white your answer below it.

1. The Americah gOok Company sent all four grades of
math workbooks, but the teacher's manuals are mis-
sing. What'should you do? What will your eMployer
need to do when you tell him?

2. The Portland Pottery Company. carton is'damaged.
Two of .the eight gallOnS leaked and are .not full.
What-would you do.? Whatwill. your:superviSor7
probably do?,-

3.. KUrtz Paper COmpany sent 40 reams of white dittO
paper, instead of 30 -white and 10 forrest green.

.What would you-do ?' Wha-tWill your supervisor do?

Student Activity 13a

4 -rt .193 a



SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: What Are Safe And Unsafe Unpacking
Procedures?

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. What are safe and careful unpacking procedures?

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

0

1. Students will be'able to discriminate between safe
and'undafe procedureS 'far opening crates and cartons.

2. Students Willbe'able to open crates and materials
so as to avoid damage.,and loSs.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What tool would you tiSe toopen a wooden -crate? A
cardboard box? Cartons closed with tape?

2. Why'should.youuse instruments rather -Ulan your hands,
to Open,packages?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. In order not to injure oneself, students need to dis-
cuss ).low to use tools'safely. They could practiceus7
ing an empty carton in class.

2. Have. students'read Word bank words on Student Activity
14a, and diScuss them in terms of the shipping room
activities'.

3. The class could do Student Activity 14a,On safe prO-
cedures together and discuss why the safety rules
should be followed.

.
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING:. What Are Safe And Unsafe: Unpacking
Procedures?

Answers to Student. Activity 14a, Number I.,

1. safely

2. tools

3. safety

4. pliers

staples

5. knife

6. stapler

carton

.t2

7. hammer

8. bruise

9. tools

10. prevent

195
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SHIPPING ANb RECEIVING: What. Are Safe And Unsafe Unpacking
Procedures?

Name

WORD BANK: Use the follOwing words to fill in the blanks
in the sentences below,

tools, injury, safely, safety, carton,*knife, pliers,
staples, stapler, bruise, wound, prevent, hammer

. Always open cartons

2. Using.

without injury.

3. Observe the rulqs of

4. Using.

good work habit.

5. If.youHuse ja

yourself.

instead of hands helps do the job

when working.

o pull out is a

6. Remember fill the

use it on a-

7. Do not use a

safely, you will not cut

0

with staples, to

to open. cartons.

8. 'If you :your hand, put an ice pack on it,

9. Always put away whpn not in use.

10. Work safely to

Stuaent Activity 14a

.injur

196
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: .Inspection Of Packages/And Contents

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Inspection of package and contents/
/

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: /
/

1. 'Students will be able to recognize the value of in-
//spection procedures.

/

/
/

READINESS EXPERIENCES: /

/._._

1. What are the names of the daprs used by shippers to
identify materials ?,

2. Who makes up the purchase order?

3. Is there an organized procedure needed to check-in
materials as they arrive at the school or store or
factory?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Read aloud the sequence of inspection procedures,
so that the need for a step -by -step sequence is
impresSed on students.

2. Students can read orally:the sequence,

3. Students could make a numbered cheCkliSt for them-
Selves.-

4. Write the following steps on the board. Have in-
dividual students, read each sentence. Students are
asked what dceS he do first? Then whatdoes Mr.
Dennan do? Discuss thE:-reasons or logic of having
a system.

Mr. Dennan is head of the shipping and receiving
department in our building. He wants to be sure every
carton gets checked in. He wants to.make sure nothing
is overlooked. These are the steps he uses to ,do this:

1. openS all cartons as they come into shipping.

2, He doeS this carefully acid checks.for damage or .

breakage.

3. When this. is done, he must cross-check the in
voice slip against the purchase order.

197
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Inspection Of PackageS And. Contents
(cont.,)

A. He checks each shipment twice in his department-

5 After he is certain everything is OK,-he is rea-H
dy to have a.packing list typed..

'6. Packing lists are typdg in quadtriplicate of pa-
per. , .

7. One packing list is kept on file in shipping and
receiving

'8. Two lists are now sent with the materials to the
teacher whoordered them.

9. The teacher or person who gets the order signs
the packing list.

10. When Mr. Dennan'gets back this' signed packing
list, his job is-yell done.

198
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Inspection Qf Packages And Contents

Name

1. Students will make a check list. This is a check list.
for them to ask (or practice using) in shipping and re-
ceiving. ,Students may role-play a gupervisor and ship
ping clerk completing an order.

Check List For Working In Shipping And Receiving

Check. List Check When-Complete

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

Student Activity 15a

0
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Inspection Of Packages And Contents

Name

1. Find ten small words in each of the five words below:

1.

Industrious Procedures Receiving

1.

2 2. 2.

3. 3. 3.

4 4. 4..

5. 5. 5.

6. 6. 6.

7. 7. 7.

8. 8. 8 .
Q

9. 9.. 9 .

10. 10. 10.

2.

3.

6.

Shipments Equipment

2..

3.

4.

t. 5.

6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

"9.

10.

Student Activity 15b
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Purpose Of ScLr,o1 Dist-rict Cross-File

0

:GENERAL CONCEPT:

1, Thepurpose of the school district cross-file

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. ,The student will learn to expect that complete re-
cords are kept by businesses.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:.

1. Do your parents keep records of finances?

2. If so, why do they keep them?

3. Do you know.of any or business that gives re-
ceipts to its customers?

4. Why wbuld a school keep good business records?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

.1. Have slides or filmstrips of the district dross-file.
and its use explained by the zupervisor.ofshipping
and receiving. If this can:be done in, shipping using

.

the actual file, Students would no doubt benefit from
the expe#ence.

2. The clasEi: could make a.list of pebple and businesses
they khow well, who keep complete records. Does the
consumer als4ays.know whether a business keeps good
.records? Howl

3. Have Students tell from their experience about
uuations where they were given a receipt? What did
they do with it? .What'kinds of receipts should. be
kept? Why? (income tax, etc.). Do'buSinesses need
to keep the same kinds of records as a family does?
(Illustrate'the fact that out of a $100 paycheck),
the family could spend its money any way it pleased
without keeping a record, .but a business needs to
record-each expenditure).

201
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Pqrpose Of School DiStrict Cro8s7File
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SHIPPING AND .RECEIVING: Purpose Of School District Cross-File
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SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Good'Housekeeping

GENERAL CONCEPT:
0

1. .Go'od houSekeeping is importantin shipping andre-
ceiving.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

1. Studentt will understand the importance of good
cleanup proCedures in the shipping area.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:
9

1. Are there any special ways of keeping a shipping
area clean?.

2. How often should.it be cleaned?

3. 'What is more .likely to happen in a. work area that is
not kept clean and orderly?.

4. What kind of working conditions exist in an area
which-does not practice'housekeeping.procedures at
all?

5. What kind of an impression does a sloppy disorganized
work' area have on 'visitors aNd fellow workers?

6. Could working in suchanarea be bad for,yOur health?
How?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Compare a slOppy kept house with a poorly kept area
in regards to the apparent lack of housekeeping duties.

2. Discuss.with theclass'the reasons, for -- housekeeping
in a work area and use Student's examples of the rea-
sons for routine housekeeping procedures.

3. Discuss the relationship between how a..work area is
kept and the kind of Safety°practices used there.

4: . Ask studentS-to-use` th7-6tY personal experiences as
examples of the hOusekeeping procedures used in a
home, in school, or in another activity.

4^

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:,

HaVe students establith a simplified list of cleanup
rules which could.be used in class, in school, in any

t,t4 )204



:..SHIPPING AND RECEIVING: Good Housekeeping

factory-or business.

2. DeVelop a rotating schedule
teer their Services. and ass
in 'keeping' the room clean.

I et

O

and have students volun-
ign therato certain jobs

205
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SHIPPIDIG D RECEIVING:. What Is A Purchase Order?
.

Artic e.and Description

1.. Ace Staple Remover

2. Bank Pins

Blackboard Erasers

4. 'Blackboard Rulers ,

5., Book Supports

6. .Cards,./Index 3 by 5 white

Cards, Inde 4 by 6';white
...

.... ,,,

Cards,:Index 5.by 8 white

9. 'Cards, Index 5 by 3 salmon

10. Cards index 5 by -8 yellow

11.' Cement, Duco

12. Desk Blotters

13'. Report CardEnvelone4

1 . Erasers,. Spe.p.el

15. Art Gum 1 :by 1 by 1

16. Art Gum 2 by 1 by 1

17'.. Fasteners 100/bx. 1R Three,eighths.,

Name

Part Number' Unit Price

Student Activity.11
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SHIFTING AND RECEIVING: What Is A Purchase Order?

.Article and Description\
18. '-.2121 1/2" round head.

. Mimeo Papei'; yellow-

20., News Pads.,-,Ruled 6 by 9

Student Activity lla
207
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Overview

A 711111111111111111111

Phillip and Mr. Smith getting ready to leave the main-
tenance'central shop as they head toward their first repair

job for the day.

210
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Overview

4

Mr. Smith is showing Phillip the proper procedure for
repairing a broken lock after it has been removed from the

door. Phillip is also learning the names and uses of the

various tools needed in this particular phase of mainten-

ance work.

211
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Overview

Here, we see Mr. Smith and Phillip loading their tool

boxes on .a maintenance truck as 'they get ready to travel to

their work destination in some district school. Mr. Smith

and Phillip were always together in this training program
and therefore worked as a team with, excellent results.

.

( -.3 )
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Overview

OMMIMMialtlel
r

Phillip is helping do some of the light, cement repair.
work out in the courtyard of D6lhaas High School. The court-
yard patio was being repairedfor-graduation 'exercises sche-
duledduled there.

( 4 )



MAINTENANCE OvervieW.

This is a picture of Phillip's tool box which contained
the basic tools necessary to help Mr. Smith do simple repair
work.

14



MAINTENANCEUNIT: Overview

This is the time.clock which Phillip used while he was
in the training program at the maintenance department. Phil-'
lip was. issued a time card and required to "punch in" and
"punch out" just-like.the.other regular emplOyees. This rou=
tine job procedure was required because it gave Phillip prac-,
tice using.-a:time card, which. is a natural part of the working
man's life.

215
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-MAINTENANCE UNIT: Overview
t

,f

A 3-INCH PAINTBRUSH A SPONGE ANb:A RAG

These two pictures show items which are essential pieces

of equipment in doing simple maintenance work. Phillip learned

to use these items early in his work training program. He also

learned how to take care of and the techniques related to the

use of the items.

216
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Overview

This is a grinding machine located iri:the Bristol Town-,
ship School District's maintenance shops area. .Phillip was
not allowed to use this machine for several reasons: Insur-
ance coverage, safety reasons, labor-laws and because it was
not a' goal of this trainIng,program. The main goal of this
program was to introduce the student to the-basics of voca-
tional training, which emphasized habits, attitudes,
ests and personal goals.

V 217
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Overview

A PAIR OF PLIERS

NI`

O.

0

-

A SET OF WRENCHES

These are,-some of the tools which.Phillip learned to
recognize and use in his training at the maintenance depart-
ment of the school district: pi
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..MAINTENANCE UNIT: Uverview.

CIEFTINAN.

QUALITY DRILLS

FINEST HIGH WED STEEL

PRECISION GROUND AND
TEMPERED

BLACK FINISH, SURFACE TREAT-
ED FOR EXTRA LONG LIFE

111

ACCURATE, UNIFORM POINTS

INDUSTRIAL OUP

IDEAL FOR SH P OR HOME
USE, AS WELL /AS REPAIRMEN,
CONTRACTOR', ELECTRICIANS,
ETC.

MAO! f U. S. A.

FOR HANDY LEA HOLE SIZE CHART
SEE 0 HER SIDE

A SET OF DRILL BITS

This is a hand operated high speed electric drill, used
by maintenance workers to make quick and accurate hole's in
materials.
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Lesson-One

MAINTENANCE UNIT: Safety In 'The Home

GENERAL' CONCEPT:

1. !Safety at home

EHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

. The student will
safety practices

2. The student will
his home.

3.. The student will
tal environment".

develop,an understanding of basic
around the home.

practice basic safety practices in

become safety conscious in the "

READINESS EXPETC1111,_:Lo:
\\'

1. What types of accfdents can occur around yoUr house?
,.._

.

2. How 0.----you- prevent accidents in yo r hbuse?u
re

3. Did you ever have an accident in your house?

4.' How can'you-practice safety habits around your house?

5. Canyou think of some safety rules which you should
use in youi hoUse?

,
6. Can you think-of some safety rules which you ignore

around your house?

LEARNING-EXPERIENQS:,

1.<4Develop /And write a master Safetli'rules list for the

home.,

2. Discuss those safety rules which are commonly ignored

around their homes.

3. There are manlvgood.filmS, such as, "Safety'In The

Home". Afterpreorientation to the film, a follow-.
up discussion' could add to ideas discusted in the
readiness. phase of this lesson:.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. After "untcrambling" thevordsOn-Student Activity
la, students could use ther'5words in d-dialogue to
adt.outa situation 'where safety .was ignored.

r 220
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MAINTTANCE UNIT: .Safety In The Home

Name.

-1. From the following safety words, unscramble the words
below:

hazard load

safety fall

,ccident head

hurt back

house electric

break fire

ladder slowly

1. adeh 8 .

2. leetccir 9.

3. adol 10.

4. wiosyl

5. rbake 12.

. zaardh. 13.
0

7. reif 14._

Student Activity.la 221
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MAINTENANCE UN T: Safety On The Job

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1.' Safety on job,

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

. The. student wil develop an understanding of the
term safety.

2, The student will 0 %ielop an understanding\ of the
basic safety rules fllowe.d on the job..

The student will devel p a sense of safety oon-
sciousness.and become s fety oriented,

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What 'does the word safety mean?

2. What are some basic work rules ybu should follow in
various kinds of jobs? .

3. What happens if you don't obey safet rules on the job?

4. How-do employers enforte their safetyies?

5. What does the term "accident-prone" mean?

6. What can happen to an accident -prone worker an his job

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Write the word safety on the14aegboard and have stu-
dents try to'define

2. Develop anacceptablejefinition for safety from stu-
dentdent 'contributions.

3. Discuss and list .basic safety work rules..

4. Develop a master safetyiwork rule list from indivi-
dual student lists.

5. Write the:definition. of the term "accident-prone" on
the blackboard.

6. Do you know somebody who is-accident.rprone?:

1?,p.,.accident-prone people have a hard time obeying
j6b safety rules?

222
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: ,Safety On The Job (Cont.)

STUDENT. AOTIVITIES.:

1. Have students write their own individual safety rules

list.

2. Develop a class'master safety rule work list, as
though the class were the empldyer in a new factory
just about to hire the first dmploye,

3. :HaVe a studentmake a class bulletin board display
listing and showing the class safety work rules.

4. Show a filmstrip ,on the basic safety work rules.

5. Have students look up the'folloWing words, define
them, use them in acceptable sentences and then
put them into alphabetical order: safety, accident,
rule, law, amputated, cripple', unconscious, pension,
.enforce,.habit, responsible, insurance, disability.

( 13 )
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Lesson Three

MAINTENANCE UNIT:' Attendance and Punctuality'On The JOb

GENERAL CONCEPT:

-.1, Attendance anapunctUality on the job

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will deVelop an understanding.of the
reasons'for regular attendance on thejob:

2. The student will develop an understanding of the
reason punctuality is stressed on the job.

3. The student will understand the reLationship between
regular' attendance and punctuality om the job.

'The student will understand the consequences of ir-
regular attendance and habitual lateness.

5. The student will understand the legitimate reasohs
for absences and lateness on the job;

'READINESC EXPERIENCES:

.1. Why is regular attendance important. for-maintenance
. workers?

2. What happens if a worker is habitually absent-on his
job?

3. What happens if a worker s always late for his job?

4. Does habitual lateness ause inconvience to fellow.
workers? 'How? /

5. What are some acceptable reasons for being absent
from work?

6.. What are some acceptable reasons for being late for
work?.-

4

What are some unacceptable reasons for being abbent,
from work?

8. What are some, unacceptable reasons for being late
for work?

9. What will happen to a worker who signs himself in
at work and then skips out for.the day?

10. How would you handle-excessive absences and habitual'
'lateness if you owned a company?

14 r
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MAINTENANCE UNIT-: Attendance and Puncpiality. On The Job (Cont.)

LEARNING_. EXPERIENCES

1. Discu-qs.with.the class the reasons why regular atten-
dance is important on the job'.

2. List the acceptable reasons for being absent from
work.

3. List .the unacceptable reasons for absenteeism from
work on theboard.:

Draw a comparison between acceptable and unacceptable
reasons list.

Discuss how. and why company policies and regulations
are Made to.govern personal habits?

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Role-playing situations:

a. Student.assUmes he is the boss of a company and .

One of his employees has been late for work ten
times in the laSt two months. How should he
treat.the employee since this is the'secondtime
he's spaken.to him about the situation?

An employee is appearing before the personnel
director of a company.because-ofexcessive ab-

,

e from work,. This is the first time this
particular employee has ever been in any type
of trouble. How would you handle the situation?

b.



MAINTENANCE UNIT:-.Attendance and Punctuality On The. Job

Name

1. Put the following vocabulary words into alphabetical order:

1.. absent.

2. regular

.3.. excessive

4. acceptable

5. unacceptable

6. lateness

7. develop

s. stress

9. habitual

10. inconvenience

11.. daily

12. important

13. attendance

14. maintenance

15. Policy

16. discUsS

17. company

18. employee

9. personal

20. skip

21. family illness

Student:Activity 3a



Lesson Four

MAINTENANCE UNIT: Using A Time CardOn Tha72Job

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Using a time card on the job

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:,

1. The student will develop an understanding. of how a
.

time card is used on the job.

2. The student will develop an understanding.. I why
time card is. used on the job.

3. The student 'will develop an understanding of the
direct relationship between his pay and his time
card.

. 4. The Student will develop an understanding of the
time card process and attain a degree of competence
in using the time clock.

5./ The student Will learn that there Ls a set of strict
. .

rules which govern the use of a wo ker's time card.

i°,.

6. The student will develop an understanding of the'pen-.
altieS that Can result when time cards are abused
and misused.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What is a time card used for?

2. Why must you be very careful where you place yoUr
. time card?

3. What will.happenif you lose your time card?

.4. .Why must you learn how to properly useyOur time
card ?.

5. What is the time clock?

6.. What- do the terms "punch in" and "punch out" mean?

What will happen 'if you punch in on the wrong day
of the week?. .--

8. What will happen if you punch in and punch Outyour
fkiend at work?.

9. What will happen if you forge another employee's'
signature on a time card and turn if in to payroll?
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Using- A Time Card. On The Job (Cont.)

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Discuss with the students what is meant by the term

payroll time card?

I

2., .Pass out sample Payroll .time cards and discuss. the

basic parts found on it..

3. a Explain what is meant by the term payroll number.

4. Explain how the time card is used to keep
dual worker's pay records.

5. Discus8 the use of the time clock as related to the.

payroll time card.

6. List the dbvious penalties of misusing another work-
.

.er'S:payroll time card?

7. Discuss the long term effects of being fired for
forging and misusing payroll:time cards:

-STUpENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Students could receive a sample payroll time card

so they can become faMi,liar with,the deSign,. word-
ing and use.

2. The students'could.fill out the time card under tea-

cher direCtion.

. Th'e students could cneck their own sample time cards

under teacher dikection.

.
The students could receive an actual payroll time
'card for his own' uSeand this .might be placed in a
mock time card rack.

. .

. The students could "sign in" and "sign out" at the
start and. end of the school day Or bf the school

.period.

6. activity might be a good time to flash a'clock

dial to the class and have them write the times as
they would,appear on a time card, .(i.e., 7:32, 8:47,

9:52, etc.)



MAINTENANCE UNIT,: Using A.Time Card On The, Job

Name

1. VOCABULARY WORDS: Define each.of these words; then use

each'word in a sentence as it might appear in .a company

rule book.

1. time clock.

2. time card

3. lateness

4. regular.

5. misuse:

6. employer.

7. employee

8. 'qui't

9. absent

10. employment

11: slot.

12.1 forge

Student ACtiyity 4a 229



Lesson Five

MAINTENANCE UNIT: Development Of Self-Confidence, A Job Asset

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Development of self- confidence, a job asset

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will develop an understanding of the
term "self-confidencew.

2. The student will develop an understanding of hOW\
self-confidence Influences' his attitude and job'per-1,

/for ance.
.1/

3. The student will develop an understanding of how the
lack of-self-confidence. plays an important' part in
'job performance.

4. The student will develop an understanding of the
problems created by over-confidence.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

What is self- confidence?

2. What dOes the word"self" n ap?

-3. What does the word "confidence', mean?

4. When do you have. confidence in your abi
something?

5. HoW do-you feel when you have.self-conf dence\an
you believe you will succeed in whateve

I

you.at empt?.
.

6. What happens if you lose all self-confidence in your
ability to handle a particular job?

7. How'does a person show the lack of self-confidence
in performing everyday activities?

Can you think of instances when yoi:lacked self-
confidence in trying, to accomplish things?

9. Can yOu think of instances when arclose friend or a
family member failed:at something because they lacked
self-confidence?

10. What Steps can be taken to develop self-confidence?

11. Can a person become over-confident in himself?

230
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.MAINTENANCE,UNIT: Development Of Self-Confidence, A Job
Asset (Cont.)

12. Does over-confidence affect the job performance of
a person?.

-LE WING EXPERIENCES;
-:"-..._. . . .

.

1. Discuss the 'meaning of the term Self-confidence?.
If- POt-sib.le have.a.guidance'counselor conduct this
session.

2. Write the word "se- -confidence" on the bOard and
show the students how the word is made up of two
root words. Discuss themenings of "self" and-
"confidence" and show how cala word contributes to
the' entire meaning.

3. Have students give examples of people wh ,they be-
neve possess self-confidence; have them determine
what factors contributed .tpfthe-a175pd-re-HE-Self-cO4,-
'fidence in these people.

4. The class could discuss J7.ow. sulf-confidence can have
positive effects on people.; in their daily activities.

5. The importance of acquiring and maintaining self-
confidence will'be discussed with emphasis upon its
influence in school, home, life and work.

. .

6. The problem of lacking self-cemfidenc could be dis-
cussed with the class by a counS4A24Rr or a school
I)sychologist.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Studentd could give personal examples of situations
when they lacked self-confidence and the Consequences
associated with it.

2. Students could give examples of people who ,seem to
exhibit self-confidence in school or.on jobs.

3. Students Could analyze the following three situa-
tional examples and comment on the role self-confi-
dence played in the outcome' of each situation:

a. .A qualified young man applies fbr a maintenance
worker's position in a local hospital, but is
unsure of himself and:makes many simple mistakes
during the interview-with the personnel director.
He doesn't. get the job and feels even worse about
himself afterward's.
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Development' Of Self-Confidence, A. Job
Asset '(Cont.).

ft

Pertinent Questions:

.WhY do you think the Young man was "unsure",
'of himself?

2. Why does the .young man feel so bad about'
himself?

3. How can the the. young man prevent this fail-
ure from.happening.the next timejle is inter-
viewed for a-job?

b. A young girl who works as a baby sitter for"some
people aSsUmes.she can take- care of their chil-
dren plus those of several neighbors.. She has
a very difficult time'handling all. the children
and some of them get into minor mischief while-'
the parents are gone :for the evening. When the
patents .arrive home they blame the baby sitter
for' doing a poor job because of the house's con-
dition. She resents their criticism and tell's.
them off before leaving their home.

111 Pertinent Questions:
.

.,
.

.

r i

1. Why was. the girl. over-confident?

2. What should she have done when asked to watch v.

the children of .several.neighbors? .'.

3.* Do you think the other parents were very
considerate in.askingner to watch their
children if she was only hired to care for
the one couple's children?

4.. Was the girl .,right in telling them off and.
leaving abruptly for hoMe?

,

5. *How would you handle such a situation under
the same circumstances?

c.. A student studies hard for a math test and pre-
pares himself by"a careful review of the meter"

N=,ialS studied in class. He is very sure of him-
self and knows he can handle the math problem's
given on the test. He takes the test and re-.
ceives an "A" grade on it. He is-very proud of
himself and receives compliments trot his friends
about.' his achievement'.
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Development Of Eelf-Confidence, A Job
Asset (Cont.)

.Pertinent Questions:

1. Did the student possess self-confidence?

2. .How did the student prove his self-confi-
dence?

3. pO we sometimes have ourselves to blame when.
we are not eonfident?.:Can most people put
the blame on themselves where it belongs,.in-
these kind of situations?



MAINTENANCE UNIT: Development. Of Self-ConfidenCe, A Job Asset

Name

Look up the definitions of .these words and write them_in
the spaces below each word:'

1; self

2'. confidence

3. self-confidence

4. lack

5. over7.confident.

6. boast

7. proud

8. resent

9. achieve

10. depression\

11. success

Student Activity 5a



Lesson. Six

MAINTENANCE UNIT: No Alcoholic Drinks During W rk Hours

\,_
-GENERAL:CONCEPTi

1. No'alcohOiic drinks during working hou s

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1.. The Student will develop an understanding of the rea-.
sons why the use of:alcoholic, beverages is not allowed
on the job.

The Student will( develop an underst ding 'of the con-
sequences' related to the use of IsITolic beverages,
while on,the j

3, The student w 1.1.develop an understanding 'that alc&-,
:holism 18 a sease which totally disrupts and des-
troys the em loyment oPportunities.for a person. .

-4. The student ill deVelop a .realization that insur-
ance and uhi n regulations forbid the use of alco-
holic.bever es:on the...job.

5. 'The. student ill develop an understanding that state.
and-federal labor,laws forbid the use of alcoholic
beverages Wine oh the job.

6. The student twill 'develop an understanding of the
safety hazards posed by the use' of alcoholic bev-
erages whil on the. job,

READINESS EXPERIENCE .1
1. What are the reasons why alcoholic beverages are

not allowed o be used on the job?

2. What areYthe obvious effects of drinking alcoholic
beverages?

3. What are the unnoticed effects of drinking alcoholic
beverages?

4. What' safety azards.are created by workers who
drink alcoholic beverages on their jobs?

5. What do yOu.think are the possible consequences of.
:being drunk while on the.job?

. 6. Would you like to 'work with a person who is drunk?

7. :How do you think most companies handle drtinkehess
on the job?
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: No Alcoholic Drinks During WorkmHours
(Cont.)

8. How would an insurance company react when notified
that a company employee under their coveragesUf-
fared a Serious injury because he' was drunk on the

job?

9. Would the insurance company pay benefits to the ser-
iously injured employee?

10. How would alcoholic problems liMit or destroy a
.person'S fUtUre-work career?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:.

ly Discuss the -obvious reasons why the use of. alcoholic
beverages is prohibited' by employers while on. thejob.

2. Discuss and list safety hazards created by drinking
alcoholic beverages on. the job '

3. Explain how written company and..union policies strict-
ly forbid drJ1king on thejob and plainly state the
.penalties for thiS infraction.

4. Show afiltstrip such a,the one:entitled 'Alcohol
And You" (Part 1 and 2, 400001 - 400002) , Alcohol And
Narcotics Series, McGraW'HillBook Company, McTeuchen,

N.J. This particular filmstrip gives a cbmprehen-,
-sive view. of alcohol and the probleMs related.to it,

Explain. how insurance regulatioris prohibit the use
of alcoholic beverages.on the,job, and the copse-
quences of breaking these rules..

6. -Discuss, the 'hardships created for a Worker.who has
a:chronic drinking problem when he or she ,attempts

to acquire future employment.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1, Have'students interview a-personnel representative
from a local company who will explain, that company's
policies regarding drunkeness on the job and chronic
alcoholism among its employees.

2. The school nurse could be asked to'describe her ex-
periences as an R.N. with accidents of any type re-

: lated tO drinking.

3. The driver training teacher could be askedto dis-
cuss the relationship of drinking to accidents.
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: No Alcoholic Drinks DuringWork Hours

Name

1. VOCABULARY WORDS: LoOk up the meanings of these words
and write their definition in thesp'ace provided. below.
Then use each in a .sentence which might be found in a
union agreement with a company. .

1,- drunk

alcoholic

3. insurance

4, regulations
4

5.. suspension

6. probation,

7. dismissal

8. risk

9. habitual

10-. work record

. 11. union

Student Activity 6a



Lesson Seven

MAINTENANCE UNIT: No Narcotics On The Job

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. No narcotics on the job

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:-

1.' The students will develop ah understanding that the
usepossession-, or sale of narcotics on the job is
not allowed. ;

2. The students will understand that the use, possess-
. ion, or sale of narcotics will result in immediate
dismissal from'the job.'

The student Will understand that the use, possession,
or sale of narcotics will result in some type of le-
gal prosecution.

,t The student will understand.that the use of narcotics..
on the jOb may result in injury or death, to oneself
or another co-worker.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. -WILY is it dangerous to'use narcotics while working
on.a job?

2. What would happen if you just carry.narcotics, but
don't use them'while working ?.

What will.happen if your boss discovers you using
narcotics on your job?

4. What could happen if the plant security police are
doing a routine,check and discover narcotics onthe.
front seat of your car?

5. .Could the company doctor tell whether or not you're
on narcotics?'

6: Why are the effects of narcotics espeCially danger-
ous to people who do,a-great deal of physical work
at their job?

. Why is the working narcotics addict not only danger-.
OUS to himself Lut a menace to everybody else as
well?.

. Will the.insurance regulationS cover's workers in
.jury from an industrial'accident if it -ids proven to
be under the influence of narcotics?

;11
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: No Narcotics. On The Job (Cont.)

\,.
'LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1..DiscusS\the effects of taking narcotics and emphasize
why it.!is particularly dangerous to be. doing hazar-
.dous or heavy work. /

2.J Discuss legal aspects of using,, selling, or possess-
ing narcotics at work; at home, or at school.

3. List obvious signs of,taking narcotics.

1. Discuss the reactions of an employer who.discovers
thatan employee *s taking narcotics on the job.

, .

5. Show a filmstrip, such as the one titled "Narcotics ",
(a.full color sound\lmstrip with a-running_time of

.15 minutes).. It is t:kIrt,.of a seriesentitled The Drug.
Information Series:. 10101087 - Narcotics. The pro -
gram_describes narcotic drugs, their history of use

) in the 'U.S., relatiiihship to crime, social and per
sonal factors associated with narcotic abuSe and Guid
ance Associates,'Pleasantville,N.Y. 0570.

1

STUDENT ACTIVITIE :

1. Student discussion of filmstrip, as related to prob-
lems-of drug addiction on the job.

2. Have students interview a representative .from some
'local or county police department who will explain
and discuss law-enforcement of narcotics laws and
particularly how a narcotics charge will effect
chances of contnued'or future employment.



.MAINTENANCE UNIT: No Narco ics The Job

Name

1. VOCABULARY WORDS: Look 'up t meanings of the e words and
and use them to write .a sho .tort' describing what-happened
to an "addict".

1. Addict.

2. heroin,

3. narcotics

4. iazard

5. habit

6. dOpe

7. morphine

8: inject

9. vein

10. peddler

11. poison

12. sickness

13. cure

14. prison

15. 'federal

Student Activity 7a.
ftt.



Lesson Eig

MAINTENANCE UNIT: Introduction To Maintenance

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Introduction to maintenance

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will develop an understanding of the,term
maintenance.

. The student will realize that our daily lives involve
doing many basic maintenance jobs.

3. The student will realize the importance, vastness and
complexity of basic maintenance activities in the home
or at work.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:-

1. What does the Word= maintenance mean?

2. Why do we do maintenance work :around the house?

1.. Who does the maintenance work. 'around your-house?,

4.- What happens when you don't do things t fix up your
house?

5. Do you know hew to do maintenance workaround the
house?

6, When do lou'hire somebody to do maintenance work
around the house?

7. How do the yellow pages,of the phone book list many
of the people who can be'called to help maintain A

home?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Write the word maintenance on:the board and have
students in the class try to define it.

2. Write all definitions onthe board and try to get

one definition.

3. List the types of maintenance work needed to be

done routinely inside or out of the house:
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MAINTE ANCE UNITI. Introduction To Maintenance (Cont.)

4. Discuss aid elicit,from students all their contri-
butions t the general maintenance of the home.

5. Can maint nance work.be.dOne by women? List which,
chores.ar n't usually done by women or girls?

STODENT ACTIVITIES:

\

.

. .

1. Have students make. lists containing all
, the jobs they do around the house or apartment. What
would happen' if, these jobs weren't done?

2. Have students read aloud their individual lists and
make '4 master class list on the board using their

,. ide,as.

Have students diScuss the need for getting several'
bids and checking references before hiring someon
to do a-large repair job.

4. HaVe the librarian or I.A.teacher bring in some of
manuals written to show peOple howto make simple
home, repairs. (Some of these are written at the
third or fOurth grade reading level).
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Lessonne

\

MAI TENANCE UNIT: Ordinary Outside'Hodse Maintenance Work

L CONCEPT:

. Ordinary outside house maintenance work

BEHAV ORAL OBJECTIVES:,

The student.will develOp an understanding of regular
outside housepaintenanceactiVities.

2. The student will understand the reaSons-necessary
for regular outside maintenance work.

3. The student will understand the relationship between.
regular outside and. inside maintenance work.

READINESS EXPERIENCES.:

1. What do we mean by ()Aside maintenance work?

2. Can you think of some jobs which are done around
your house or apartment ?.

. Who 'does the outside chores around the house or
apartment?

4. Is this ouside maintenance work done on a regular
schedule? i

5. ..HOw long does.it take to.do all of the outside Main-
.

tenance work?

6. Why dO we pay-the peopleyto do some or all of thia
outside maintenance' work ?.

7. How do we decide which people to hire and what to
pay them?

8. How does the outside appearance of the grounds af-
fect the house itself?

9. Can you think of some examples of sloppy outside
maintenance?

10. What are your personal feelings toward the person
who, just doesn't care about the outside appearance
of his house or property? Can this affect a neigh-
bort,00d?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

28 )
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Ordinary Outside House Maintenance Work
(Cont.).

Develop class ideas involving the definition of the
- term "outside home maintenance",

2. Make a student list of those activities included un-
der the term "outside home maintenance".

3. Discuss those items included in the outside hothe
maintenance list.

4. List and discuss reasons why it is important to do
regular home maintenance work, How can the student
use this knowledge to plan hiS own vocational future?

5. Select a student to do.aole playing episode 'in which
he-or she pretends they are a belligerent; eccentric
homeowner who refuses to do or have done by others
any type of Outside maintenance work. This persons
house detracts from the, others in the neighborhood'
and these:neighbors are upset over the sitUation.
Try to establish the real reason why this homeowner,
refuses to do anything and the .resourses, which the
neighbors.have in,trying to get a successful. solution
to the problem. . .\

STUDENT ACTIVITIES: 1

1. Students will make an oral' report to the class on
some personal eXperience'relating to their 'role at '\
home or elsewhere' where they have dOne any type of
outside maintenance work. They are to tell what
they did, for, how long; their feelings toward the'
job, and if they thought their jobs were important.

2. A student committee of four students could be picked
by the teacher-or students to interview theschobl
district building maintenance, supervisor.

3. This committee will use the queStions discussed
earlier in the 'lesson to interview the prespective
guest.

4. Another committee could interview the head custodian
for the school and discuss the importande.of his job.
The class might also disc.uss-with him the ways stu-
dents make his job more difficult.

244
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Lesson Teri

MAINTENANCE UNIT: Tools And Equipment 'Used In Outside.House
Maintenance Work

GENERAL CONCEPT:

I. Tools and equipment used inoutside house maintenance
work

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will develop an understanding of basic
tools and their uses in outside houte:maintenance.

2. The student will 4cquire visual and oral recognition
of-the basic tools.

3. The student will develop an understanding of the ba7
sic equipment used in outside house maintenance

4. The student will acquire an understanding of the
cost, care and handling of tools and -equipMent..

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What kinds of tools do we use on. outside maintenance
work? .

2.. What are each. of these tools used for?.

13, What dO each of these tools cost?

4. Why are some tools more expensive than others?

5. Where should you keep these tools stored?

6. How should you protect these tools from being stolen,
lost; or misplaced?.

What,is an owner's manual?

8. What is a warranty?

9.. What kinds of equipment are used in outside home,
maintenance'wOrkT

10. Is this equipment cheap or exPensive?.
o

11. Where should this equipment be stored?

12. How should you protect this equipment from being.
. stolen?

13. Does this equipment have a warranty or guaranty?.

0 ) 245
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Tools And Equipmeh.t Used In Outside House
Maintenance Work (Cont.)

-14. What are the basic safety riles to be followed in
handling this equipment? . .

. . ,

.

. 15. Can tools and equipment b' rented or leased?

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. Develop a master list of all the possible 'tools which
Could be used for outside home maintenance work.

. 2. 'Develop a master list jobs these tools are.
Used for in outside maintenance work.

3. Show a movie film on handtools, such as, "ABC Of Hand
Tools, Part I". It shows the proper handling Of such,
toolsas'files, saws, chiesels,lanes, drills and
punches, (The I.A. Department of yoUr school probably
has this film).

Pass out available examples of each tool to the class.'

5. Describe and model tool'-samples.

, 6. List.equipment used in outsidemaintenance-work.

7. Use pictures to describe equipment.

8. Compare cost of. equipment to cost of tool..

Describe the care and handling of equipment.

10. Explain what is meant by warranty and gparanty.

11. -Explore other methods of obtaining needed tools and
equipment for use in doing routine home outside maid

.tenance work.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES.:

1. Students coUld make individual notebooks using pic-
tures.of tools, equipment -and jobs related to rou-
tine outside house maintenance. (These pictures will

'probably be found in many copies of magazines already
. found in the room. They should be encouraged to con-

tinue looking for additional pictures in other maga-
zines at home or elsewhere).

'2. StudentS.could label their pictures with the appro.
priate names and describe how often each task pic-
tured should be completed.

no,i
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Lesson .Eleven

MAINTENANCE UNIT: M4intenance Work In The Classroom

GENERAL.CONCEPT:

1.. Maintenance work. in the classroom

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will develop an understanfiling,bf what
maintenance duties are 'completed in the ordinary
classroom.

2. The student will understand the importance of hav-
ing a regular maintenance Schedule for the class-
room.

.0

The Studqnt will see the'importance of individual
:contributions to the overallgeneral appearance. of
the room.

READINESS. EXPERIENCES:

1. What types. of. ordinary maintenance jobs are done
daily in this classroom?

2. Who does the daily maintenance work in the class-
.room?..

,.
What Ore some of the routine jobs you do in this
classroom?

4. -What would the classroom look like without anTtype
of routine maintenance work?

Why is It importance 'to have a regular schedule of
maintenance duties done in thisclassroom?

6. How would you feel about having.classes in an un -.
kept room?

7. What are some Additional ruleS which you could put
into effect in order to help make this classroom
easier to maintain?

8. What kinds of jobs need done only yearly or semi-
annJ,Ially to maintain a classroom? .

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

('1. Use. class discussibn to develop a list of routine
maintenance duties done. in this classrOom.

Alor
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Maintenance Work In The Clagsroom (Cont.)

2. Establish the roles and responsibilities of t e in-
dividual students'in maintaining,a clean clas room
and building.

3. Ask the students to compare their personal feelings
about being in a neat verses a sloppy classroom.

4. List the duties of the 'teacher in the classroo
assist maintenance:

5. Establish the role and responsibilities.ofthe school
custodian in'regular classroom maintenance.

Show the direct relationShip 'between the teachers,
students and custodians in maintaining.a clean class-
.room:

7. Help students to realize that the custodian is. a high-
ly trained person with a great'deal of.responsibility
and that this role would be a wcrthwhiie career.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES::

I. Students Could.make up a daily main-heftance schedule
which could be implemented in any classroom. They
will assess their on schedule and make necessary
changes where needed to help,improve the appearance.
of the classroom. -

-
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Maintenance Work In The Classroom (Cont.)

2. Establish the roles and responsibilities of the in-
dividual students in maintaining a clean classroom
and building.

3. Ask the students to compare their personal feelings
about being in, a neat verses a sloppy classroom.

4. List the duties of the teacher in the. classroom, to
assist 'maintenance.

5. Establish the role and responsibilities of the school
custodian in regular classroom maintenance.

6. Show the direct relationship between the teachers,
students,and custodians in maintaining a clean class-
room. .

7. Help students to.realize.thatthe. custodian is. a high-
ly.trained"person with a greatdealof responsibility
and that this role would be a worthwhile career.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Students could make up a daily maintenance schedule
which could be implemented in any classroom. They
will assess their owfi schedule and make' necessary,
changes where needed .to help improve the appearance,
of'the ClaSsroom.
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: Maintenance Work In The Classroom

Name

1. Custodian's role: 'Find 15 small words in each large word
below:

MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITY CAPABILITIES

1. 1. 1.

2. 2. ' 2.

3. 3. 3..

4. 4. 4.

5. 5.
.

5.

6. 6. 6.

7. 7. 7.

8. 8. 8.

9. 9. 9.

10. 10. 10.

11. 11. 11.

12. 12; 12.

13. 13. 13.

14. 14. 14.

15. 15. 15.

Student Activity ila
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Lesson Twelve

MAINTENANCE UNIT: The Custodian's Responsibilities Outside
The Clcassroom

GENERAL CONCEPT: \\\

1. The custodian s\responsibilities outside the classroom
- \

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will develop\an understanding of the CUs-
\

todian.'s responsibilities`outside.the classroom.

2. The Student will understand that the'type, of job,
length of time and availabilitY\of equipMent all con-
tribute to the limitations of a O.ustodian's job.

\
3. The student will deVelop an'understanding that school.

size,, staff size, complexity of maintenance problems
and state regulations also limit the tyPe'of mainte7.
nance duties performed by the custodian."

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What do you.think are some of the'custodian'S Main
tenance duties outside this .classrooM?

2. .What determines the number of custodianiassigned a .

particular school building?

3. What are some of the things which limits a custodian's
effectiveness?

4. Does the size, type, use and facilities in a school
building influence the type of maintenance.duties a
custodian will perform there?

5. How do insurance, union and labor laws influence the
performance-and routine maintenance schedule in a
school building?

6. What are the working restrictions:imposed by the age
and structual construction of a school building?

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. Develop a list of maintenance duties the custodian
performs outside of the classroom.

2.. Discuss and write this list on the blackboard.

3. Demonstrate by example how the size; design, construct
tion, luse,.availability of tools and equipment, the
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MAINTENANCE UNIT: The Custodian's Responsibilities ()Aside
The Classroom (Cont.) --;

type of repair job and'amount of available work time
all limit the type ofmaintenance duties .performed
by the custodian. (Ex. A large modern urban high,
school with complex facilities and numerous class-
rooms verses. a small elementary school. Compare both
schoOls as.to size, structural design, architectural
design., actual' construction materials and facilities
and describe how each presents a variety-of different
problems in terms of routine. building maintenance)._

4. Show'how maintenance and custodial staff size affect
budget considerations. How does the working, day
schedule limit the kinds 'of general maintenance du-
ties performed by.the school custodian?

5. The loCaldistrict "Supervisor of School Bux.ding
Maintenance" could come in to' speak to the Cl ss on.
the problems of maintaining buildingS properl with
limited budgets. He,might also speak on the s pci-
fic skills needed for employment,

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Students could ddvelop a master list of.questdon
as the "Supervisor of Building Maintenance",'whe
he comes in to spelak, or these could be mailed a
ing for responses on a cassette'tape.



LTsson Thirteen

MAINTENANCE.UNIT: What Is.A Maintenance Worker?

GENERAL CONCEPT:

. What is a maintenance worker?

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The'student will be able'to list three tasks that
a maintenance worker does.

2. The student will be able to state in terms of de-
gree.of skills the difference between a custodian
and a maintenance worker.,

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What is. a maintenance worker?

2. Who would fix a.broken lock?

5.. 'Who would fix a:broken window?

4. WhO.wbuldrepair a broken ceiling tile?

5. What kind of training.doeS A maintenance man have

to'have?

6. Is.there.a difference in hdurly pay between the cus-
todian and maintenance man?

7. Is'there a difference in working-schedules between
the :school'dustodian and 'a maintenance Man?'.

8. Is there a difference in .the type of tools and equip-
ment used by the custodian and the maintenance man?,

9. What are the differences in the type of repair work
that'a custodian and a maintenance man do?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:-

-1. 'Have the class list the many jobs that a mainten-
ance man does in the school.

2. Discuss the listed jobs in terms of skills needed to''

do the work; the complex repair work requires more
technical training than do most routine custodial
jobs.

3. .Show..how'the maintenance personnel are always .on
call and move to where. the job'sight is located,

,verses the custodian who is permanently assigned

( 3;6_ ) 400V



MAINTENANCE UNIT: What Is A Maintenande Worker? (Cont.),

to one building.

'.4. Discuss the differences in pay between the school
custodian and the maintenance worker.

5. Have a maintenance worker.come into the class and
discuss his duties; working conditions, pay,.fringe
benefits, technical training, courses for advance-

ment, working schedule, and tools and equipment
used on the job.

6. Students could make up questions to ask the main-
tenance worker before he comes to speak. A stu7
dent committee could be selected to interview the
guest speaker with the rest of the class.acting'as
an audience.

0
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Lesson Fourteen

MAINTENANCE UNIT: Rules,And. Regulations On The Maintenance Job

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1.. Rules and regulations on the'maintenance job

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
, .

1.. The student will develop an understanding ofthe
-Lc' work' rules which the maintenance worker mupt

fob. iow.

2. The student will.develop an appreciation of the rea-

. sons for various work rules for the maintenance worker.

3. The student will-develop an understanding of the lim-
itations which the rules and regulations.impose oh
the job of the'maintenance Worker,

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

I. What are some of the basic work rules which the main-
tenance man must follow?

2. DoeS the Maintenance man have to be welrdreSsed,-
we11-groomed and highleducatecI, in term. of college?'

3. Is the maintenance man allowed to swear, drink, or
fight on the job?

4. 'Do you think regular attendance is an important part&
of the maintenance worker's obligation?

'5. What would happen if you got. caught stealing some-
thing on your job?

'

.
What would happen if you used narcotics, on the job?

.
What happens if you are caught sleeping or loafing
on the job?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1.' Discuss what type of clothe:. the maintenance worker.
Wears on the-job? Why?

_ .

2. Show how the variety of repair jobs influehce the,
type of Work .clothing,worn by the maintenance man.

'3.. List the equipment used by maintenance men.

4. List reasons why the maintenance man cannot be
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MAINTENANCE UNIT; Rules And Regulations On The Maintenance
Job (Cont.)

110
expected to be lean and well-groomed on the job.

Discuss the consequences of,fightingv swearing and

drinking on the job.

6. Show by specific example how each or all of these
bad personal habits win or limit a person's chances
for advancement.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Do a socioldrama involving a situation where several
students are playing parts as maintenance workers,
doing.a repair job in the school cafeteria. One Of
the workers decides to disappear and. go to sleep some-

. where. The. other workers know what he did but con-
tinue to .finish their assigned job.: The boss dropS .

in to check on them and to see their progress on the
job. He becomes upset because the one worker is mis-
sing and asks the others'where.he is They tell him
they think the missing person is getting some equip-
ment needed to finish their repair job, bilt the boss
still isn't satisfied so he begins looking around.in
the Other' areas of the building. He.finally finds
the:missing worker asleep in.a supply room and he:
afires him on the Spot.. He 'also tells the other work-
erS.he is putting a written reprimand in their per-.. .

sonnel files about the incident because they. lied to
him.

2. Do you feel the maintenance workers should have told
their boss the truth when he asked them where the
missing Worker. was at that time?

/ 3. Do you think, the boss was justified when he fired
theworkerowho was sound asleep in the supply\room?

4. Could the boss have just told the other workers
they shouldn't cover for anybody and he'didn't
appreciate the incident?

5. What would you have done to handle the matter dif-
ferently?

( 39 )`
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: There is a job for everyone.

THERE IS A JOB FOR EVERYONE

Here students are helpirig to serve on the lunCh line.

They were reluctant at first, but seemed to enjoy it once

they tried.



Lesson One

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: There is a job for everyone.

'GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. There Is a job for everyone.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

1. The student will realize mhat it means to work by
stating three or four positive attitudes towards
work. 1

The student' will ba able to state the advantages of

working.

The student will become familiar with the opportun-
itieL, available to him or .her and know the-titles df
five food services.

READINESS EXPeRIENCES:

1., Have you ever had any jobs at home?, Were yoU con-
vletely responsible for them?

2. Were yoU paid to do these.jobs?

3. Did you ever stay home and do your job when you could,
have gone out?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES.:

1. Discuss different kinds, of jobs that would be
.

able in a kitchen or cafeteria.

Discus8.different places you could get a job, 'i.e.
restaurant, hospital, diner ,_inotel , hotel, camp,
caterer.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:-

1.
1j, .

Using the classified section, select all the ads that
pertain ta food serviCes: Read 'and discusS in class.
Talk about skills needed to perform these job's.

2. Visit the school cafeteria. Observe the way it.func-
tions.

3. Make a bulletin board of various things done in a

schobl cafeteria.

) 901i
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FOOD SERVICE:

.1. Vocabulary

There is a j b'for everyone.

Words

Name

Pronounce and define.

12.

respOnsible

diner

1.

2.

.restaurant

hospital.

3. luseful 13: confident

4. caTeteria 14. caterer

5. retire, lent. 15. independent

e"). important :16. insurance

7. summer camp. 17. satisfaction

8. 'salary 18.
O

.wages

.9. proud 19 hospitalizatiol?

10. kitchen 20. hotel

. Place vocabulary words
belong.

Benefits from working

in the column where you think they'

A place to work' How- you might feel 'about
- working

Student Activity,la



F000. SERVICE: The.ro is a job for everyone.

Name

. 'Make a list of some of the thiftags you might like to do when
you start earning a Jiving i.e. help out at home, buy.more
new clothes,.etc.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.6.

7.

8.

. .9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

of

$.tudent.Activity lb

A
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Jo b tAterviews

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Appearance and preparation are important factors in

an interview.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. .The-student will be able to correctly fill out an
application. ,

2. The-student will realize the importance of having
certain information written down beforehand.

3. The student will become aware of the importance of his/
her appearance .

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Why does an employer want specific information?

2. Will it help you in filling out your application if
you have certain dates, addxesses, etc: written down
before hand?

3. If two people applied for a job one was neat and
the other was untidy, which one do you think would .

get the job? Why?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Go over sample, applications with the students.

2. Bring in pictures of hair styles and fashions.

3. Talk about clean hair, clean nails and personal clean-
liness.

4. .Make a'list of important things to remember when going
for an interview:
proper dress
gopd'Oosture"

-.no gum chewing, etc.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Role playing: Have student nterview each other for
jobs.

a-- Make up (duos AGns.:.

b Take notes.

)



FOOD SERVICE UNIT! Job interviews (cont)

o2. Write down dates and important-addresses on file
cards Make a file up of the different kinds of in-
formation that will be needed for an interview.

3. Make DO/DON'T posters in reference to interviews.



FOOD SERVICE: Job Interview Name

1. Pronounce each word; talk about
in a complete sentence.

VOCABULARY WORDS

its meaning. Use each word

1. interview 6. neat

2. application 7. untidy

3. appearance 8. clean

4. information 9. hair

5. apply 10. dress

. Look at the two pictures below and tell -which one -you
would give a job to. Why? Write a short story about it.

StUdent Activity 2a

a
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.FOOD SERVICE: Job Interview Name

1. Teacher or student reads each statement out loud, as "Aire

you a person who likes to be peole?' Then the Situ-
dent writes yes or no in the appropriate box.

Are you.a person who .

1. likes.to help others?

2:

3.:

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16'.

17.

Yes No

.

talks .a lot?
,

looks someone in the eye when speaking?

is cheerfdl?

talks about his/her t-,ubles

greets fellow workers?

gets angry when told, what .to.do?.:

takes-pride in' the way you 10°16'

-.'-
tl'Iks when. someone else' is talking?'

talks with. your` mouth full?

says, "Please" and."Thank you"?

,

is happy'to be able to wgxk?

can be depended on?

accepts. responsibility?

does your share of. work.-?,

has confidence in your 'ability?

practices personal cleanliness?. .

Student Activity 266



Lesson Three

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Socialization

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. It is important' o greet fellow employees.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will be able to properly greet a fellow
worker.

2: The student will be able to properly respond to greet-
ings from fellow workers.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. How do 'you feel when tsomeone gives you a Cheerful
greeting in the morning? ,

2.' you. respond with a greeting?

3. How do you feel.when someone ignores you in the morn-
ing?

How would you act towards this person for, the rest of
the day?

5. Why dO you think it is important to cheerfully greet
your,fellow workers?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. The student will list several appropriate.greetings
to be used with fellow employees.

24 'Student will list appropriate response's to the greet-
ings they receive.

3. Role playing - greetings and responses..

...STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
. . r

1. The student will-take roles and practice greeting each
other and responding correctly to greetings,:as, rein-
forcement of lesson.

2. The-student will greet each of his/her fellow employees
upon entering the °cafeteria.

. Make a bulletip.board showing people' responding cor
rect,ly-in.tocial situations.

5
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Lesson Three

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Socialization

Answers to Student Activity 3a, number 2.

1. Thank you, it was nice meeting you.

2. How are you?

'3. Good morning.

4.. Hello.'

,5. Fine, thank you.

6. It was nice meeting you.

T. 'Good - bye.

7



FOOD SERVICE: Socialization Name

1. Draw lines and match greetings in first column with res-- greetings
.ponse in 'second column. .

r

f .

1. Good ::lorni.-1.g. a. -7halkyoU;_it was nice.
meeiting'.:.you.

2. Hello. b. Fine, 'thaic you..

7 V
I

3. How are,you? r.. fe

4, 'Good-by. d: Urqlo.

2

5. It was nitle meeting you. e. Goo6 morning.

Unscramble the allowing greetin.gs irom above:

1. htnka Uoy,ti waS

-woh rea Oyu?
L.

3. ogdo ranu'gni..

4.' .lehol.

a. hefi, aknhtuo:..

6. ti ;Jwa j_enc emtc!gni

7. odog"-ye b.

pein uoy.

a

Student Acti7i.hy
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Lesson Four.

FOOD SERVICE UNIT Manners And Attitudes

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Manners and attitudes are important in dealing with.

the public..

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

The student will become,familiar with the social..
skillS.necessary for yorking as a foOd server.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. How do you feel when you go into the cafeteria and
see the women/scowling?

2. How do yoMeel when you go through the line'and the
women are 'pleasant to ,you?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES':.

. I. List and discuss social skills necessary while serv-
ingfood:in the cAfeteria:..

2. Why Are these. skills necessary?

3. Discuss reasons why a person may be pIeasant most. of

.
the time and occasionally unpleASant. ,(outside prob --

lems - such as family. trouble):.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Role playing 7. have students'take roles ,(cafeteria
worker and school students} - have them act but dif-
ferent situations in the cafeteria line (reaction to
pleasant workers and students;. reaction to unglleASAnt
students and workers.

( 6



Lesson Four
.1

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Manners And Attitudes

Answers to Student Activity 4a, number 2.
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FOOD SERVICE:

1. VOCABULARY

Manners And Attitudes Name

WORDS: Pronounce each word, discuss its meaning..

1. . pleasure 6. pleasant

2. grumpy 7. unpleasant'

3. courteous 8. glare

4. scowlihg 9. rude'

5. manners 10. 'smile

2. Find the vocabulary words' in the puzle and circle each

one:

,C,OURIEOU s U

PFG I H E J L K N

LPMANNERSP
l GH1L

RUMEN
,E0Y_ZS4F
AL MXMP
SCOWL, It 1NGNA
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L,.

E, SA N.T
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q
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Student Activity 4a



T,,esson Five

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Personal Cleanliness

GENERAL CONCEPT:
.

. .

1, Any person working dround or with food should follow
basic: cleanliness rules.

BEHAviogAL OBJECTIVES: 0

1. Thea student will be ableto identify the steps one
must take tb insure personal cleanliness.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What 'would you think if you 1.,.alked into the kitchen
at a restaurant and saw a Dery dirty person cooking
your food?

2, youlpo upset? Thy?

LEARNLIG EXPERIECES:

1: Di§cus what you would do LO prepare: yourself before
'ropertinfor work in A kitchcn.

Listthe'th:inu you would and tell why:

wash hands
t ix ha.i r not

c. put. on apron

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1.. Have each .student .7ake a chart of persona].
ness habits. ,Tho .student should keep the chart fOr,

.

a we,ek,.irarkindown each tire he/she does the activ-
.ity. (Ex- -wash hair', brush.teeth, etc.)

SUN. MON. THES. WEDS. THURS. FRr. SAT.

Make sign's concerninq personal Cleanliness. Ask' your
school.carteria staff if they would like to 'place
them around the*ki.ten tO rernin i other-employees..

Ex. in lavatory IIANpS or DID. YOU WASH.YOUR

III.ND Or root of, k:Lchen IS YOU! BAJRNET'IN

PLACE?
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LesSon Five

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Personal Cleanlinesd

Answers to Student Activity 5a, number:
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FOOD SERVICE: Personal Cleanliness Name

\

. VOCABULARY WORDS: Pronounce each Wordiscuss its mean-
ing. Use these .words -to, Comz)14e Life c es sword puzzle at
the bottom of the,page:

1. hairnet

2: clean

3. soap

4. wash

2. CroseWord

ACROSS:

1. A. cover -or your/hair.

2. You wash your liands tc
get crid of .

/

3. The opposite /of dirty

4. Something-uSed to Wash
'hands,.

5'. nails

6. .apron

8. health

DOWN:

Acover-for your dress

!.:'art.. of your :hands that.;
must"be.kept clean

3. Something' you do before
handling food"

all need good

Student Activity .
0
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Lesson Six

FOOD SERVICE UNIT Observation of Health Laws

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. Strict observation., of health laws is important when
.working.in food. services.

,BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

3- The student will be able to identify the basic health
laws pertainin6bto'food services' workers.
T:Bc tests, hairnets).

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What is the ".Board of Health "?

2. .Why is it necessary to have an Organization such as
the "BOard of Health"?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

l." Discuss T.B. sand how it could affect you if the per-
son.handling,your food had T.B.

2. Discuss thec,batic laws concerning the food services
and why the* laws are, made for, public safety..

,

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
/

1., Have the school nurse come and explain the three
different. T.B. tests (x-.ray tine,.mantoux).

Write to 'the Board ofjlealthfor information on
health laWs concerning food services. (Students
may,request.'pamphlets and posters).

3.. Visit a place Where. food is prepared - a redt
taurant, ice cream parloro) Where students can ob-
serve the practice of health laws,.

* See Teacher Sug6ettions on reverse site of page
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FOOD SERVICE:, Observation of Health Laws

Teacher Suggestions:

The Board.of Health in Bucks County does not insist on a

T.B. test. Bristol'ToWntlip does.

Tine Test - (multiple puncture) fast screening process
Mantous - (under skin) most accurate - b

X-Ray - given when the 'other two tests show a positive
reaction

The Board of Health requires all eating establishments to have
and display a yearly license.

Answers to Student ActiVity 6a, number 2.

1. test

2. disease, lungs 0

3. Tine

4. 'Mantoux

5. X-ray . ,

O



FOOD SERVICE: Observation of Health Laws

Name

1. VOCABULARY WORDS: o

1. test 4. Tine

2. disease 5. Mantoux

3: lungs 6. X-ray

2. Having discussed theSe words in class, fill in the blanks
in the sentences below:

1. A is given to see if one could have T.B.

2. T.B. is a of the

3. The test is given first.

. A test is considered more accurate.

5. An. is taken if there should be a positive
reaction.

.

3. NOW that you have filled in the blanks and understand the
words more clearly, write a complete sentence, for each
of the words above.

1..

2.

3.

4.

6.

Student Activity 6a
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FOOD SERVICE: Observation of Health Laws.

Name

1. Using 'a dictionary,, look up anal write doWn the meaning of

these words:

1. Tuberculosis

2. contagious

2. ,Write down some of the things that help prevent T.B., (i.e.

rest).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

o 7.

Student AcItiyity 6b
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Lesson 'Seven'

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: General Safety .

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. There are certain rules that must be, ollowed in the
kitchen to' insure Safety and,previent eidents

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The'student will be able to recognize certain poten7
tial safety hazards in the kitchen, i.e. water on
flodr, knife in dish water.

2. The student will be able to'oorreCt potential safety'
hazards, i.e. wipe up spills.

3 The student will be able to apply. h s/her.informatiOn
about:safetY to his/her own home.

READINESS EXPERIENCE:
S11

1. How would yOu hand a knife to someone?

2.. Why, would you not put aknife/into soapy dish water ?.

3, Why wouldou wipe tp,something you spilled on the
floor right away?.

4. Do you think it is a good idea to use pot holders or
mits when removing anything hot from the stove or oven?.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. The student will list five safety rtiles-,.,-

2-.--the-iLiaenWalewhy he thinks safety'is so im7
pertant,.to him/her.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Bring in- picture showing what can happen'if we don't
practice safety.

2-...Make safety posters, and signs.

3.° Make a list of possible safety hazards you have seen
.at-home.

( 9 )

o
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FOOD SERVICE: General Safety

Answers to stude,.t activity 7b, number 1.
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FOOD SERVICE: General Safety Name

VOCABULARY WORDS:

Pronounce eachwordl Discuss its meaning. Write each
word in a complete sentence.

1. burn

2. cut

3. fall

4._ spill

5: ,safety.

6. shock.

7. bruise

8. break

9. slip

10. accident

student Activity 7a
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FOOD SERVICE: General Safety Name

1. Using the vocabulary words on Student Activity 7a, search.
..and find the words in' the fluzzae., then circle them... ,
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Lesson Eight

FOOD SERVICE: First Aid In The Kitchen

Answe s to Student Activity 8a, Number 2.

ressure

2. assistance

first aid

rice
//

emergency
/ .

bu n

faint
C

,^)

a

O
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d

FOOD SERVICE: First Aid In'The Kitchen

Name ,

1. VOCABULARY WORDS:.

Pronounce.each word and diScusS orally what you think

they mean:

1. faint

O

. burn

3. first aid

4. assistance

5. wound

6. emergency

7. ammonia

8. capsule

9. pressure

10. ice

2 . Fill in each blank with t e correct: vocabulary Word:
a

1,..:YAki.Would use to'stop bleeding.

2., If
for

. .

someone falls and is badly hurt, you would Call.

o

3. When you treat 4 minor cut or burn; it is called

4. If you burn yourself, the first thing you would do is

put on.it.

5. An ambulance is called an vehicle

6. Steam can cause a bad

7. A poorlY'ventilated- room sometimes causes people.

8. An ammonia- 'will-help revive a fainting

person.

Student Activity .8a
0
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Lesson Nine

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Fire Safety

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. There is a possibility of a fire in the kitchen.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. .The student. wifl.be f ami liar with the .correct pro-
cedure to follow. in case of fire.

2. The student'.will be- able to locate the fire extin-
gbigher, the fire blanket, and the fire exits.

.

. .The 'student will he able to. extinguish certain types
of fires.

READINESS EXPER1ENCES:.

1. 'Have. you ever seen a fire in 'your own kitchen, while
your hother..was Cooking?

p.

2. What 'did you or 7our motner do?

3. How does oxygen (or drafts) .a.i'.fect a ire?

.LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Talk about the. fire corlpaiies and stress how impor7
tanL it is to call-thnm at once;

2. Acquaint the students with the use of the ,,fare ex-
tin,-4uisher-and the. fire blanket. Stress the imporT%
tance of cloSinq all doors-and mindows.. Also, point
out, the fire_ exits.

3. Discus how to extinguish certain types of fires (i.

- -grease tires, electrical fires) .

STUDETSACTIViTIES:

Make a 'card:withyour fire company's phone number and
keep it,, near your ph,:)ne.

2: .7,,A;a'ke fire 8,--3.tety poste?rs.

Have a fire:-du CfY.Qirt and talk about kitchen fires
and. (-19,ponstrate of the fire- extihquisher
and the fire htankc-f

o. 287



FOOD SERVIM Zire-Safety

Answers to Student Activity 9a, Number 2.

1. fireMan

2. exit

3. 'bak'ing sof,la or ,salt

4. extinquis

.smother

es 6. -hot

7. 'blanket

8. electrical

str.oke.

0
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MOD SERVICE: Fire Safety Name

1. VOCABULARY WORDS:

words and define eachDiscuss the following vocabulary
in your own words.

1. flame 7. fireman

2. extinguish 8. hot

3. exit 9. smoXe

4. electrical in.- grease

5. smother 11. blanket

6. salt 12. baking soda

. Fill in each blank w5th the correct vocabulary word.

1. YOu call .a to come put out a fire.-

2. A door you use to leave a building is. an
I

can be used to put3. or
out,a grease. fire.

. AnotheT way, to say "put out!' a. fire is .to
a fire.

. If you put a lid on a flaming pan, it will
the.flame

6. When you stand'near'a fire you will feel very

7. If.a person's clothing 'catches on fire, you would wrap
the.Apersbn in a .

Always check the_wires. oh
ment.

kitchen equip-

9.. The gray and black clouds you see above a fire'are
called

Student Adtivity 9a.
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Lesson Ten

FOOD SERVICE UNIT:: Efficiency

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1, Efficiency is necessary to operate a kitchen. success--
fully.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:.

1, The student'-.will know where to place certain. equip-
ment.

-2. The student will knoW' why you place, it there.

3. The student will l4arn the 7uib}cest way to per. form
Specific tasks.

READINESS E4PERIENCES:

LA, Do you have a large or small kitchen 'at home?

2.. Whereis your stove, vOur refrigerator?

3.- It is a gobd idea to put your. refrigerator- next..to-
your. oven?

4. Discuss the cTor& "efii.ciency".

:LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

USing.a f,lannel board:, -show student why you, place
certain pioes of egn.pment next te.each_other:or
across' from each othc'r.

2. Explain how saving stessaves time and money.

3. 'Having equipment together also helps to prevent -ac-
cidents, (i.e. table near Stove.or oven'to set hot
pans

O

STUDENT ACTIVITIES.:,

1. Have student, draw a-room or use the. accompanying lay-
out ple.n.

2. Role Playing-- 'working in an inefficient kitchen and
an efficient kitchen.

3. Refer to workSheet for other activities.

r 290
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FOOD SERVICE: Efficiency Name

1. VOCABULARY WORDS:

Pronoupce each word and write a sentence ini:reference to

efficiency 'in thejcitchen.

1. save

2. time

3. :Profit

4. money

,5. steps

6- across

7. next

8. plaCe

9, prevent

10. labor

11. oven

12. range

13. stove

14. sink

Student Activity 10a 291



Draw lir 8 for the quickest and safest routes from place.

to pla e. Role play If you _cooked spaghetti, after .

taking the pan from the stove, *vherewcula you go with it ?)
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S:tude t Activity .10b
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xs. n. FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Efficiency

OTtITY CARTS

CartS play an important part in the kitchen. They save
many steps for the cook or baker. When the baker 'is going to
bake a cake, she takes the :cart to the storage room and puts
all the ingredients on it instead of running back and forth.
This is being efficient. Theicarts-also are used to take hot'
food from the kitchen or ovens to the serving area this is'
a safety-measure. Do you know why it- is safer. to use a cart
instead of carrying hot pans?

( .13 )
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Efficiency

fr

WM,

STEAMERS

Ago

The steamer is like a pressure cooker: It cooks with
.steam. We use this to heat all our meats and'Vegetables.
It's fast, and there isn't any chanceof burning. A

atimer is set and when the bell rings-, we let out the steam
and the food is ready for the serving table.

Ve* 294
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Efficiency

0

STEAM KETTLES...

This kettle holds about forty gallons and is heated by

Steam. It is used' to make aJ1 our soups, spaghetti sauces,

stews, etc. Can you imagine trying.to.cook eighty lbs. of
meat on top of the stove for spaghetti sauce: Ho%T much

easier it, is to put it all together in one big kettle! -How
many two oz. servings can we get from eighty lbs. of meat?

( )
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Efficiency

"lik"rf?,os.g.

.DISHWASHER

-How long do you think it would -take to wash dishes for
five thuhdred.Students by hard? A long, long,, time. . That's
why we are happy to have this autotatic.dishwasher. Ne serve
three lunches:and wash .dishes -three times a day. How many'
trays would tkat:be? If we uOed a kpife, fork.and
spbon, how many pieces of silver would-that be?
The board. of health inspectsbthis dishWasher when he comes
into make sure-the.Washing temperature, is one hundred forty
five degrees and the rinsing temperature is one hundred eighty
degrees. water must'be,'hot enough to destroy bacteria.

(

Y. .
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Lesson Eleven

FOOD.SERVICE- UNIT: Kitchen Layout

GENERAL CONCEPT:

There is a difference in the layout of an institu-
tional kitchen and a home kitchen.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will be- familiarpwith the layout of an
institutional.kitChen.

Students-mill be able to pick out similarities and
differences between a ho7ne kitchen and institutional
kitchen.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:.

1. What is an institution?

That is an "institutional kitchen"?

Where do we find them? `"

4, How do they differ from your kitchen at home?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:.

1. -Display a-diagram of -a typical kitchen in an insti-
tution. (audio-visual) Discuss the equipment in-
voived and their functions. in use.

2. Compare'an institutional kitchen and .a home kitchen.
Discuss the differences ,terms of quantity of.food
size, sizes of equipmegt,number of people working
in i,t,

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1, Have students clip cut,pieturesof kitchen equip-
ment.

2. 'Have students visit d kitchen in an. institution.

3. Role- plaYing.

.r-
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Se

Lesson Eleven

*FOOD SERVICE:, Kitchen Layout

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

NOTE; Food Service Magazine. Magazine for professional sr--

vices' is subscribed to by most schools and .instituti os.

Also catalogues- from dealers have photos useable for

this unit.

29



0

FOOD SERVICEr. Kitchen.Layout Nam
0

. VOCABULARY WORDS

Pronounce each word'and use in a sentence.

1. kitchen

2. '-table

3.. steps

4. saves

.5.- 'layout

size

7. -differ.

8. space..

9.'floor

10.' amount

11. number°

12% employees

diagram

14. institution

Unscramble The letters to correctly.,- spell the vocabulary
words., 0

1. sepst 8.

2. vseas 9.

3, uotyol 10.

4. apsce 11.

5. al:for 12.

6. benmur

7. seyilpoe

Student Activity'lla
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FOOD SERVICE: Kitchen Layout Name.

1. Use layout :below for .the kitchen.. 'Paste
of Pictures, of equipment in an efficient
remembering exits.

the collection
arrangement,

,0

.o

0

J

9

G

O

1Student Activity lib



FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kit Chen Layout

pxt,

ccr

LAFE MIXEP.

Students'surely.wouldmiss the hot rolls made every
day without the aid of this equipment: -Thismixer.liolds 30#
of flour, 34 of dry.milk, 34 sugat,'A butter; 1 cup of salt,
1#' dried eggs, 14- yeast; plGu3.21/2'gallons_water.' Mix altogethei''
and you have approximately 600 dinner roil-O. or 4'00 hot dog or
hamburger,rolls.

O

C



FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen LayOut

SrWS

Usually kitchens have .Dpecial sinks for special pUrposeS.

A is'a.large sink we Use to wash. pot and pans..

0.

A

0

A

B

B is a Smal.utility sink at the end of the table we use for
dishing up desexts,.pouring juice or cutting butter. .It's:
handy -td rinseyour. hands or to rinse yout cloth, after wiping
upspills.. Can you think of anything else.we could use special.
sinks for?



Lesson Two Lye

FOOD-SERVICE UNIT: Refrigeration I

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. It is necessary. o_knew AW to reTrigerate different

types. of food.

, BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
\ .

1. The student will be...abie'te ddentify the:different

,kindsof reach-in, walk-in.)

2. The student will know the correct tempeYatures t

store -foods.

3. The student will be aJ 6 to read a thermometer.

'READINESS EXPERIENCES::

1. What kind o'f refYigeratei-on do. you have at, home?
.f

2., -Why is it importaht to 'keels the'correct temperature

3.. What kind of food wou.14J you store in a refrigerator?

LEARNINGEXPERIENCES:

1. Bring in 1. thermometer explain and check'thb', teM-

perature-of the refrigerator 35 degrees, 45 degrees).

in cafeteria kitchen and ho:te kitchen.
I

2.- ExEi lain th0 difference between a'N"Walk-in" and a

"reach-in!! refrigerator.

3. Have stuqlant list what types of food they have in

.refrigerator-at hone. Include some produce, meat,

milk and cheese.

4. Describe the difference beti,:ieen an institution ze7
frigerator and yours at: hcme.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1" Cut out different types of walk-in refrigerators..
Put pictures of types of Nod stored in this type,
with a _M_cture of a walk i'n,

2. .D6 the same with reac-in.re7riyerators.

3. Usc photographs of waLk-in and 4':each-in refcigera-

tors for backurolind. liaVe students'draw them.

264 M



FOOD SERVICE: Refri eration I Name

1. VOCABULARY WO

Pronounce and define. Teacher and student review words
orally and p rhaps list on board. Student will distin
guiShbetwee those stored in "walk-in" and wreachin!'
refrigerato bywritin in. proper place.

1./ temper ture

degre

:..refrigerator

A; thermometer,

5. walk -.in

6. .reach-in

7. produce

8. meat
! \
I \ 9.. examine

1.

Te41 about a walk -in refrigerator and a reach-in, then
list., some foodS you would find in these' refrigerators:

WALK-IN

2.- 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

9. 9.

10._ 10.

Student Activity 12a
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FOOD 'SERVICE: Refrigeration I

Suggestions':,

1. Walk -in.- usually used for cases of produce, crates. of
iguit, etc.

2. Reach-in - usually used to store desserts, butter, things
prepared ahead of time.

Answers to Student Activity 12b, L1umber 1.

4. temperature'

.2. degree

3 thermoMeter

4 walk -in .

5. .reach-in

6. produce

7. meat.

refrigerator

. examine

305
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FOOD SERVICE: Refrigeration. Name

1. Read each word from the prvious worksheet and review mean-

ing. Student will fill in blanks below:

J. t p r t

2. _d g r

h e r m e-

4.

e a h

6. r

8.

9:

Student Activi 1;:h 306
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Refrigeration I

REACH IN-REFRIGERATOR

We use the name reach -in, bedause that's exactly what it
is; you are able to stand and reach anything that's stored in
it. There are doors on both sides, making it convenient to
use from both sides of the kitchen. You can put foods, in from
the preparation side, and take them out on the serving side.
The vents .at the bottom are to let air circulate around the
motor to help keep it cool. They are not .just a decoration.
The, temperature in the refrigerator should be thirty -five de-
grees to forty-five degrees.

'T 411-V1



Lesson Thirteen,

. FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Refrigeration II

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. It is necessary to know why different types of food
need refrigeration.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1 The student will apprciate the-need to prevent
-spoilage.

2. The student learn the principles of. food stor-
age for appearance,. preservation, and. convenience.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. What happens to a -grocery order if it is net put
away soon after purchase?

2. What happens to milk, produce, meat, cheese and
butter if it is not refrigerated?

3. What is. the coolest place.in yOur house?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:
.

1. Take the students into the walk -in refrigerator and
peintout.the different type's of food that are kept
under refrigeration.

2. Discuss the importance of preventing spoilage. (loss

of money from spoiled food, loss of vitamins, food

poisoning).

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
.

1. Leave a smal] portion of milk and a piece Of. a vege-
table' (a lettuce. leaf).out of the refrigerator over
night. The next morning, have the students note the.
changes in the milk and vegetable.
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Lesson Thirteen
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S

FOOD SERVICE: Refrigeration II '- Name

1. VOCABUiARY:WORDS:
1

Learn the meaning of each word and be able to tell- what
. ,

it is in your: own words. . , /

Spoil'

2. wilt

sour

A. mold

5. food poisoning

6. produce

7. -refrigeration

8. dairy

2. Find each of the vocabulary words in the\puzzle below.
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LeSson Fourteen-

FOOD SERVICE. UNIT: Freezers'

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. It'is necessary to know how and why to freeze cer7
ain foods.

'BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will know what foods belong in a freezer.

2. The student will knoW what temperature to keep foods

frozen.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. Do you have a freezer at home?.

.2. Is a freezer colder. ,than your :refrierator?

3. !Woud yoU be, able to-keep frozen food in your refri-
igerator?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Use the thermometer and explain how to read it.

2. Explain the:oorrect temperature for the, freezer, (i.

e. 0,10 degrees.) Is this the same as'for the re-
frigerator?

3. Put thermometer in freezer and check.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

'1. Bring in some pictures of foods that are kept in a
a freezer.

2i. Give students experiences using a thermometer.

3. Visit'a supermarket and list the items kept in
freeier.

a

4. FamiIiarize.students with prOcedu.res to freeze foods
at home.

( 23 It
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'FOOD SBRV.ICE:' Freezers Name

1. VOCABULARY WORDS:

O

Defihe the following words and write a sentence for \each

one:* I.

1.* freezer

2. zero
O

3: frozen

4..ice

5. defrost

6.. melt

7. freeze'

8. frost

2. Draw a.line between food and the corrE2ct type of refri-

geration.

eggs.

2. ice cream

3. butter

4. tomatoes

5. milk

6. frozen spinach

7. *.oranges

.8. 'tunb. fish

9. ice. cubes

Student Activity 14a

refrigerator



FOOD

1.

0

SERVICE: Freezers ° Name

favorjte foodsMake a list of your
freezer andin a:refigerator.

that are kdpt in a

FREEZER a 'REFRIGERATOR

1. 1.

2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5,

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

9. 9.

10. 10.

11.

12. 12.

13. 13.

14. 14,

15. 15.

Student Activity 14b

V
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Freezers

FREEZER

, . .
.-: . 1,

,
. .

Haying a freezer is both cohlenientand economical. .We
can -buy food when it!,s on sale and that 'saves money. It also

' c-loes away with'eVery day deoliveries. Temperature shourd be
ten degrees- below.zero to ten. degrees'above. Can-you think-
of any other reasons why it would be good to have a freezer?

dre
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Lesson'Fifteen

FOOD SERVICE UNIT Storage Room

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. A well organized storage.room is an essential part
of the kitchen,

.BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
.

The student will become familiar with the arrange7
meats in the storage rooth.

2. The student will be able toorganize food and Sup-,
plies by category (i.e. -,..pears w/fruit, peas w/veg-.
etables). .

RiADINESSEXPERIENCES:

1...At home what kind of food does your mother keep in
the closet?

.

2. Why wouldn't she keep ice Creani in the closet? '(Only

things that don't needrefrigeratiOn.are kept.in the
closet$.

3.. Does. your. mother have Speaialiclo'sets for-certain
things (i.e..- canned goods in one closet; yakiclirware,.

.etc. in anoth6r)? 8

. ,-- f

4'. In the kitchen-we have one big .closet,. th6:stoDage -
room...-What kind of.things do-you. thipk-We keep in
it? . ,

- ;.,
o.

.LEARNING EXPERIENCES:
,

1. Take the students into `the storage Toot. of a cafe-
teria kitchen and show them how 'things, are arranged....

Explain the way the room is 6rganized:(i.e.. - all
vegetables in one area, all.paper goods. in another,,

,./
etc..)

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1.: Have students cut out picttres of.different foods
and objeCts that'oduld be feupd-in a storage. room.

2. Have the students group these pictures into cate-
gories corni 'peas, car.rotS'all go together
under'''vegetables','"-n'apkins, papei- dips, "paper=
ware ", jello a-d pudding, "dessrirt"..,'

) 315,



,FOOD SERVICE: Storage Rooms- Name

.1. In the storage room, food and supplies are aranged'in
categories ft.hings that are alike, such as corn and peas
are both vegetables, so they would be in one category).

*Below ydU will see three words in a.grotp';' Circle the-f
one that does not belong with.the.others (ex. corn,
peas,- oranges.) 7-You circled orangeSbecause it-is-a.fruit-
and corn and peas are vegetables. .

1. apples, pears, string beans

2.. tomatoes, napkins, carrots

3. salt, knife., fork

4. cake mix, pudding, orange juice

5. potatoes, peas, bananas

6. .pears,. paper cups, napkins

7. tomato sOup,, cookies,. chiCken noodle soup

8,: spinach, pea-,.apples

9 oranges, carrots, peachPs

10.. jello, tomato soup, pudding

Student Activity 15a

31.6



FOOD.SERVICE UNIT: .Storage Room

11111.

V.

'AO*

A

war r

STORAGE ROOMS

Having a large storage room is like going to the store..
Here- we have all the supplies we -use for.food Prepayntion and
serving!. The canned vegetableS. on dartain.Shelves andthe
canned fruit and desserts on .certain shelves. .Spices are.to-
gethex and paper goods are all in one area. .Allthe .articles
are daW so that. we use the'older. things first. This room
must be- keOt clean and well ventilated. All. foods are kept
in clean'ti4ht containers.

i .

(- 2.6
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Storage Room

GINGER

Here is one spi,c6
found in thestorage,
room. used in
curry and ginger snaps.
Can- you think 'of any-
thing else to'use gin
.ger in?.

c

O.

dL

( 27 .)

allousti

___101014r1774
estsep,V4.

MOLASSES

This is also found on
a shalt in the stor.age room.
It is used in many -things,
like.baked:beans and cakes.

you ou telf about anyLhing
else which is made with MO-
lasseFj?

.318



Lesson Sixteen

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Inventory

GENERAL CONCEPT:

Keeping an inventory iS an important factor in the
operation of a cafeteria.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
7

I..' The student will be able to define:the word "inven-'.
tory".

2. The student will realize the necessity of the inven.-
tory, (i.e. rotahing fOod same as money.)

3.. The student will beable to take an inventory.

. READINESS EXPERIENCES:

I. Before yo0r mother does the-grocery shopping, does'
she.check the closets to see what she ne-,r1s?

2. boes she ever, buy more than one of the salie_thing?

3. dbes. she use a canthathas.been on the shelf or
does she use-the new one? s.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:-
. .

1. 'Discuss the word "inventory" list of.articles
-number, quantity, value).

2. Explain.why.the cafeteria must knew hgow much of each
product it has on hand.

3.

, . .

DiScuss what could happen if we didn't take an inven-
tory (and ran out.' of food).-

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:.

I. Have the studentsThelp with an inventory in the school
kitchen.

2, Have the students go home and take a sample inven-
/tory in the closets of their own kitchens. (Use the
/ sample inventory form on the work sheet).



FOOD;SERVICE: 'Inventory
I

Answers to Student Activity 16a,. Number 2..

1. inventory

24. produce

3. rotate

4. unit

5. amount

6 quantity

. 7. asset

8.' value

t 320



17.

FOOD SERVICE: Inventoic.

1. VOCABULARY WORDS:/

Ptonounoe and define.

1. inventory /

2, asset

3.. groceries'

4. produce

5. articles

6. value

7. unit.,

8. amount

.9.. cash

10. rotate

'quantity

12. number

Name

2. Fill. in the blanks with the vocabulary words.

. 1. Once a month you should take an v t_ _ _

2. Lettuce and tomatoes are called r

3. We should t t food so we always use the oldest._

4. A _ _ t is the size or weight of the container..

5. An m is the number of articles you have.

6. Cafeterias buy food in

7. Groceries on the shelf is an t.

8. A large inventory is of,great v _ u .

Student. Act. vity 16a

3`1
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jFOOD.SERVICE: Inventory

Monthly Inventory
Month of 19

Name

CANNED FRUIT

CANNED VEGETABLES

GROCERIES

Student Activity 16b t15. 39.2



FOOD SERVICE UNIT :. Inventory

$

CONDENSED''

VEGETARIAN6 L..
aro Iwo* .111

WNW NIaz OM 30

NOW ,

m au "

4.

PAPER GOODS
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Lesson Seventeen

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Weights Arid MeaSures

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1 Accuracy in weighftiq and measuring is.important in.
food preparation.

BEHAVIORAL- OBJECTIVES:

'1., Therstudent millbe familiar with measuring cups,
measuring spoOns, kitchen scales and weights 'and
measures and be able to use them accurately in ..
kitchen work.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:.

1. Why are scales and measuring devices used?

2. Why is it 'important to know.how to use scaleS and
measures?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Bring in a kitchen scale discuss measuring device.
used. .Give students practice using it.

Review basic fractions,- whole, 1/2,1a.

Bring in measuring .instruments, (i.e. - cups,
spoons, quarts and -gallons.) Give .students practice.
using these.

STUDENT,ZCTIVITIES:
\

1. Have student bring in different size containers,

a. 1 lb, butter of oleo carton

b- 1 qt. milk carton.

c. 1 gal. milk contlainer

. Have student pour cups otwater into qt, containers.
How many?

3. Have student pour quart of water into gallon. H6w
many?

4 Practice ;dividing an apple or orange into different
sectional measurements. (14's, 1/2's.)

( 30 )r a'4



Lesson Se' enteen

FOOD SERVICE: Weights And Measures

Answers to StudentACtivity 17a, Number 1.

16 ounces

4 cups

32.,ounces

4 quarts

AnsWers to Student Activity lia,,NuMber 3
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Answers to Student ActiVity 17b, Number'l.

ounces pounds quarts gall° ns

1. pepper 1. butter . ,1.

candy
bars

2. coffee 2.

3. meat
. 3. cinnamon 3.

4. )read

325

mayonaise 1. milk

orange' 2. ice
juice cream

mustard 3. 'olives
,...,T

4. pickles



FOOD SERVICE: 'Weights And Measures

1. Fill in the blanks:

ounces 1. pound

cups ---.. 1 quart

ounces :f= l fhart

. quart:.; I tWloi

Namp

Learn these abbreviat ohs.:

oz. ounces.,

lb, pound

qt. 7 quart

gal. gallon

3. Pick, oA the welds and alit,,,,%,iations I
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FOOD SERVICE: Weights.And Measures Name

1. List under its proper column some foods that can be bought
in these weights and measurements:.

ounces Pounds quarts . gallons

Student Activity 17b



FOOL; SERVICE UNIT:, Weights And Mea ures

MEASURES

HOw could we POssibl8z.',get along without measuring?. Years
ago people measured With . "pinches" and "handfuls". Today we
like to know exactly howCh flour-to put in a cake, exactly
how much milk, etc.

1. Do you .know how Many ounces in a cup?

2. Hpw many cup's ifn a quart?

3. How Many ounces are there in a large juice can?

A. There are 128 ounces of juice in a gallon.: How many
4 ounce cups would you get from 1 gallon?

3 ) 1
4,0
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FOOD SERVICE UNITe Weights And Measures

-SCALES

0 The scale is used every day. The baker uses it to mea-
stre flour; the cook, uses it to make sure we _are serving 2
ounce portions of meat. There are lour weights here, (1 lb.,
2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lbS.) There is a scale pan And a balance
weight that must be used every time the-pan is used. If you
look closely at the picture you will notice the scale is not
balanced - one side is higher than the other. They must be
even before yot, Use them.

1'. If-you; wanted to weigh. 10 lb. of flour, what weights
would /you use?

2. If you wanted 3 lbs. of sugar, what weight would you
use?

--4i.' 932..)- 3
.
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Weights And Measures

SCOOPS

Scoops are a favorite tool-in the kitchen.. When you
look at these sCOopt,'I'm sure you think of ice: cream. There
are many other things these'scOopS are used for dipping
cookies, meat ballsi mashed potatoes. They also measure the
right amount of food.

A. #12 scoop holds 3 oz. Used.for making salisbury
steak or serving mashed potatoes.

B.. #20 scui7T holds 2'oz, used for serving jello, pud
ding.

C.. #40 scoop holds f oz: used fot dipping cookies.

D. #70 scoop holds 31 oz. used forrelish,.cranberries.

( 33 )"
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Utensils

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. There is a specific utensil, for specific jobs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

I.. The student will know the definition of the word

. The student will know there are certain tools Or
/ utensils for certain jobs.

.:

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. would.you use to s ir pudding while it was
cooking?

2. Why wouldn't you use a fork?

3. If you wanted to-dish up soup, what would you use?,

4. Do you think the utensils would be.larger in a schoOl
cafeteria than at home?.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Bring in large dtensils;the kind-used in school.
cafeterias or restaurants and some from home.

2. Compare sizes and discuss why the large ones would
be impracticable:forjiome use and the Smaller sizes
impracticable for larger kitchens..

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

1. Lay out utensils. Have students'pick one out .and I

tell what they are-used for:

'( 34 ) 331



FOOD SERVICE: Utensils ' . Name

1.' You have juat-gaena few .utensils that- were talked about,
in class. Now circle any yourecbgnized in the list be---,
low and write what thpy are used for:

1'. knife

2. .ladie

3. spoon

4. spatula

5, fork

6. pancake .turner

T.. tongs

B. scoop'

9. butter cutter

10. dough cutter

\

2. Use the following utensils in the (7rossword puzzle below:

knife, ladle, spoon, spatula, fork, tongs, scoop

Student Activity 18a

332



FOOD.SERVICE UNIT: Utensils

KNIVES AND FORKS

What would it be like to be in a kitchen without any
knives or.1,4ge forks? 'What if the knives were dull and we
.were not able-Eo shapen them?' Here are.some.of the differ-
ent kinds of tools'we use every day in. preparing food.

A,. Large fork used for lifting meats from the roasting
pans.

B. Chef's knife, used for cutting and chopping

C. Knife used for sliQing

D. Large boning knife used for boning turkeys.

E. mall boning knife

F. Paring knife, used. for paring, Slicing, etc.

G. Steel, used to keep our knives very sharp

Iv9



FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Utensils.

LARGE SCOOP, used for.flour or sugar

BUTTER CUTTER, used to cut 14 lb. pieces of butter into pats.

( 36 )
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Utensils

A baker sure. woul miss her DOUGH CUTTER,,

: or her. ROLLING PIN.

( 37 )
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: UtehEils

0.

QUIZ

1. Can you identify this utensil?

2. What is at called?

3. It'haS many uses. How manycan you name?

1.

,2.

3.

4.



.Lesson Nineteen.

.FOOD SERVICE UNIT:. Kitchen. Equipment (can Openera).

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. It is important to correetly.use a can opener.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

1. The student/will be
of can openers.

able to identify several.kinds
A

,2. The student: will be able to correctly operate these
can openers.

READINESS. EXPERIENCES:

1. Have you ever used.a can opener ?.

2. What kind diji you use? What did you open?

3. Discuss the importance of the top of the can being
clean before opening.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:-

1. show the student the dif.ferent types of can openers
useci in. the home and the commercial kitchen..

2. Demonstrate the operation of these can openers.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

.1. ,Make a list of the different kinds of can openers.

2.. Letstudents practice opening cans.

3. Make instructional bulletin Voard or posters.

tw.

( 39
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FOOD *SERVICE: Kitchen Equipment (can openers)

Answers to Student ACtivity 19a, Number 2.

1. can opener

2. puncture lid

3. tin

4. clean top.

5.' edge

6. open

6
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FOOD'SERVICE:, Kitchen Equipment (can openers)

Name

1. VOCABULARYWORDS:

Pronounce and use in a sentence, stating-proper use in
the kitchen.

1. can

2. opener

3, lid

4. puncture

5.. sharp

6. top

7. edge

8. tin

9.: clean

10. open

2. Fill in. the blank spaces, using the vocabulary words;

1. ,The is heavy:-

2. You must . the 'first.

The -is sharp.

A. We always

J. You'cut around the

6. Tt is.eaSy to

Student Activity 19a
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen Equipment (can openers)

-40 d

CAN OPENER.

.

Where .would we be without the ,good 'old can opener. This
one opens many can in a clay. It.is quite simple to operate.
All you do is lift the handle. straight up, put the can under
it and push, down, puncturing the lid. Then bend .the handle
down and turn it to.your right. The-can opener opens,cans.of
all sizes, but-in ttle.kitchen we use mostly #10 cans. They
are the. large size, packed for industrial uSe.

( 40 340



Lesson Twentytij

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen Equipment (slicers choppers
graters)

GENERAL CONCEPT:

11. It is Important to know the function of the differ-
ent pieces of kitchen equipment.

'BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will be able to identify the.different-
pieces of equipment found in the kitchen.

2. The student will be able to define the uses of cer?'
tain pieces of equipment, (i.e. - slicer, chopper,
grater).

3. The student will besable to correctly operate cer-
tain pieces of equipment.

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. -What kind of equipment: o you have in your home'for
slicing, chopping or grating?

2. What kind of foods would you slice? Chop?.

.3 What kind of foods would you grate?:

,--LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Show students the different types of equipment used
for slicing, chopping and grating.

2. Show students the types of equipment found in the
commercial kitchen versus that found in the home
kitchen.

. 3. Talk about safety in the use of these pieces of
equipment.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES : -

I. Have students slice cheese, grate carrots and chop
tomatoes, using home 'equipMent.

. Demonstrate, using commercial equipment.

Make safety posters.,

341



Lesson Twenty.

FOOD 'SERVICE: Kitchen Equipment (slicers, choppers,
graters)

Ariswersto Student Activity

1. slice'

2. chop

3. grate

4.. slicer

5. chopper

6. grater

20a,- '&jumber

Answers to Student. Activity-20a, Number 3...

1. red or yellow

2. orange

3. .white or yellow

a,.

0

a

344
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FOOD SERVICE: Kitchen Equipment (slicers, choppers,
graters)'

Name

1, VOCABULARY WORDS:

Pronounde; Use in a sentence about its proper use in the

kitchen. P't

1. slice

2. chop

3. grate

4. slicer

5. chopper'

6. grater

2. Fill in the blanks withthe .correct word:

1. You w111

2. Please

the cheese for a. sandwich.

the tomatoes for the pizza.

3. the carrots 4or a salad.

4. You will slice the cheese on the

5. We chop the tomatoes with the

6. Did.you grate the carrots on the

3. Fill in the blanks with the colors of.the food listed
.

.below.

1. Tomatoes are

2. Carrots are

3. Cheese could be or

or

Student Activity 20d



FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen Equipment (slicers, choppers,,
graters)

ELECTRIC SLICER

The slicer is a great help in the kitchen, but also a
piece of equipment' weyare very careful of. For safety rea-
sons, we have-a "no talking" policy, when using it. Think
how long it would take to slice enough lunch meat_for 300
hoagies, if we did not have this slicer. Can you figure out

'how many pounds_ of meat We would :need to' have 2 ounces in.
each hoagie?

344
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen Equipment (slicers, choppers,
_graters)

BUFFALO CHOPPER

Our kitchen would he less efficient if we were without
this piece of equipment. P2verydary-we .nced chopped' vegetables

for cole slaw, saiads,.soup *and sauces% What would we chop
for.cole slaw? For spaghetti .sauee?

For vegetable .soup?

ro 11,5
.
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FOOD-SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen Equipment (slicers, choppers
graters)

ts>

GRATE,R

This grater is an accessory that fits on our -large mixer
and ruins from the motor. We use thas.to grate cheese for
pizza. Do you think this is faster than doing it by hand?
What.else could we use this grater. for?,:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

( 44 ) 346
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Lessoh Twenty-One

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: 'Ritchen Equipme t ''(.st&es and ovens)
s v

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. It is necessary to unders1fa the functions of the
stove and ovens.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will be-able o identify the cooking
equipment

The. student will be ableito define the uses of the'
.stove and ovens:

3. The student will know Oat kinds'of food yoU would.
cook, bake, roast and broil.

,

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1. 'What kind of a stove does your mother use (i.e./-
'igas, electric)?

.

2. What type of food wobld you cook on top of the stov
In the oven?

Discuss temperatures(i.e. -:low heat, medium heat,
high heat). Show oven therMostat.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. List safety rules, if . you use matchs to light
.gas stove.

2, List safety .riles for using. an electric stove.

_3. Discuss the, important of using pot holders.

STUDENT :ACTIVITIES:

1. Have student bring in pictures of a stove.

2. Have students make instructional posters dealing with
the use of stoves and ovens.

3. Make posters dealing with safety in use of stoves
and ovens.

4. 'Make potholders out of nylon loops and'looms.':

r"i 341.
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Lesson Twenty-Dne

FOOD SERVICE: Kitchen.Equipment (stoves and ovens).

Answers to Student Activiy 21b, Number

Oven, (front view) Stove (top view)

0 0 0 (5

11.

MI r t, I

es

Ei)

, cakes 1. soup

2. pies 2. coffee

3. rolls 3. water

4. meat. 4. spaghetti

5. fish 5. fried potatoes

6. macaroni & cheese 6. tomato sauce

7: baked potatoes '7. egg's

8. cookies 8. pudding

9.- poultry. 9. peas

10. pudding 10. carrots
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FOOD SERVICE: :Kitchen Equipment (stoves and ovens)

Name

1.. VOCABULARY WORDS:.

'Pronounce each. word and use in a sentence.

1. oven

2. stove

3. low

4. gas

5. hot

6. electric

7. bake

8. cook

9. roast

10. heat

Student Activity 21a 349



.FOOD SERVICE: Kitchen Equipment (stoves and ovens)

Name

1. Label ,the equipment below and list foods that are cooked
Or baked under the proper picture.

Oven (front view) Stove .(top view)-

1.

2.

3. 3..

4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

9.
?;

10. 10.

_Student Activity alb



1.
FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen Equipment (stoves and ovens)

STOVES.

Institutional kitchens have stoves very much like yours
at home except for the size. Do you think there would be
room in your kitchen for a stove this size? How many ovens.
do_you.see? HQW many_round burners? How many square grills?

!, 17 35
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FOOD SERVICE UN Kitchen Equipment (stoves and ovens)

OVENS

are

. Beside the two ovens in the stove, we also have two
stacked ovens. These.are used mostly. for baking cookies,
rolls and.cakes. These ovens each hold ;two 1 x 26 trays.
When we.bake rolls we put 70 on a tray.

How many can we bake at'a time ?.

2. How many dozen is that?

pt?

( 4 7 )
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a. FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen'Equipment r(stoves_ and ovens)

POTS

.How mahylunChes could we serve if there weren't any potS
to cook in? -We have all sizes and shapes, but these are the
most popular' ..

is'a large stock pot, that holds. 10 gallons. How many
quarts does it hold?

is a,,medium stock pot, that hdlds 24 quarts. How many
gallons does it hdld?

is a small stock pot, which holds 12 quarts. How many
cups would that be?

is a sauce pan, which we use to melt butter; make
small amounts of white sauce, etc. It holds 51/2 quarts.

is a pot 'which holds 2 3/4 quarts._ We use it mostly
for dipping up soup, spaghetti sauce, etc. into the
serving pans.

t Ye
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Kitchen Equipment (stoveS and ovens)

PANS

These pans are great for convenience and efficiency.
They can go from the oven or from the refrigerator to the
serving line. Thatcuts d9wn on labor.

I

"A" is 2" high and. holds 71/2 quarts. We use this mostly
for jells and puddings.

is 4" high .and holds,141/2 quarts.
. This is used for

baking meat loaves or macaroni and Cheese.. It holds.
approximately 200servings, using a #20 scoop .

"C" is 6" high and holds 22 quarts. This is used for .

mashed pciltatoes, tossed salads, etc.

"D"

"E"

"F"

is a half pan. It'S 2" high and holds about 34
quarts. We use this for f!elish, mayonnaise, etc.

is aIsola half pan. It holdS 74 quarts and is used
for craAbergies, etc..

is a half pan, which holds 1i quarts and is used the
most. /We serve soup, gravy and sauces from it.

is a round serving pan' which is alsO used for soups
andsauces.

( 49 ) '""' 354



Lesson Twenty7Two

FOOD SERVICE UNI': Serving Portions

GENERAL CONCEPT:

1. To receive the correc.tamount of vitamins,-minerals
and proteins to meet the TypeA Lunch,* food mist be
measured exactly.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will be 'familiar with the nutritional
requirements of a sc I lunch.

2., The student will be able to measure the correct por-
tions needed for a school lunch' (i.e. 4 fruitand
1/2 cup vegetable) .

READINESS EXPERIENCES:

1..:What are vitamins, minerals and proteins? How do
we get these?

. -Do you think it is important to have a.Certain amount
of each one at every meal? ,

. Does your mother make sure that you eat good meals?
Why?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

1. Explain the four basiefood groups and how much of
each one you must have on a'Type A* school lunch.

2; Show the students:the-cdifferent utensils used tol
measure the food - a two (5z,. scoop
used for vegetables or fruit)

STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

*-

1: Have students' cut the different school lunchmenus'
out of the newspaper. Studentg Can check them and
see if all the food groups have been included :,---

ee?reverseof this° page for explanation.
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Lesson Twenty-Two

FOOD SERVICE: Food Pox:tions

Teacher Suggegtions:

* Type A L'inch

2 oz. meat
3/4 cup fruit or vegetable, (i,e. cup veg., 11 cup

frUit)
1 .serving enriched. bread..
1 teaspoon butter]
1/2 pint whole milk



FOOD SERVICE1 Serving Portions Name

L. VOCABULARY WORDS:

Pronounce'each word and write a complete sentence.

1. vitamins

2. minerals

3. proteins

4. diet

5. portion

6. nutrition

7: requirements

8. type:

5. balanced

10. menu

Student ACtivity 22a
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FOOD SERVICE; Sebrving Portions Name

1. Make up 3 different lunch menus . Be sure that you include
a food from each 0:It the 4 groups (meat, dairy, bread, fruits
and Vegetables)

#1

#2.

1

#3

Student Activity 22b

9
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT:. Serving Portions

SERVING SPOONS

Three different kinds of spoors are used in serving.

"A" is slotted, used for:serving food that doesn't require
any juice_ or gravies.

"B" is.sOlid, used for foodS that do require juices or
-sauce.

"C" is perforated, used also for food that doesn't re-
quire any liquid.

Can you name any other fruits, vegetables or meats, that
we might use the different=spoons for?

SLOTTED

1. Potatoes
2.
3.

4.

'0

SOLID PERFORATED

1. Meat balls 1.- Green Beans
2. 2.
3. 3.
4. 4.

( 51 )
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: Serving Portions

TONGS We use two sizes of tongs to serve. "A" is small anwl
is..used for salads. "1 is larger and used to serve. chicken, etc.

021v-3.0,4

A

"1111,--

TURNER SPATULAS These are very useful J.,31 cooking and serv-
ing ; "A"-_is a butter spreader. "B" is a large spatula, used
for icing cakes. "Cu is a pie server. H'.DT is a cake server.
"E" is a large. turner; used for turning hamburgers, etc.

5 2 )



.-FOODSERVICE ,Serving Portions
,

CONDENSED

VEGETARIAN

VEGETABLE SOUP..t *PT Titt44Natos 444,

hut Pu. &gni Stong ;no gong
wev (044, Vtitts94 34 34°

Nm. finorngt 10,~innn,

NET WEIGHT 5102. {3 LOS 3 021

QUIZ

1. How many ounces.' are in this can of soup?

2. If we add f full:can of water to i , how many ounces
would we have?

3. Row many 6oz. SetVimjs could we get from this can, in-
cludinq I can of water?

4. How many studtrntswouLd

361
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: A Task In Baking (cookies)

,4

O

A TASK IN SCOOPING COOKIES

Here th- student performed the task of scooping cookie
dough from a mixing bowl onto a,tray., The task was done
neatly and quickly. The'student was very pleased with her
accomplishmen .

5 4 )
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Lesson Twenty-Three

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: A TASK IN BAKING .(COOKIES)

Dipping. Cookies

a. Get a cart from the storage area

b. Wheel the cart to the pan rack; get .8 large trays (metal
trayS) and put them on.the cart.

c. Wheel the cart to the metal table; get a number 40 scoop
from the drawer. P,

d.1 Get papet liners, from the lower left hand drawer in the
baking table; place one liner on each tray..

(1 Scbop cookie doughfrom the .yowl, fillingscoop full.
Level off the dough, by presing the scoop against the
side of the bowl.

'1. 'Plaoe the scoop of doUgh on the cookie tray; scoops

/

liactoSs and ,6 scoops down.
1 .

g."Press'dough down sligh'tl'y.

h. When a tray is full,.plaCe it on the baker-'.s rack until
ready to bake.

Tete are some problems to help us,know how many cookies we
made and what our profit wil] be:

1. If you put 5 scoops of doiigh 'across the tray and 6
scoops of dough down, how manycookies will be on
each tray?

2. If we have 8 trays-of 30 cookies ci,ach,,hoW many
cookies will there be altogether? -

3. We sold 240 cookies .at each. What will Our prof-
it be?

Vocabulary Words: Discuss the-meaning of these words and:
write a complete sentence 'for each one.

1. total

2. profit

I



Lesson Twenty-Four

FOOD SERVICE UNIT: A TASK IN PREPARATION (DISHING UP DESSERT)

Dishing Up Dessert

a. Get a cart

b. GO to storage room

c. Select fruit for the day's menu from the shelf and put
on the cart'.

d. Pick up package of dessert dishes and lids from the shelf
and put on the cart,

e. Wheel cart to can opener (on wooden table).

f. Wipe tops of cans with a clean cloth.

g. _Lift handle of-'can opener; place can under handle; push
down and turn handle, until the can is_completely open.

h. Get pan from under the table (same .table #as the oan.opener)
and put fruit inipan.

, ,. ,

i. .Put_ithepan on. the cart with.the dessert dishes and wheel-
the cart to .the metal table up front by the refrigerator.

j. Get #20 scoop from the table.drawer... Fill the scoop with
fruit and place in.a dessert dish.'

.Clone each dish with a 'lid and place on tray.

,

This task was given to 'the studepts to see hOw well they
followed directions ,

( 56 )
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: A Task In Pteparation (Dishing Up Dessert)

The first steE7 before opening a can is to make sure it
is clean..flere the student is cleanirvi of the can with a.

clean dish cloth. Why do you think is so important.?

(.57 )
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: A Task, In Prepraion,(Dishing Up Dessert)

The second step would be Lo open the can; then remoY'e,

the lid, being careful not. to cut yourself. Discard the
lid and empty the cnn .in its.correct container for trial
removal.

10-

( 58 )
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FOOD SERVICE UNIT: A Task In Preparation (Dishing Up Dessert)

A

.1

11P,'

A

The can .11,.s been Cleaned and opened:. Now the students
empty the contents into a serving pan. It will be put on a
cart and taken ?to another arca to be dished Op into serqng
portions. Thelstudent followed directions asto whereptO'
find the 'canned fruit in the storage room, .what.kind o'
dishes to use and what .number scoop to use to get: the fight
portion:

I

.59 )
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Lesson Twenty-Five

FOOD SERV CE. UNIT: A TASK IN PREPARATION (CUTTING BUTTER)

Cutting utter

Get cart and butter chips from the storagearea.

b. Go to the freezer and get a pan. of Ice. Rut the pan on

th cart

d.

.

G-t a knife and the butter cutter from the right hand
drawer the wooden.,-top table:- put on the cart.

Get 6 plastic trays from the pan rack.

e. Wheel cart to the front metal table.

f. Put 35 butter-chips on each of the-6 plastic' trays

g. Go to the refrigerator and ,;et 3 pounds of butter.

h . Unwrap the butter and cut into quarters. Lay the quartered
pieces on the ice (this will keep it hard until you are
ready to cut itheobutter into pats)

i. take the butter cutter and- press it through the quartered
piece of 'butter, making 18 pat's. Put the pats on the,but-
ter chips, which are on the plattic trays.

J. Put the finished trays in the retrigetator until you are
ready to :11g° them.

PROBLEMS

1. If you make 6 trays of 35 butter chips each, how many
butter chips will you have altogether?

2. If you cut 3 ,pounds of butter into quarters, then Cut
each quarter into 18 pats, how many quarters will you
have? Hew many 'pats did you 'make?

VOCABULARY WORDS: Pronounce the words and write a complete
sentence using each 4,7ord.' .

1.. pound'

2. quarter

3. butter

A. chips

5. pats

( 60 )
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LesSon'Twcnty-Six

4

FOOD .SERVICE UNIT: A. TASK IN CLEANING UP

Wiping Tables

a. Get a bucket from the bop room.

b. Fill half of the bucket with warm water.

4-

Add 1/4 cup of soap:ariA 1/4 cup of ammonia to the vater. (get
measurin cup from the bakingtabla).

d. (]et'dish towelSfrom-the dryer.

After the students have left the lunch tables', rinse your
towels in the bucket and wipe off all the tables. -Make
sure that you gather the crumbs in your towel. Never .

brush the crumbs onto the floor.

f. -Wipe off all tables after each of the three lunch periods.
(Do a thorough job atter the last. lunch) .

.PROBLEM: Her.d is a problem La help you measure..

It there are 8 ounces in 1 cup and 4 ounces in
many ounces are there in cup?

how

VOCABULARY .WORDS: DiscUss the tdaaning of hese wards and
unscramble the letters, in the ri,.:171-1 column to spell the words.

1. rinse 1. "soa-.

2. soap. 'sou

3. crumbs bscmur

4, ounces. 4. csneuo

5. :wipe rj- pwei

6, ammonia
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